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Teacher's Guide
Description of the Course

Dear Teacher!
     English for Afghanistan Grade (9) is divided into (16) Units and it should be taught in 84
periods. There are four basic language skills among the lessons: speaking, listening, reading, and
writing along with useful vocabulary and effective grammar structures. Phonics is carefully
attended among the lessons in grade 7, 8, 9. If the teacher is to train his students in all four skills, he
must make efficient use of the time at his disposal. The students must be trained in methods to use
their eyes, ears and mind to read words and sentences with correct pronunciation and consequently
understand their meanings very well.
     It is obvious that learning a language is not a matter of acquiring a set of rules about the
language. And it is not functional or practical for him to direct his efforts only at informing a large
vocabulary to his students during the teaching. Instead it is very important for a teacher to pay his
attention at the methods to enable students to use the rules and vocabulary effectively and
successfully in their practical life.
   Thus, students' expertise of a language is ultimately measured by how well he can use it, not by
how much he knows about it. And students' command of a language will be judged not by how
much he has got knowledge of the language, but how well he can apply and act upon it in public.

Common Goals
The common goals of the course are as follows:

To make easy for students to regard English as a means of communication and to use it for
a meaningful purpose.
To contribute to the development of the students' linguistic, intellectual, social, emotional
and physical skills
To make the course more interested and enjoyable for students of the English language.
To encourage students to speak English Language independently.
To raise students' awareness of how language operates as a rule-based system.
To hearten students to be actively involved in the learning process of English.
To encourage students to reproduce language structure, and evaluate, their own progress
through self-evaluation tasks.
To give students confidence to develop independent learning strategies.
To encourage student to co-operate with their classmates and help each other to learn
English.
To persuade students to develop a positive attitude towards others, and respect their own
and different cultures of people.

The course has been designed with both the students' and the teacher's needs in mind and aims to
contribute to education development in its widest sense.

Grammar Practice
     Throughout the course there is a gradual input of basic grammatical terms so that students can
gradually build up their knowledge of this language. This ability to use basic grammatical terms
appropriately is important, if students are to be asked to work out rules for themselves and claim
ownership of the language they learn. So the following grammatical terms are practiced in the
course:

1. Students will be able to use verbs be present and past; is, am, are, was, were and verbs of
have, had.

2. Present Continuous Tense: Students will be able to recognize the present continuous tense
and form sentences.
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3. Simple Present Tense: Students will have the ability to recognize the simple present tense
and form sentences with third person, by adding s, es, or ies in the end of the verbs.

4. Simple Past Tense: Students will have the ability to recognize the simple past tense and
form sentences with regular and irregular verbs.

5. Past Continuous Tense: Students will have the ability to recognize the past continuous tense
and form sentences.

6. Present Perfect Tense: Students will have the ability to recognize present perfect tense and
form sentences.

7. Past Prefect Tense: Students will be able to recognize the past perfect tense and form
sentences.

8. Simple Future Tense: Students will have the ability to recognize the simple future tense and
form sentences with going to, shall and will.

9. Future perfect tense: students will have the ability to form sentences in future perfect tense.
10. Future perfect continuous: students will be able to recognize the future perfect continuous

and make sentences.
11. Active and Passive voices: Students will be able to make sentences in active voice and

passive voice of the tenses.
12. Modal Auxiliaries: Students will be able to use the modal auxiliaries: can, could, may,

might, had better, shall, should, will, would, must and ought to.
13. Students will have the ability to form positive and negative questions with auxiliary verbs

including do/ does and did. They will also have the ability of making interrogative pronouns
and adverbs.

14. Students will have the ability to answer questions beginning with auxiliary verbs and
questions words.

15. Adverbs: Students will have the ability to form adverbs with- ly and –ily.  They will have
the ability to recognize exceptions like; well, hard and fast.

16. Articles: Students will be able to use definite and indefinite articles: a /an/ and the. They
will also be able to use some, any, no, much, many, and a lot of with countable and
uncountable nouns.

17. Nouns: Students will be able to form the plural nouns with –s, -es, -ves; common irregular
plurals: men, women, and children, teeth etc.

18. Pronouns: Students will have the ability to use personal, possessive, reflexive pronouns.
They will also be able to use Apostrophe's'.

19. Adjectives: Students will have the ability to recognize and use the adjectives; regular
comparison, irregular comparison: good, bad, much / many and little.

20. Prepositions: Students will be able to use common prepositions of place, time and direction.
21. Relative Pronouns: Students will have the ability to recognize and use who / whom, which

and that. They will also be able to use the Miscellaneous Features; this / that; these / those.
22. Contracted Forms: Students will be able to use the contracted or shorten forms of helping

verbs: it's, I'm, isn't, wasn't, weren't, don't, didn't, hasn't, haven't, there's / it's, there're /
they're, etc.

23. Imperative: Students will be able to make the imperative sentences.
24. Direct and indirect speeches: Students will have the ability to use the direct and indirect

speeches.
25. Conditional Sentences: Students will be able to make the conditional sentences.

Vocabulary Focus
    Helping the students to develop a wide and rich vocabulary is an affective plan in the course. The
vocabulary is generally presented in lexical sets arising out of the key topic of a unit. Most activities
begin with students trying to bring to mind how much vocabulary they know about a particular
topic. Their knowledge is then broadened through interacting with the texts and activities in the
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units. This vocabulary is then recycled in later units. This process of recall and recycling occurs
continually throughout English for Afghanistan.
     During the course, students are encouraged to look at different ways of storing words and
expressions. Throughout the course, students are encouraged to develop their own personal
dictionaries.
Vocabulary List

     The vocabulary list contains of a list of the most important words in the Unit which
provides a useful way for the students to check and revise what they have learned in
class. More over, it is a useful resource for students who want to check their spelling of
any key word in the Unit.

The Four Skills
     English for Afghanistan course adopts multi-layered and meaningful four skills approach of
Listening, Speaking, reading and Writing. These four Skills are systematically developed within an
integrated framework.

1. Listening
To teach listening skill to students, teacher has to use audio cassette tape or to read aural texts
himself. This will give the students the following opportunities:

To practice the right pronunciation of words and correct articulation of structures presented
in the input texts.
To pronounce familiar core vocabulary correctly.
To reproduce basic sound and intonation patterns of English
To use familiar conversational formulas appropriately.
To ask and answer questions about the topic areas.
To develop the ability to participate in dialogues related to the topic area.
To grasp the general idea of an aural text.

Phonics:
The main objectives of the phonics are:

a. To practice sounds of the vowel and consonant letters.
b. To help students to acquire mastery of mechanical skills of reading at the level of

letter groups, words, sentences and paragraphs.
The good way of teaching phonics to students is reading in pairs.

Read a word or a paragraph from the book aloud while the students follow it.
Repeat the word or the text aloud phrase by phrase and get the students to repeat as a class,
in groups and as individuals.
Get the students to read the paragraph aloud to each other in groups. At all times monitor
and check how the pupils pronounce and stress the words and sentences.

You must try to get students to correct their own mistakes, eliciting this with questions like; Are
you sure? Is he/she correct? And what is the correct pronunciation or answer? You have to
praise your students to feel proud of their achievements.

2. Speaking
     To conduct the speaking stage of learning, you should pay close attention to the method of
asking students about personal information through interviews, and other personalization activities.
The activities are: to find real information about friends in the class; to ask for factual information
about a topic; to express opinions about a topic or story; to play a game or tell a story.
      Always offer praise for student's efforts regardless of the level of accuracy. Don't interrupt
children by correcting them as they are speaking but praise their utterance and re-phrase it and
repeat it correctly yourself.
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3. Reading
     To develop the reading ability of the students, different texts are provided to them. These texts
include stories, letters, e-mails, and dialogues, factual pieces of information, games and instructions.
Students are encouraged to read the texts; stories games, puzzles and songs.
     For children to become fluent readers, it is important that they do not worry over every word,
whether they are reading quickly the text for general meaning or scanning it to pick out specific
information. It is very important in developing a positive approach to reading that children view it
as an interesting challenge rather than a boring task.
While reading
     Encourage children to work out the meaning of vocabulary as they come across it, using the
context and the accompanying visuals to help them.
Post reading
It is important to get students to respond to their reading, not just answer some set questions. Enter
into a dialogue with students about their reading. If it was a story, did they enjoy it? If it was factual
text, what new things did they learn? What did they find interesting, strange, etc?

4. Writing
     The writing activities in English for Afghanistan generally appear towards the end of a unit. To
develop the writing ability of the students, you must begin with the simplest form of statement. It
too often happens that students start to write composition before they are ready for it. And it is also
not helpful for a student to spend his time into filling in blank spaces in ready-made sentences, and
then expect him to produce a useful and correct composition.

Instead, the student must learn how to write simple, compound, and complex sentences and to
connect ideas from notes at the pre-intermediate and intermediate stages. Controleed précis writing
from questions and answers in the light of reading passage, will enable a student to master his
writing skill, and bring him to a point where he will be capable of writing a composition with a
minimum of error. In a more mature level where students begin to write short paragraphs about
themselves or about the topics encountered in the units.

Correction
Students' work of writing may have some mistakes in their writing practice which is something
natural in this stage. However, you have to be more careful in your correction and do not attempt to
highlight and correct every error made by the students. It is demoralizing to children, and adults, to
receive a piece of work covered in corrections and red marks.
Instead, encourage students to correct their own mistakes and increase their ability in this regard.
Self correction is very useful because it raises students' awareness of what is relevant and accurate
when writing. Apart f rom providing useful opportunities for students to work out or train their
work of writing together.

Modern Method of Teaching

a. Process of Learning
Your role as a teacher in modern method of teaching in classroom is to facilitate leaning process for
students. Acting as facilitator, you can start by providing language information, help your students
to interact with each other; evaluate students' progress in language, and provide them feedback.
There are several ways to manage your classroom;

1- By beginning with what your students already know about a topic.
2- By making certain that language is always supported by visual information.
3- By giving feedback on what students achieved and praising them for accomplishing tasks.
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b. Medium of Teaching
     You should use English language in class as much possible. To organize activities and give
instructions for playing games, for giving support and praising the students, useful phrases of the
language should be used during teaching. Students should gradually develop their use of English in
their daily life, learn needed expressions and increase their vocabulary.
Here are some useful expressions and phrases of English to be used in classroom activities;
Organization
                            - Sit down.                                     - Hands up
                            - Come here, please.                     - Bring/Give it to me.
                            - Put it here/ there                         - Open your books at page…
                            - Say it again.                                -Repeat.
                            - Stop now.                                    - Listen to me.
                            - Now you.                                    -Tell me…
                           -Hold up/Show me a … - All together.
                           - Get into pairs/ groups.             - Try to guess.
                           - Wait - Let’s sing a song/ read/ listen to a story.
                           - Cut out the picture.                 - Draw a…
                           - Paint the Color
Providing support and giving praise
                           - Good/ Very good.                          - Well done.
                           - Yes, that’s right.                         - No, try again.
                           - What a lovely picture!
Game
                          - Let’s play a game.                         - Ready, steady, go
                          - It’s your turn now.                         - Whose turn/ go is it?
                          - Who’s next?                               - … … is the winner.
                          - You’re out.                                    - It’s a draw.
                          - Pick a card.
Some useful classroom phrases for children.
                         - Can I have the scissors/glue etc?   - Here you are.
                         - I don’t know.                                  - It’s my/ your turn.
                         - Sorry.                                              - Thanks you.
                         - Yes.                                                -  No.
                         - Finished
c. Classroom Arrangement
     It is very important to arrange needed materials for teaching to well organize students in the
classroom. If possible, you should try out all the practical activities in advance to check on details
and potential problem areas.
     Make sure you have provided students with everything they need before you ask them to start an
activity. Always have spares of any essential items needed for an activity in case children forget,
lose, break, or spoil them.
Establish a routine so that children know where to find and return materials, how to organize the
class layout for activities, etc. organize your classroom so that important equipment is within easy
reach of all the children during an activity.
    The organization of your classroom is very important. Clear instructions are essential when
organizing the class for an activity; always make sure children know exactly what they are doing
before they start. Children should see and hear a modal of the activity. Or the language they are
expected to produce, so that they understand clearly what to do.
d. Classification of Students
     Although it can be more suitable for students to work with a regular partner, it can also be useful
occasionally to vary the combination of pairs. Finding a new partner can be a useful language
activity in itself. Varying the combination of students in groups provides the teacher the opportunity
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to mix personalities and ability levels. As the best judge of your class, you will know which
students work best together.
     A certain amount of noise is inevitable with pair and group work, if the class gets too noisy; use
one of the following strategies to make the students quiet.

Raise your arm up in the air and wait for students to do the same. As they put their arms up
they should stop talking.
Start counting slowly and clearly in English – the class tries and achieves silence in fewer
and fewer seconds.

e. Engagement of Students
     As you are teaching the whole class, you have to make your location visible and attractive for all
the students. Consequently, they will be able to see you when you are speaking, holding up a
picture, pointing at the board, or writing and drawing on the board. It is very significant to provide
opportunities for each student to interact with his classmates and work together in pairs or groups.
f. Setting up Groups
     To well-organize group work in class, you have to make certain that students are facing one
another and not spread out in the class, which would create a lot of problems in organizing group
work in the classroom. Therefore, the following arrangements are proposed to help you set up pair
work and group work effectively:

You have to make certain that students have had plenty of opportunity to practice the
language needed for the activity.
You must classify your students in pairs and groups.
You should provide students with a very clear modalof the task or activities performed by
you and a confident student in the class, or choose a pair to practice it in front of the class.
You have to make certain that the pair or group activity doesn’t go on too long.
 You should not interrupt when a child is saying something. After the child has finished
speaking, you can use correct English to gently rephrase what the student was trying to say.
Try your best to build up students' confidence in attempting to say things in English, even if
their work is not accurate in your mind.
When students do start producing language they make mistakes, you have to correct them
gently, and praise their attempts for doing a good job.
 If possible, find a place in which the materials produced by the students can easily be
displayed. For example, use the classroom walls if possible, or a corner of the classroom.
Display should be decorated attractively; using card of different colors, cut-outs with
English designs, and other materials that children bring to the class with them. Change the
decoration form time to time.

Encouraging students and displaying their work gives them status, as well as enhancing the learning
environment of the classroom. It gives students a real sense of pride and ownership of their work.

Final Points:
1. You have to write the date in English on the board at the start of your lessons. You

may call your students to write the date on the board. The form 13/03/2009
(day/month/year) is the most suitable way of writing the date.

2.  You should use a suitable language for greeting in the beginning and leaving your
class.  To make your students familiar with different forms of greetings, your
greetings language should be different in class from day to day.

3. Encourage students to cover their books and to keep them in good condition.
4.  You should carry a wet cloth to clean the board before you start your class.
5. Give your students a strict warning that they must not do any of the exercises in their

students' books.
6. If they were in need to write something in students' books, tell them to use a pencil,

rather then a pen.
* * *
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Unit One
Lesson one

Objectives of the unit:
In this unit you will learn how to:

- become a better student.
- listen to advice on becoming a better listener.
- read about using a dictionary.
- write a paragraph about learning English.

Objectives of the lesson:
How to become a better listener.
Using modals, simple present, past and present continuous in their daily speaking.

Pages: 2 – 3
-Period: (45) minutes.
Titles: Discussion, conversation and grammar.

-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step One
Say  to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of students in class and apply their names on their figures, if there
were any of new students in class.
Ask the students to look at the cover of the Student Book. Hold up your copy, point to
the pictures on the cover in turn and ask! What is this? Call each student by name and
elicit a response from them about the pictures. Then ask, “What can you see?”  Or
point and ask! What is this? Encourage the students to name anything else they can
name from the cover.
Ask the students if they can remember any of their favorite events or stories from
book Eight. Give them time to think about the stories and events and tell to the others.
After a few minutes, ask the students to tell the class their favorite stories. They might
be able to say something about their favorite events and stories.

Brainstorming: In order to make the students concentrate on their lesson, ask them
some questions to direct them towards the main idea of the lesson.
1. How long have you been learning English language?
2. How many units did you have in grade eight?
3. What is the difference between simple present and simple past?

Step Two
Discussion: Write the question on the board. Then ask the students to look at page 2
of their books, and give them time to think about the units of grade 8 and write them
in their notebooks. Then ask the students individually to say the units of grade 8 and
name them. For example: The first student may talk about free time, the second
student may name the title of second unite, in this way you will continue the process
until all the units are named by the students.
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Draw the web on the blackboard and ask the students to come on the board and write
the title of six units on the board.
Ask other student to come on the board and choose a unit from the web drawn on the
board and talk about it. Then let the other students to ask questions about the unit he
has talked.
Ask the students to look at the pictures on page 2 of the book. Then give them time to
match them with the names of the unit on the web of part B. completing the web, you
can compare the pictures to unit and ask them to say which picture belongs to which
unit.
Give the students time to write the sentences of part D of page 2 in their notebooks.
Then let them to read the sentences and mark true (T) or false (F). Afterward ask
them individually to read the sentences and say whether that is true or false. Don’t
correct the mistake; let them to find the correct answer from his/ her classmate
sentences.

Step Three
Conversation: Get the students to look at page 3 of the book and look at the
conversation between two students. Read the conversation aloud and get the students
to listen to the conversation. Do not translate it in Pashto or Dari. Translation on
Pashto or Dari should be used as a last resort and then only to translate words, not
patterns.
Divide the students in pairs (those who are sitting side by side) to practice the
conversation silently. Then make further pairs to practice the conversation aloud to
strengthen the pronunciation of the students.

Step four
Grammar: Tell the students to look at page 3 of the book and read the sentences in
the box. First ask some of the students to say sentences in simple present tense,
simple past tense and present continuous tense. Then give them time to match the
sentences in the box to their models.
Ask students individually to read the sentences they have matched. Do not correct the
mistakes yourself; let them correct their mistakes from the sentences of others.
Give the students time to read the sentences in part B of page 3 and complete them
with the words given in the brackets. Observe them not to use pen in the book. Then
ask individual student to read the sentences. Of course the mistake shouldn’t be
corrected by you; it should be corrected by the students themselves by looking to the
notebooks of each other.
Exercise solution:
Depends,   don’t speak,    can,    improve,   can watch,    can write,    increases,    look
Divide the students in pairs to ask and answer questions about ways to improve their
spoken English, writing skill and the skill of using dictionary. First talk something
about the importance of four skills (Reading, Writing, Speaking and Listening. For
example; students can make a conversation like the one in page 3 under the title of
conversation.

Step five
Homework:
1- Tell your students to memorize the conversation, practice it with one of your

classmates.
2- Tell your students that the conversation will be used for writing skill on the

blackboard next day.
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Unit one
Lesson two

Objectives of the unit:
In this unit you will learn how to:

- become a better student.
- listen to advice on becoming a better listener.
- read about using a dictionary.
- write a paragraph about learning English.

Objectives of the lesson:
how to use dictionary.
how to increase vocabulary by using a dictionary.
how to become a good listener.

Pages: 4 – 5
-Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of students in class and ask them if they have any problems.
Ask the students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding
of the topic and ask them to say a few sentences in simple present, simple past and
present continuous tenses.

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking these questions.
1. Can you act the pervious conversation?
2. Can you make a sentence to summarize the conversation?
3. What is the difference between simple present and present continuous?

Brainstorming: In order to make students concentrate on their lesson, ask them a few
questions like these.
1. Where can you find the meanings of difficult words?
2. What do you think about using of dictionary
3. Does it help you to memorize the new words?

Step three
Reading: Before asking your students the questions in the “Reading” passage about a
dictionary explain the term of dictionary.

What is a dictionary?
A book that gives a list of the words of a language in alphabetical order and explains
what they mean, or give a word for them in another, language, e.g. Dari to English,
English to Dari, English to Pashto, Pashto to English is called Dictionary.
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Read the guidance about dictionary aloud and ask the students to listen carefully, and
then let them to read it silently with themselves. After reading the passage completely
ask them to discuss about how to use dictionary.
First ask a few students to read the guidance about dictionary aloud. Then ask other
students to read it as fast as they can. Encourage the students to read topics as fast as
they can to improve their reading skill. It is also very important for them while they
are passing a reading test.
Ask the students to read the rubric “C” then answer the questions in pairs.

Step four

Vocabulary: Let the students to look at the dictionary and find the meanings of the
given words in page 5 of their books.
Ask the students individually to come on the board and write one sentence for each
word, then let them to compare their sentences with each other.
Ask the students to work in pairs. One student to say a word and the other student to
find its meaning from dictionary and use it in a sentence.

Step five
Listening: Ask your students to pay close attention to the sentences in the “Listening
passage” Let the students to read the sentences carefully. Then read the sentences
yourself and ask them to listen to them carefully and decide which sentences help
them to become better listeners.
Let the students to read the sentences once again and accordingly mark the table
below to check the ideas to find that which one is strong (right) and which one is
weak (wrong). Then divide them in groups of four to discuss about their given
opinions. After that ask them individually to say the reason for their given opinions
why they do believe that the sentences will help them to become better listeners.
Read the correct sentences and let the student to compare their sentences with your
sentences to correct them.

Step six
Homework: Give your students homework about the use of dictionary.
1. Give them some useful words to find them in their dictionary with their meanings.
2. Tell your students to write down the rules that help them making them good

listeners.
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Unit one
Lesson three

Objectives of the unit:
In this unit you will learn how to:

- become a better student.
- listen to advice on becoming a better listener.
- read about using a dictionary.
- write a paragraph about learning English.

Objectives of the lesson:
students should be able to use present continuous tense for the future.
write a paragraph about a better listener.
how to organize new word vocabulary.

Pages: 6 – 7
-Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of students in class and ask them if they have any problems.
Ask the students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding
of the topic and ask them to say something about how to use dictionary.

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking these questions.
1. What do you think is dictionary important for everyone?
2. Who can explain the guidance for finding words in dictionary?

Brainstorming: In order to make students concentrate on their lesson, ask them a few
questions like these.
1. Is graphic organizer useful for you in learning English?
2. Can you make a sentence for present continuous?

Step three
Conversation: Get the students to look at page 6 of the book and look at the
conversation between two students. Read the conversation aloud and get the students
to listen to the conversation carefully. Do not translate it in Pashto or Dari.
Translation on Pashto or Dari should be used as a last resort and then only to translate
words, not patterns.
Divide students in pairs (those who are sitting side by side) to practice the
conversation silently. Then make further pairs to practice the conversation aloud to
strengthen their pronunciation, acting and reading of English.
Let the students to think about the question of part B of page 6. First ask the students
to give their opinions about sharing and discussing their plans with friends and
families. When they finished their exchanging of opinions, then ask them about the
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benefits of discussing their plans with their friends, because their friends can give
them good and useful advices.

Step four
Grammar: Tell the students to look at page 6 of the book and read the sentences in
the box. First ask the students to say sentences in present continuous and future
tenses. Then write a few sentences in present continuous tense to indicate future.
For example: I am going to leave at seven tomorrow morning. It means; I will
leave at seven tomorrow morning.
After that tell the students that this kind of present continuous tense is used in the
place of simple future tense and  expresses an action or activity that may happen in
the future with a clear time expression.
Example: I am taking a test tomorrow.    He is going to Japan next week.
Ask the students individually to say the sentences they have matched. Do not correct
the mistakes yourself. Get the students to exchange their notebooks and thus correct
their mistakes from the correct sentences of each other.
Give the students time to read the sentences in part A of page 6 and complete them
with the words given in he brackets. Observe them not to use pen in the book. Then
ask individual student to read the sentences. If the students make any mistake, it
should not be corrected by you; it should be corrected by each others (students).
Exercise solution:
A: What are you doing next Friday?
B: I am going to study for my history test on Saturday.
A: Too bad, I have a math test and I need your help. Can I come over on Wednesday?
B: I am sorry. I am going to visit my grandparents.
A: What about Thursday? Are you going to do anything?
B: Actually, I am going to help my brother with his homework. Why don’t you come

over then?
Divide the students in pairs to ask and answer questions about how they plan to
study. Then ask them individually to come in front of the class or in their position to
talk about how they plan to study for a daily quizzes, weekly test, mid term exam or
final exams. Then ask other students to ask him/ her question about his/ her methods
of studying or giving advice.

Step five
Writing: Divide the students in groups of four. Ask them to write a paragraph about
a better listener. Tell them that the sentences on page 5 can help them to write a
paragraph.
Ask the students to select one of their group members to read the paragraph written
by them and let other groups to ask questions. Then ask another group to select one of
their members for reading the paragraph written by them and give chance to the
members of other groups to ask questions about their paragraph.
Draw the web of page 7 on the blackboard. Ask the students individually to make a
sentence about each part of the web. Then ask one of the students to come in front of
the board and write the sentence he/ she made about. Get other students to make
commentary on the sentence on the board. In this way complete the web by the
sentences made by the students in the class.
Ask the students to write a paragraph under any title in the web, using the
information came out by discussion. Tell them that they can use the sentences on the
board as a pattern. Then tell them to give their writing to their partners for
proofreading.
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Ask a few students to read their paragraphs aloud and other students can ask
questions or give opinions about the paragraphs. Then tell the students how to write
the paragraph again and revise the sentences that are suggested by their classmates.

Step six
Homework: Ask the students to write a paragraph about “Ways to improve English”.
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Unit one
Lesson four

Objectives of the unit:
In this unit you will learn how to:

- become a better student.
- listen to advice on becoming a better listener.
- read about using a dictionary.
- write a paragraph about learning English.

Objectives of the lesson:
Students should be able to recognize the rules of long ‘o” sound.
Students should be able to use present continuous tense to indicate future tense.
Students should be able to use Be going to as modal auxiliary in future tense.

Pages: 8, 9 and 10
-Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of the students in class and ask them if they have any problems.
Ask the students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding
of the topic and ask some of them to read their paragraph written about ways to
improve English.

Step two
Evaluation: evaluate your students by asking these questions.
1. Who can read the paragraph he/ she has wrote about better listener?
2. Can you give an example of be + going to in a sentence?
3. Why learning English is important?

Brainstorming: In order to make students concentrate on their lesson, ask them a
few questions like these.
1. Who can give some examples to show long “O” sound of pronunciation?
2. How can you change assertive sentence in to interrogative?

Step three
Phonic: Phonic is a method of teaching people to read based on that sounds that
letters represent.
Write the letter “o” on the blackboard to explain the correct sound of “O”, you
should write  the words rose (r z), bone (b n), role (r l), wrote (r t), boat (b t),
toast (t st), oat ( t), soak (s k), flow (fl ), know (n ), grow (gr ) and bowl
(b l) on the blackboard and then pronounce them by demonstrating of your lips,
how the lips take the shapes? Tell them that the sign of long “O” is written as
backward e and u ( ). The words written in parenthesis are as phonetic symbols.
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Read the words of part B of page 8 aloud and ask the students to repeat after you.
Then read the words again and ask the students to circle the letters that stands for the
vowel sound and indicate long ‘o’ sound. After that ask them individually to come in
front of the class and write one word with its phonetic symbol on the blackboard. If
anyone fails in writing the correct symbol of phonetic you should give him the word
as homework to find the phonetic symbol at home from a dictionary.
Let students to read the words beside the pictures and circle the words that stand for
the picture then ask them individually to come on the board and write the word with
its phonetic symbol.

Step four
Grammar summary: Before going to explain two kinds of future tense “future with
present continuous and future with be going to” you have to explain “present
continuous and its meaning”. For example; He is writing a letter. This means: he is
writing a letter now, at the time of speaking. The action is not finished yet. While
future with present continuous means that the action will be happening in the future.
For example; I am writing a letter tomorrow. This means: I have already decided
and arranged to write a letter tomorrow.
It is very important to explain the tenses for students. If students do not know the
tenses and their functions they will be confused when they are facing to such
sentences. Present continuous tense expresses an action that has already arranged to
take place in the near future. e.g. I am going to cinema tonight. My uncle is
arriving tomorrow from London. It is very important to explain the tenses for
students. If students do not know the tenses and their function they will be confused
when they are facing to such sentences. Beside of present continuous tense “Be
going to” (as a modal auxiliary) + verb indicates future tense. e.g.
1. I am going to travel by plane.
2. He is going to come and meet me at the library.
3. It is going to rain. We are going to attend at the meeting.
4.  They are going to build a house in the mountain.
Make questions or interrogative sentences in future tense with “Be going to” forms,
by changing the positions of helping verbs is, am, are with subject in the sentence,
when there is not a WH word. e.g. Am I going to travel by plane? Is he going to
come and meet me at the library? Is it going to rain at night? Are we going to
attend at the meeting? Are they going to build a house in the mountain?
Write the definition of Present continuous tenses that indicate future on the
blackboard with different examples, and ask the students to write the definition in
their notebooks.
Read the sentences in the tables of page 9 of the book. Ask the students individually
to say one sentence. Then divide them in groups of three to practice aloud. Ask one
of your students to make an assertive or statement sentence, and the second student
change it to questions and the third student change it to negative.
Ask the students to make the sentences in part A in correct order and write them in
their notebooks. Then ask them individually to come and write the sentences on the
blackboard. If a student fails to write the sentences correctly, ask another one to
come in front of the blackboard and write it.
Exercise solution:
1. The students are going to organize before writing.
2. Salam is going to summarize the history lesson.
3. I am going to underline the main idea in each paragraph.
4. We are going to use graphic organizer to study geography.
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5. We are going to proofread each other’s paragraphs for mistakes.

Step five
Speaking: Divide students in groups of six and tell them to write the ways of
learning a new lesson. Then ask them to choose one of their partners as
representative to come and write them on the blackboard. When he/ she finished
writing let other students to ask questions or give opinions.

Step six
Writing: Ask your students individually to write a paragraph about how your
classmates are going to improve their language skill. You can also assign writing
such a paragraph as homework to your students.

Step seven

Vocabulary list: It is very important and useful source for the students to improve
their spelling efficiency and increase their words ability. It will help them to
understand the words in different form of the parts of speech; noun, pronoun, verb,
adverb, adjective, preposition, etc. The students should write them down in their
notebooks.
Pronounce the words aloud and ask students to repeat them after you. Then ask some
of them to read and pronounce the vocabulary list aloud.

Step eight
Homework: Ask the students to write down the vocabulary list in their notebooks
and make sentences for each of them.
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Unit two
Lesson one

.
Objectives of the unit

- Talk about plans.
- Make suggestions.
- Accept and refuse suggestions.
- Listen for information about plan.
- Read a topic about should I continue my education? and questionnaire.
- Write a note to a friend.

Objectives:
- Students should be able to talk about plans.
- Students should be able to recognize modal auxiliary ‘will’ and use it in future tense.
- Students should be able to use probably in future tense.

Pages: 12 – 13
-Period: (45) minutes
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of students in class and ask them if they have any problems.
Ask the students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding
of the topic and ask some of them to read their paragraph written how your classmates
are going to improve their language skill.

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking these questions.
1. Who is going to read his/her paragraph about how your classmates are going to

improve their language skills?
2. What is the normal structure of simple future tense?

Brainstorming: In order to make students concentrate on their lesson, ask them a
few questions like these.
1. A person who does not have a plan for work, does he/she have a good life?
2. Who is the more successful person in the world?

Step three
Discussion: Ask your students to look at the pictures of page 12 of the book
carefully. Then ask them individually to talk about each picture and let the others to
ask him questions about the pictures.
Divide students in pairs (those who are sitting side by side) to answer the questions of
part B of page 12. Then ask the question individually from students to answer. Ask
them to give opinion and let other students to ask the questions.
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Step four
Conversation: Get the students to look at page 12 of the book and look at the
conversation between two students. Read the conversation aloud and get the students
to listen to the conversation carefully. Do not translate it in Pashto or Dari.
Translation on Pashto or Dari should be used as a last resort and then only to translate
words, not patterns.
Divide students in pairs (those who are sitting side by side) to practice the
conversation silently. Then make further pairs to practice the conversation aloud to
strengthen their pronunciation, acting and reading of English.
Let the students to think about the question of part D of page 12. First ask the
students to say their opinion and let other students to ask him/ her questions. Then tell
them that without having plan a person is like a lost man in a desert who goes around
but can’t find the way.

Step five
Grammar: What is future tense? Future tense expresses an action or activity that will
happen in the future. We can form future tense by using the modal auxiliary” will and
be going to”. Besides of these modal auxiliaries the present continuous tense also
indicates future tense, it means that the action has already arranged to take place in
the near future. E.g.
1. I am going to Helmand tomorrow.
2. He will come here tonight.
3. They are going to go to a picnic on Friday.
Write the definition of simple future tense on the blackboard and give some example.
Then ask a few students to make sentences in future tense. After that read the
sentences in the table in page 13 of the book and tell the students to listen carefully.
Divide students in pairs to ask and answer questions in future tense.
Give the students time to read the conversation of part A of page 13 and complete it.
Then divide them in pairs to practice it with their partners. After that make further
pairs of the students to practice it by reading aloud for strengthening their
pronunciation and understanding of English grammar.
Exercise solution:
1) A: Did you buy the ticket?
B: Oh! I forgot. I will probably buy it in the afternoon.
2) A: The mobile is ringing?
B: I will probably answer it.
3) A: Do you think we will get on time?
B: I hope so. But it is very crowded.
Give the students time to read the sentences of part B of page 13 silently. Then divide
them in pairs (those who are sitting side by side) to practice them silently. For
example, one student should ask a question “What will you do tonight?” another
student should answer. e.g. “I will probably do my homework tonight.” After
that make further pairs to practice them aloud to strengthen the lesson.

Step six
Listening: Read the sentences of part A of page 12 aloud and ask the students to
repeat them after you. Then ask them individually to read the sentences aloud.
However the listening should be read by the type recorder if a recorded type is
available.
Give the students time to read the table of page 13 of the book and complete it with
names of their friends. Then ask them to come one by one and write a sentences
about each task on the blackboard.

Step seven
Homework: Tell students to write a paragraph about how they plan a work.
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Unit two
Lesson two

Objectives of the unit
- talk about plans.
- make suggestions.
- accept and refuse suggestions.
- listen for information about plan.
- read a topic about should I continue my education? and questionnaire.
- write a note to a friend.

Objectives of the lesson:
Students should be able to know the opposite of the words in vocabulary section.
Students should be able to write a paragraph about making plan for future.

Pages: 14 – 15
Period: (45) minutes.
Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of students in class and ask them if they have any problems.
Ask the students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding
of the topic and ask some of them to read their paragraph written about how they plan
a work.

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking these questions.
1. How will you pass your coming vacation?
2. What will they do on Friday?
3. Do you know the structure of simple future tense?

Brainstorming: In order to make students concentrate on their lesson, ask them a
few questions like these.
1. “Summer”, what is the opposite of this season?
2. Would you like to continue your education?
3. How do you want to improve your education and knowledge?

Step three
Vocabulary: Write a few words on the blackboard and ask the students to say and
write the spelling of them and their opposites on the blackboard. e.g. dirty – clean,
sell – buy, sit down – stand up, etc.
Let the students to read the words of vocabulary on page 14 of the book and find the

opposite of each word. Then ask them individually to come and write the opposite on
the blackboard. After that ask them to say one sentence for each word.
Give the students time to think about project or a plan. First write some names of the
project on the board and tell the students to choose one of the given titles on the
board and think about it. For Example: study a computer program, going to a trip,
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visiting a museum, finding a job, etc. Then ask them individually to come in front of
the blackboard and write the title of his plan and talk about it, how he is deciding
doing it, how he would like to start, where would he want to continue it, is it easy or
hard to do?, etc.

Step four
Reading: Read the following questions aloud and ask students individually to answer
them. Then give them time to think about the questions. Ask them individually to talk
about each question and let other students to ask him/ her questions.
Read the paragraph about “Should I continue my education?” aloud and try to
pronounce them clearly. Then ask the students to read it silently with themselves. Do
not translate it in Pashto or Dari. Translation on Pashto or Dari should be used as a
last resort and then only to translate words, not patterns.
Ask them individually to read the paragraph aloud and pay attention that they
pronounce the words correctly.
Let the students to read the questions at the paragraph or section C of page 16, divide
them in pairs to ask and answer questions.
Ask a few students to come in front of the class to say the main idea of the paragraph.

Step five
Homework: Ask student to write a paragraph about should they continue their
education? How?
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Unit two
Lesson three

Objectives of the unit
- talk about plans.
- make suggestions.
- accept and refuse suggestions.
- listen for information about plan.
- read a topic about should I continue my education? and questionnaire.
- write a note to a friend.

Objectives:
Students should be able to make suggestions.
Students should be able to make a project and plan a project.

Pages: 16 – 17
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of students in class and ask them if they have any problems.
Ask the students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding
of the topic and ask some of them to read their paragraph written about should they
continue their education? How?

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking these questions.
1. Would you like to continue your education?
2. Write the words of thirsty, happy, bright, far on the blackboard and ask them to

say their opposite.

Brainstorming: In order to make students concentrate on their lesson, ask them a
few questions like these.
1. How do you plan a project?
2. Is it important to make a plan before performing a work?
3. You want to go to a Market and want one of your friends to accompany you.

How will you ask him to go with you to market?

Step three
Give the students time to read the questionnaire in part D of page 16 silently. Then
read the questionnaire aloud and clear. After that ask students to read the
questionnaire again to find the correct answers which describe the sentences.
Ask students individually to read the sentences aloud and say the correct descriptive
sentences in a and b that describe the sentences the best.
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Write the two sentences of part E of page 16 on the blackboard and let the students to
read the questionnaire again to find what do the underlined words mean. Then ask
them individually to say what they mean.
To check the students if they understand the meaning of the underlined words, and
ask them to write one sentence for each underline word on the blackboard.

Step four
Conversation: Get the students to look at page 17 of the book and look at the
conversation between two students. Read the conversation aloud and get the students
to listen to the conversation carefully. Do not translate it in Pashto or Dari.
Translation on Pashto or Dari should be used as a last resort and then only to translate
words, not patterns.
Divide students in pairs (those who are sitting side by side) to practice the
conversation silently. Then make further pairs to practice the conversation aloud to
strengthen the pronunciation, acting and reading of the students.
Let the students to think about the question in part B of page 17. First ask the students
to say their opinion and let other students to ask him/ her questions.
Ask a pair of students to make similar conversation and act it in front of the class. Of
course the teacher should help them in making sentences.

Step five
Grammar:
We use let’s to ask about suggestions. Example: Let’s go to the party.  Let’s have
English class. Let’s speak with principal about the examination.

Besides ‘Let’s’, ‘could’ is also used for suggestion, however could is the past form can,
but it is also used in present to indicate suggestion. e.g.

Could you come with me? Could you speak with principal about examinations?
Write a few sentences on the board with let’s and could. Tell the students that both
let’s and could are used for suggestions. Then ask a few students to make sentences
with let’s and could to indicate suggestion in situations.
Ask the students to look at page 17 of the book. Read the sentences aloud and ask the
students to listen carefully. Then ask them individually to read the table aloud.
Divide the students in pairs, one student suggest something and the other one accept
or refuse his/ her suggestions.
After practicing, ask the students individually to read the conversation in part A on
page 17 silently to complete it. Then ask them again individually to read the
conversation.
Divide the students in pairs to practice the conversation again aloud. One student
should act as Husnia and the other one should act as Mehnaz. The other pairs should
act the same as Husnia and Mehnaz.
Again divide students in pairs to practice the direction in part B of page 17. First
student should make four suggestions and second student should accept two of them
and refuse two of other and give excuses, e.g.
First student: It is praying time. Let’s go to the mosque.

I am very hungry. Let’s go to a hotel and have something to eat.
Let’s speak with teacher about our new lesson.
Let’s buy a birthday gift for him.

Second student: That is a great idea.
Sorry, I don’t have enough money to eat in a hotel.
That sounds great.
Sorry, I didn’t receive my salary yet.

Step six
Homework: Tell the students to write five sentences consisting suggestion and give
them answers.
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Unit two
Lesson four

Objectives of the unit
- talk about plans.
- make suggestions.
- accept and refuse suggestions.
- listen for information about plan.
- read a topic about should I continue my education? and questionnaire.
- write a note to a friend.

Objectives of the lesson:
Students should be able to write a paragraph about an event.
Students should be able to recognize the long “u” sound.

Pages: 18 – 19 and 20
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of students in class and ask them if they have any problems.
Ask the students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding
of the topic and ask some of them to come and write the homework sentences on the
blackboard.

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students. Make them pairs, one student suggest something
and the other one accept or refuse it.

Brainstorming: In order to make students concentrate on their lesson, ask them a
few questions like these.
1. Who can tell us about his/ her an important event?
2. Pretend you would like to build a house. How would you plan for building it?

Step three
Writing: Divide the students in group of six. Give them time to choose an event or a
situation. Before starting their writing about an event tell them complete the web first
in their notebooks.
Ask the students to use the information on the web to write a paragraph about the
event or situation they have already chosen. While they finished writing tell them to
choose a representative to read the paragraph and ask other students to ask him/ her
questions about it.
Ask the students to use the above web to write a letter to tell about their plans to his/
her friends who are absent. Students should ask the absent students to tell their
suggestions about his/ her plans.
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Ask the students individually to read his/ her letter. Let others to correct his/ her
mistake or give opinion about the letter.
Ask the students to read the letter in part C of page 19 of the book carefully and
complete it with suitable prepositions. Be careful that they should use pencil in filling
the web not a pen.
Ask the students individually to come in front of the class and read one sentence of
the letter and write it on the blackboard. If he/ she fails to read the letter and write it
correctly on the blackboard let others to correct it.
Ask again the students individually to read the letter aloud and other students listen to
it carefully.

Exercise solution:

Step four
Phonics: Write the letter “u” on the blackboard then write the words tube (tju:b), rule
(ru:l), pure (pj ), pool (pu:l), cool (ku:l), tool (tu:l), soup (su:p), group (gru:p),
troupe (tru:p), suit (su:t), fruit (fru:t), few (fju:), drew (dru:), new (nju:), and sew
(s )on the blackboard and then pronounce them clearly by demonstrating of your
lips that the students see how the lips take shapes during the pronunciation. Tell them
that the sign of long ‘u’ is written as backward (u:). The words written in parenthesis
are phonetic symbols.
Read the words in part B of page 20 of the book aloud and ask the students to repeat
after you. Then read the words again and ask the students to circle the letters that
stands for the vowel sound and indicate long ‘u’ sound. After that ask them
individually to come in front of the class and write one word with its phonetic symbol
on the blackboard. If they couldn’t give them homework to find the phonetic symbol
at home from dictionary.
Let the students to read the words beside the pictures and circle the words that stand
for the picture and pronounce as long ‘u; sound then ask them individually to come
on the board and write the word with its phonetic symbol.

Step fie
Homework: Choose an event that happened to you and write a paragraph about it.

I left school at the age of 16 because I never had any money for anything, and
I didn’t like doing homework in the evening and at weekends. I wanted to
work for an International company, but no one replied to my letters, so now I
have a job for three months in a library. I put books in shelves in the mornings
and I clean the floors in the afternoons. I am looking for a better job, but I
don’t have any qualifications. Now I am sorry that I didn’t go to further
education.
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Unit two
Lesson five

Objectives of the unit
- talk about plans.
- make suggestions.
- accept and refuse suggestions.
- listen for information about plan.
- read a topic about should I continue my education? and questionnaire.
- write a note to a friend.

Objectives of the lesson:
Students should be able to recognize future tense.
Students should be able to use modal auxiliary will and be going to in future tense.
Students should be able to make suggestions and give response to a suggestion.

Pages: 21 – 22 and 23
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of students in class and ask them if they have any problems.
Ask the students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding
of the topic and ask some of them to come and write the homework sentences on the
blackboard.

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students. Make them pairs, one student suggest something
and the other one accept or refuse it.
1. Who can write the symbol of long ‘u’ sound?
Brainstorming: In order to make students concentrate on their lesson, ask them a
few questions like these.
1. I am going to take a math class next. What are you going to do?
2. Who can tell us the auxiliary verbs that we use in simple future tense?

Step three
Grammar summary: Simple future tense expresses an action or activity that will
happen and take part in future. e.g. I am going to cinema tonight. My uncle is going
to open a factory in Kabul. They will speak about new method of teaching.
Future tense with modal auxiliaries “will and be going to” form their questions by
changing the positions of modal auxiliary with subject when there isn’t a WH word,
e.g. Am I going to travel by plane? Is he going to come and meet me at the
library? Is it going to rain at night? Are we going to attend at the meeting? Are
they going to build a house in the mountain?
Will I meet you at the party? Who will come tonight?
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Write the definition of simple future tenses on the blackboard with different examples
and ask the students to write the definition in their notebooks. Then ask them to say
sentences in simple future tense.
Read the sentences in the tables of page 21 of the book. Then divide them in groups
of three to practice aloud. First student say a positive sentence, second student change
it to questions and third student change it negative.
Give the students time to read the questions in page 21 of the book and write two
responses for each in their notebooks.
Divide them in pairs to practice the sentence with each other. Then make further pairs
to practice them aloud.

Step four
Listening: Write the title “Decisions for Summer Holiday” and ask the students to
think about it, and make themselves to talk about it. Then ask them to write the table
of page 22 in their notebooks. After that ask a few students to come in front of the
class and talk about their decisions and other students listen to him/ her carefully and
complete the table in their notebooks.
Ask the students individually to read one number of the table they have filled. Then
ask the speaker if he filled the table correctly.
Ask the students to choose the best decisions among them and make suggestions
about the decisions that are chosen. Then divide them in pairs to practice the process,
e.g. one of the students has decided to go to Nangarhar and take part in “Orange Gul”
party and he suggests his/ her classmates to go with him/ her. Other students accept
or refuse his/ her suggestion.

Step five
Speaking: Divide the students (those who are sitting side by side) in pairs to practice
with each other. One student suggest something and the other students accept or
refuse his/ her suggestion.
Example:

           My birthday is on Friday. If you participate in my birthday party that will
make it more enjoyable.

           That is a great idea. I sure will come.
                 Oh that sound great, but I have to visit my uncle at the hospital.

Step six
Vocabulary: Vocabulary is a useful resource for students who want to understand
the function of a word according to parts of speech. What a word function is? Is it a
verb? Or is it a noun?
Read the vocabulary aloud and ask the students to repeat them after you. Then give
them time to read the words if students don’t understand the meaning of any words
try to practice it by making a sentence or by demonstration, miming, acting etc.
Instructs students to write the vocabulary in their notebooks with their meanings and
make sentences about each word.
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Unit three
Lesson one

Objectives of the unit:
- describe situations and their possible consequences.
- talk about imaginary situations.
- talk about places and monuments.
- listen to your classmates going to decide where to go and what they do.
- read about a famous monument.
- write an e-mail.

Objectives of the lesson:
Students should be able to know conditional sentences.
Students should be able to make sentences in first (probable) conditional sentence.

Pages: 24 – 25 and 26
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of students in class and ask them if they have any problems.
Ask the students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding
of the topic and ask some of them to come and write the homework sentences on the
blackboard.

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students. Make them pairs, one student suggest something
and the other one accept or refuse it.
1. Who can tell us the symbol of long ‘u’ sound?
2. Can you make a sentence in present continuous tense to indicate future?
3. Who can tell us the situation when present continuous tense expresses future

action?

Brainstorming: In order to make your students concentrate on their lesson, say some
sentences and ask the students to translate them.
1. If I have money I will buy a new car.
2. If she studies hard she may pass the exam.

Step three
Discussion: Ask the student to look at the picture of page 25 of the book and ask
them if they can explain them. Then write the questions on the blackboard and ask
them individually to answer.

Step four
Conversation: Get the students to look at page 25 of the book and look at the
conversation between two students. Read the conversation aloud and get the students
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to listen to the conversation carefully. Do not translate it in Pashto or Dari.
Translation on Pashto or Dari should be used as a last resort and then only to translate
words, not patterns.
Divide the students in pairs (those who are sitting side by side) to practice the
conversation silently. Then make further pairs to practice the conversation aloud to
strengthen the pronunciation, acting and reading of the students.
Let the students to think about the question of part B in page 25. First ask the students
to say their opinion and let the other students to ask him/ her questions.

Step five
Grammar: Conditional sentences are that which are formed by (if) and expresses a
condition. Or a conditional is something that hast to be fulfilled before something
else can happen

Probable conditions or first conditional: Are those which express a probable action. In
this type of conditional the speaker states the probability of an action that is possible to
perform or happen. Probable conditions are always formed in present and future tenses.
Example: If I study hard I will get good scores in the exams.

If peace is established in Afghanistan the people will be lucky
Improbable conditions second and third conditional: They express an action that is
impossible to be performed. Improbable conditions are formed in the past and perfect
tenses.
Example: If I had a lot of books I would have a library.

If I have studied hard I would have passed the exam.

Write the definition of conditional sentences on the blackboard with clear and
different examples. Then ask the students to make some sentences in conditional
state. After that tell them to write the definition of conditional sentences in their
notebooks.
Write these sentences on the blackboard and ask your students to complete them.
1. If I become rich …………………………………………
2. If you work hard ………………………………………..
3. If my dad buys me a car ………………………………..
Ask the students to look at the sentences of the table on page 26 of the book and read
the sentences aloud. Then ask them individually to read the sentences.
Give the students time to read the sentences in part A of the book to complete them.
Then ask them individually to read the sentences aloud.
Exercise solution:
1. If I arrive late, I will probably call you.
2. If we go by bus, we will probably take more luggage.
3. If it rains tomorrow, I will not come to office.
4. If I like it, I will buy it.
5. If it doesn’t cost too much, we will probably go there again.
Ask the students to look at the pictures in part B of page 26. Then ask them what they
will do if they visit those places.

Step six
Listening: Let the student to read the list of activities in listening part of page 26.
Then ask a few students to say where they would like to go on their holiday. While
they are talking about the place they visited in their holidays, ask the others to listen
to their classmates carefully and mark the activities they mentioned in their talking.
However the teacher should also note the activities they are mentioning. It is because
the teacher should check the ability of students listening.
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Ask other students individually that what kind of activities they have marked. This is
because to check their understanding.

Step seven
Homework: Tell your students to write down five sentences in first type of
conditional.
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Unit three
Lesson two

Objectives of the unit:
- describe situations and their possible consequences.
- talk about imaginary situations.
- talk about places and monuments.
- listen to your classmates going to decide where to go and what they do.
- read about a famous monument.
- write an e-mail.

Objectives of the lesson:
- Students should be able to recognize words and number according to their sorts
- Students should be able use words correctly in sentences.
- Students should be able to read a paragraph about Eiffel tower correctly.

Pages: 27 – 28
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of students in class and ask them if they have any problems.
Ask the students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding
of the topic and ask some of them to come and write the homework sentences on the
blackboard.

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students. Make them pairs, one student suggest something
and the other one will accept or refuse it.
1. Who can explain the structure of first (probable) conditions?
2. Who can complete these sentences?

Write the sentences on the blackboard and ask the students individually to come
and complete it.

a. If you participate in my wedding party …………………………………….
b. If I buy a new car ………………………………………………………….
c. If he comes late ……………………………………………………………

Brainstorming: In order to make students concentrate on their lesson, ask them these
questions.
1. Do you know where the Eiffel Tower is?
2. Do we have any tower in our country?

Step three
Vocabulary: Ask the students to look at the vocabulary part of page 27. Write the
name of five categories given below the words on the blackboard. Then ask
individually to come and write each word under the correct category.
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Ask the students individually to come and read the words aloud. For example a
student read the location the second student read the population and it goes on.
Exercise solution:

Divide the students in pairs to choose a country from the categories given in part A of
page 27.  Then ask them to say something about it. For example where it located?
What is its formal language(s)? What is its currency? They should find out
information from their geography book. After that let them to compare the countries
they have talked about with his/ her partner.

Step four
Reading: Before you read the paragraph about Eiffel Tower, ask the questions giving
in Reading part of page 27 of the book. Then read the paragraph aloud and ask
students to listen carefully.
Ask a few students to read the paragraph aloud. Then let the students to read it
silently and answer their questions. Don’t translate the words in Dari or Pashto; try to
translate them in English by miming, acting and demonstration. Translation on
Pashto or Dari should be used as a last resort and then only to translate words, not
patterns.
Let the students to read the sentences in part B of page 28 silently. Then ask them to
compare them with the sentences given below. Then ask them individually to read the
sentences aloud and say what sentence is belongs to it.
Exercise solution:
1) It was the tallest building in the world until the Empire State Building was built

40 years later. (paragraph 1)
2) Eiffel knew better, his crew not only finished the work in twenty-one months but

also completed it in time for the festival’s opening day. (paragraph 2)
3) Before the Tower was built, some French men did not like Eiffel’s design and

called it “an eyesore”. (paragraph 3)
4) The Eiffel Tower is now loved by French citizens, and has become the symbol of

Paris. (paragraph 4)
         4        French people are very proud of the Eiffel tower.
         2        The people who built the tower worked hard and fast.
         1        The Empire State Building is taller than the Eiffel Tower.
         3        Those who saw the drawings of the tower said they were ugly.

Step five
Homework: Ask the students to write a paragraph about a famous place.

Location

Asia
South Africa
Europe
Afghanistan
North
America
Australia

Population

322,000
85,000,000
1,000,000
16,000,000
1,200,000

Language

Dari
Chinese
English
Arabic
Pashto
Turkish

Religion

Islam
Christianity
Indo

Currency

Dollar
Sterling
Riyal
Euro
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Unit three
Lesson three

Objectives of the unit:
- describe situations and their possible consequences.
- talk about imaginary situations.
- talk about places and monuments.
- listen to your classmates going to decide where to go and what they do.
- read about a famous monument.
- write an e-mail.

Objectives of the lesson:
- Students should be able to recognize second conditional sentences.
- Students should be able to know Ethernet and use it in their life.

Pages: 29 – 30
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of students in class and ask them if they have any problems.
Ask the students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding
of the topic and ask some of them to come and ask a few students to read their
paragraph written about famous place of their country.

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking some questions.
1. Who can explain the structure of first (probable) conditions?
2. What is the key word in second conditional sentences?

Brainstorming: In order to make students concentrate on their lesson, ask them these
questions.
1. How many types of conditional sentences do you know?
2. Who can make a sentence in second conditional sentence?

Step three
Conversation: Get the students to look at page 29 of the book and look at the
conversation between two students. Read the conversation aloud and get the students
to listen to the conversation carefully. Do not translate it in Pashto or Dari.
Translation in Pashto or Dari should be used as a last resort and then only to translate
words, not patterns.
Divide the students in pairs (those who are sitting side by side) to practice the
conversation silently. Then make further pairs to practice the conversation aloud to
strengthen their pronunciation, acting and reading in English language.
Let the students to think about the question in part B of page 29. First ask the students
to speak out their opinion and let other students to ask them questions.
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Step four
Grammar: What are the second conditional sentences?

As it was mentioned before that conditional sentences are are by (if or whether) and
express a condition. The second conditional are formed by simple past and would + main
verb.
Example: If I were you I would study hard.

If he came late he wouldn’t catch the bus.
Ask the students to look at page 29 of the book. Read the sentences in the table aloud
and ask your students to listen to them carefully. Then let the students to read the
sentences silently. After that ask a few students to come in front of the class and write
some sentences in second conditional sentences on the blackboard.
Give the students time to read the paragraph in part A of page 29 silently to complete
it. Then ask them individually to read it aloud. If he/ she makes mistake, don’t correct
it yourself, let other students to correct it.
Exercise solution:

Write the title on the blackboard (What would you do if you traveled to Herat
Province?) Then divide the students to discuss about what would they do if they
traveled to Herat Province. After that ask them individually to talk in second
conditional sentences.

Step five
Writing: Ask the students to look at page 30 of the book carefully. Then ask them
individually what does he/ she see in the picture?
Introduce different parts of an e-mail to the students, and write them on the
blackboard.

1. Recipient: it is the part where you write the address of Recipient.
2. Subject: It is the place where you write the title of the message.
3. The main part of the e-mail is subject. It is divided into four parts. E-mail is an

electronic letter, which has the same like writing rule.
a. Greeting b. Message (body) c. closing. d. signature

Step six
Homework: Give your students part B on page 30 of textbook as homework. Tell
them to read the rubric in part B and draw an e – mail in their notebooks and write a
message to one of their friends accordingly.

I wish I could go to Bamian, but the trip costs too much. If I had enough
money, I would certainly spend  my vacation there. If I went to Bamian, I
would take a tour to famous historical places like Buddha’s statues and
Amir Dam. If I stayed in Bamian, I would love to visit the Bamian
University. If I was rich I would work really hard to go there. If the statue
was worshiped, I would never go there.
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Unit three
Lesson four

Objectives of the unit:
- describe situations and their possible consequences.
- talk about imaginary situations.
- talk about places and monuments.
- listen to your classmates going to decide where to go and what they do.
- read about a famous monument.
- write an e-mail.

Objectives of the lesson:
Students should be able to recognize the sound of ‘ou’ and ‘ow’.
Students should be able to learn the use of Internet and apply it in their life.

Pages: 31 – 32 – 33 and 34
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of students in class and ask them if they have any problems.
Ask the students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding
of the topic. Then ask some of them to come in front of the class and read the
message they have written. After that collect their homework to check them at home
or in your free period.

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking some questions, e.g.
1. Who can explain the structure of second (improbable) conditions?
2. Write down the following sentences on the blackboard and ask the students to

come in front of the class and complete them.
a. If I were in New York ……………………………………….
b. If you met her at the party ……………………………………
c. If you studied hard ……………………………………………

Brainstorming: In order to make your students concentrate on their lesson, ask them
the following questions.
1. Who can pronounce cow, town and round?
2. Have you ever been to Japan?

Step three
Phonics: Writes the letters “ou” and “ow” on the blackboard then write the words
house (hauz), found (fa nd), round (ra nd), sound (sa nd) in the line with “ou”
letters and cow (ka ), bow (ba ), how (ha ) and town (ta n) in the line with “ow”
letters. Afterwards pronounce them clearly by demonstrating of your lips, how the
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lips take shapes? Tell them that the sound of ‘ou’ is equal to “ow”. They are having
the same sound.
Read the words in part 2 of page 31aloud and ask the students to repeat after you.
Then read the words again and ask the students to complete the words with phonetic
symbols of the letter they hear. Afterwards ask them individually to come in front of
the class and write the complete word with its phonetic symbol on the blackboard.
Let the students to read the words beside the pictures and circle the words that stand
for the picture’s name then ask them individually to say what word indicate the
picture’s name.

Step four
Grammar summary: A conditional is something that has to be fulfilled efreo
something else can happen. Or conditional sentences are those which are introduced
by (if or whether) and express a condition. First conditional is also called probable
conditional. The “if clause” is formed in present tense. Example: If I live in Kabul,
I will take many courses. If they work hard, they will get more money. If my
uncle comes, he will open a factory in Kabul. She can talk to his father if she
buys a mobile.
In second conditional the if clause is formed in simple past and present or past perfect
tenses. For example: If she was here, she would become happy to meet you. If
you were in Kabul, we would have a lot of fun. She would have a car if she
worked hard.
Write the definition of simple future tenses on the blackboard with different examples
and ask students to write the definition in their notebooks. Then ask them to say
sentences in first conditional.
Read the sentences in the table of page 32 of the book aloud and ask the student to
listen carefully. Then ask a few students to read them aloud.
Give the students time to read the sentences of grammar summary part on page 32
silently and make first and second conditional sentences from them. Then ask them in
pairs to come and write the sentences on the blackboard. For example a student write
the sentence in first conditional and the second one will change it in second
conditional.
Exercise solution:
1. If I went to picnic, it would take two hours.
2. If I went to by boat, it would take two hours.
3. I reach early, I will see the sunrise.
4. I stay outside, I will hear the sea birds.
5. If it snowed in the fall, we would ski in the mountains.

Step five
Speaking: Divide the students in group of six to talk about their favorite places. Then
ask a few students individually from different groups to talk about his/ her favorite
place.

Step six
Vocabulary: Let the students to read the words in page 32 of the textbook. Then ask
them to tick the transport they use for going to given places.
Ask the students individually to talk about transports they use to school. Is it easy to
access or it is difficult. How much it cost them? How are the drivers? Are the drivers
behaving well or not?
Give the students time to read the paragraph in page 33 of the book to complete the
blank spaces. Then ask each student individually to read one sentence from the
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paragraph. Do not translate it in Pashto or Dari. Translation in Pashto or Dari should
be used as a last resort and then only to translate words, not patterns.
Ask a few students to read the paragraph aloud.
Exercise solution:

Step seven
Listening: Give the students time to read the paragraph written about Japan on page
33 of the book silently. Then read the paragraph aloud and ask the student to look at
table and listen carefully and complete the table.
Ask the students individually to read the table they have completed. Then ask a few
students to read it aloud.

Step eight
Vocabulary: Vocabulary is a useful resource for the students who want to
understand the function of a word in parts of speech, e.g. What a word’s function is?
Is it a verb? Or is it a noun?
Read the vocabulary aloud and ask the students to repeat them after you. Then give
them time to read the words. If a student don’t understand the meaning of any words
try to say it by making some sentences or demonstration, miming, acting etc. Tell
your students to write the vocabulary in their notebooks with their meanings and
make sentences about each word.

Step nine
Homework: Ask the students to write a paragraph about Afghanistan.

My cousins had an interesting holiday. First they flew
to Abu Dhabi by plane. They spent a week there. Then, they
sailed to Karachi by boat. The journey was long but
enjoyable. In Karachi they walked along the beach on foot.
After two days, they flew to Islamabad by plane. There, they
drove around the neighboring areas and went sightseeing by
car. Finally, they rode to Peshawar by bus and stayed there
for two weeks.
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Unit four
Lesson one

Objective of the lesson:
Students should be able to improve the four skills in learning a language.

Pages: 36 – 37
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of students in class and ask them if they have any problems.
Ask the students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding
of the topic and ask some of them for their homework to come in front of the class
and read their paragraph written about Afghanistan.

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking some questions.
1. Who can tell us the definition of conditional sentence?
2. Who can make two sentences; one in first conditional and one in second

conditional?

Brainstorming: In order to make students concentrate on their lesson, ask them these
questions.
1. Do you remember such good points in past units that help you in improving your

English?
2. How can you improve your listening skill?

Step three
Speaking: Before you start the activity number 2 ask your students how much of
previous lesson do they remember. Then divide them in pairs (those who are sitting
side by side) to practice the questions of part A in page 36 of their textbook.
Ask students to look at the pictures of page 36 of the book carefully. Then ask them
to write the ways of improving each skill they see on the pictures.
Write the names of four skills (reading, writing, listening, and speaking) on the
blackboard. Then ask them individually to come in front of the class and write the
ways of improving their English by the help of each skill.
Divide the students in group of six. Tell them to tick the ways of skills they have
written under the pictures in page 36. Then tell them to help each other in improving
the skill and especially those who needs to improve that skill. Everyone should tell
speak about the methods of improving the skill.
Divide the students in pairs (those who are sitting side by side). Ask one of them to
act as a father and the other one as his son/ daughter. The son/daughter talks about
his/her problems to his/her father. The father suggests solution to the problems or
gives comments. Tell the son/daughter to take a note.
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Ask the student who played the role of as a son/daughter to read aloud the note he/she
has written.

Step four
Grammar: Read the sentences and phrases in grammar section in page 37 of the
book aloud. Ask the students to read them silently and match the term in column A
with the examples in column B, and choose them according to their correct
grammatical functions and name.
Ask the students individually to come in front of the blackboard, read and write the
term they matched with the examples. If anyone made mistake and was wrong in
matching the terms other students to correct it.

Step five
Language functions: Read the sentences aloud. Then give your students time to read
them and choose the correct answer.
Exercise solution:
Divide the students in pairs. One student read the question and the other one answer
it.
1. How often do you learn new vocabulary?2. Do you have any plans for tonight?
a. I like books. a. I am going to my friend.
b. Every day. b. I always like to make plans.
c. By bus. c. I have a plan for tonight.

3. Where are you going next week? 4. Let’s study together?
a. I may leave to Kandahar now. a. Sorry, I can’t.
b. I’ll go to Bamian. b. I am late.
c. I am going shopping to night. c. Thank you.
Divide your students in pairs. One student read and ask the questions, another
students read the answers.

Step six
Homework: Ask your students to write a paragraph about how to improve their
reading skill as homework.
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Unit four
Lesson two

Objective of the lesson:
Students should be able to improve their vocabulary skill.

Pages: 38 – 39
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of students in class and ask them if they have any problems.
Ask the students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding
of the topic and ask some of them for their homework to come and read their
paragraph written about how to improve your reading skill.

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking some questions.
1. Who can tell us the method which can improve your listening skill?
2. Can you name the ways of improving your reading skill?

Brainstorming: In order to make your students concentrate on their lesson, ask them
the following questions.
1. Do you know what kind vehicles do the people use more?
2. Who can point out where Jalalabad located?

Step three
Writing: Tell the students that they are planning a trip to Ghazni. Ask them complete
the web in page 38 of the book in their notebooks. Then ask them to write a
paragraph about their trip plan.
Ask them individually to read the paragraph they have just written. And other
students should ask him/ her questions about the paragraph.

Step four
Vocabulary: Read the table in page 38 of the book and give information about it.
Then let the students to read the table silently and match them to the sentences below
the table and correct the figures that are not correct. Afterwards ask them individually
to read the sentences.
Ask the students to discuss about the figures in our country. Then tell them to talk
about it aloud.

Step five
Listening: Read the paragraph in page 39 aloud and ask your students to listen to it
carefully. Than let the students to read the table below silently and fast. Then read the
paragraph again and tell th students to complete the table.
Ask the students individually the following questions.
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1. What is the capital city of Jalalabad?
2. Where it is located?
3. What is Jalalabad city like?
4. Are there many industries in Jalalabad?
Ask a few students to read the paragraph aloud. Do not translate it in Pashto or Dari.
Translation in Pashto or Dari should be used as a last resort and then only to translate
words, not patterns.

Step six
Conversation: Ask your students to read the conversation silently and complete the
blank spaces. Then divide them in pairs (those who are sitting side by side) to
practice it. After that make further pairs by picking a student from each row in the
class to practice the conversation aloud. Help them in they couldn’t make the
conversation.
Exercise solution:
Student A: I wish I was traveling this summer.
Student B: If you had money. Where would you go?
Student A: I’d go to Zabul.
Student B: Why?
Student A: If I would go to Zabul, I would visit many provinces.
Student B: What else would you do?
Student A: I’d also do shopping.
Student B: If I were you. I’d stop day dreaming and go back to school.

Step seven
Homework: Tell your students to write a paragraph about one the provinces of
Afghanistan.
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Unit four
Lesson three

Objective of the lesson:
Students should be able to make plans.

Pages: 40 – 41 and 42
Period: (45) minutes.
- Students should be able to talk about themselves.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of students in class and ask them if they have any problems.
Ask the students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding
of the topic and ask some of them for their homework to come and read their
paragraph written about a province of the country (Afghanistan).

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking some questions.
1. Do you know the capital city of Ningarhar?
2. Who can tell the two kinds of conditional sentences?

Brainstorming: In order to make students concentrate on their lesson, ask them these
questions.
1. Did you make any plan for your vacation?
2. Do you have any partner in making plan for spending your vacation?

Step three
Speaking: Ask your students to look at page 40 of the book. Hold up your books and
ask the students individually about the actions in the pictures? The students should
talk about them.
Divide the students to ask questions about the pictures in part A of page 40 of the
book and answer them. Then make further groups to practice the actions by
performing the role of the people in the pictures.
Let the students to read the words in part C of page 40 of the book and think about
them for a while. Then ask them to make two questions for each word.
Ask the students individually to come in front of the class and write the questions on
the blackboard and a student in the class should answer it.
Divide the student to complete the table about themselves. Then ask them
individually what they will do if they get a ten day prize vacation.

Step four
Grammar: Give the students time to read the sentences of grammar section in page
41 and complete them with future form of giving the verb in parenthesis.
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Ask the students individually to come in front of the class and write the sentences on
the blackboard and read them aloud.
Exercise solution:
1. I am hungry. I am going to make myself a sandwich.
2. He is going to study English next year.
3. We are going to leave at 7:00 a.m. tomorrow.
4. Look at those clouds! It is going to rain at any minute.
5. I think he is going to be very successful.
Ask your students to look at page 41 of the book and read the result sheet of Mr.
Hamid. Then ask them to write sentences about how Hamid can improve his English
skills.
Ask the students individually to come in front of the class and write the ways he/ she
suggests for Hamid.

Step five
Reading: Read the story of page 41 aloud and ask students to listen carefully. Don’t
translate it in Dari or Pashto. Translation in Pashto or Dari should be the last resort.
Ask a few students to read the story aloud. Then ask some other students to come in
front of the class and talk about themselves. After they read the story and talked
about themselves, ask them to give a title to the story.
Ask the students to read the story in page 41 again and answer the questions in part C
of page 42. Then divide the students in pairs (one students to be chosen from in front
of the class and another should be chosen from the end) to ask questions and answer
them.
Let the students to read the table in part D of page 42 and ask them to match the
words to their meaning. Then ask them individually to come to the blackboard and
write the words and its meaning on it. If he/ she make a mistake you should ask
another student to correct his/ her mistake.

Step six:
Homework: Give your students homework to write a story about one of thier family
members.
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Unit four
Lesson four

Objective of the lesson:
Students should be able to write about their plans.

Pages: 42 – 43 and 44
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of students in class and ask them if they have any problems.
Ask the students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding
of the topic and ask some of them for their homework to come in front of the class
and read their story written about one of their family member.

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking some questions.
1. Who can read the story in reading part of page 41 in 3 minutes?
2.  Write a few words on the blackboard and ask the students individually to express

them in simple English.

Brainstorming: In order to make students concentrate on their lesson, ask them the
following questions.
1. How do you read a text?
2. Where would you like to spend your holidays? With whom would you like to

spend your holidays?
3. How do you feel when you lose a game?

Step three
Conversation: Ask your students to read the conversation in page 42 silently and
complete it. Then divide them in pairs (those who are sitting side by side) to practice
it. After that make further pairs (one student from in front of the class and another
one from end) to practice the conversation aloud. Help them if they couldn’t make
the conversation.

Step four
Listening: Let your students to read the table in page 43 of the book not the
information. Then read the information aloud and ask the students to put the steps on
the table in order. Don’t translate it in Pashto or Dari, translation in Pashto or Dari
should be at last resort and then only to translate words, not patterns.
Ask the students individually to read the steps in order. If he/ she fails to make the
story in order ask other student to read it in correct order.
Ask a few students to read the information aloud.
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Step five
Speaking: Write the title of speaking on the blackboard (Think that there is a

volleyball tournament between school’s students. And you have a match with
another school “What will happen if you win/ lose the match?”).
Divide your students in groups of six to eight and ask them to talk about the title
written on the blackboard.
After they have discussed in groups ask them individually to talk about it aloud and
let other students ask him/ her questions.

Step six
Grammar: Write on the blackboard “What would you do if you became a famous
teacher?”, then ask your students to write seven sentences about it in their
notebooks.
Ask the students individually to come in front of the class and write a sentence in
second conditional on the blackboard and read it aloud. If he/ she make mistake ask
another student to correct it.
Give the students time to read the list in page 43 of the book. Ask them to write a
sentence for each of them that they can do in their holidays.
Ask the students individually to come in front of the class and write one sentence on
the blackboard. If he/ she make mistake ask other student to come and correct it.

Step seven
Vocabulary: Vocabulary is a useful resource for students who want to understand
the function of a word according to parts of the speech. Vocabulary shows what a
word function is? Is it a verb? Or is it a noun?
Read the vocabulary aloud and ask your students to repeat them after you. Then give
them time to read the words if the students don’t understand the meaning of any
words try to say it by making some sentences or demonstration, miming, acting etc.
Instruct your students to write the vocabulary in their notebooks with their meanings
and make sentences for each word in the vocabulary.

Step eight
Homework: Divide your students in pairs and choose two or three pairs to complete
the conversation in page 42 and memorize it by heart.
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Unit five
Lesson one

Objectives of the unit:
- state solution to problems.
- direct other to do things.
- listen to dangerous facts about the environment.
- read about cigarettes and smoking.

Objectives of the lesson:
Students should be able to recognize the harms of pollution.
Students should be able to know the infinitive (verbal nouns).

Pages: 46 and 47
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of students in class and ask them if they have any problems.
Ask the students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding
of the topic and ask pairs for their homework to come and practice it which was their
homework.

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking some questions.
1.Who can define conditional sentences and illustrate them in examples.
2.What do major and grow up mean?

Brainstorming: In order to make your students concentrate on their lesson, ask them
the following questions.
1. Write a sentence on the blackboard, and then ask them. Who can tell us the

grammatical structure of this sentence?
a. I promised Ahmad to help him in his lessons.

2. Have you heard anything about pollution in the world?
3. Is that possible for us control pollution?

Step three
Discussion: Ask your students to look at page 46 of the book. Hold up your book and
ask the students; what do they see in the pictures. Then write the questions on the
blackboard and read them aloud.
Ask the students to read the questions and think about them. Then ask them
individually to talk about pollution and suggest the ways of controlling it. Let other
students ask questions and give suggestions and opinions.
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Step four
Conversation: Get the students to look at page 46 of the book and look at the
conversation between student and teacher. Read the conversation aloud and get the
students to listen to the conversation carefully. Do not translate it in Pashto or Dari.
Translation in Pashto or Dari should be used as a last resort and then only to translate
words, not patterns.
Divide the students in pairs (those who are sitting side by side) to practice the
conversation silently. Then make further pairs to practice the conversation aloud to
strengthen their pronunciation, acting and reading in English.
Let the students to think about the question in part B of page 46 of the student book.
Ask the students to discuss the problem and talk about ways and methods that help us
save our planet. A student may suggest a way to control pollution and others to ask
him/ her questions and give opinions.

Step five
Grammar: What is infinitive? The basic form of a verb that usually follows ‘to’ is
called infinitive. Or Infinitive is the verbal noun. Infinitive can function as subject,
object and object of prepositions.

b. As a subject:
To find fault of someone is easy.
To err is human or to make a mistake is human.

c. As an object:
He likes to play tennis.
She wants to help me.

d. As an object of preposition:
He has no choice but to help.
The speaker is about to begin.

e. As an object complement:
I saw him to go.
I saw them to read.

Write the definition of infinitive on the blackboard and illustrate it in examples. Ask
the students to write the definition and examples in their notebooks. Then ask the
students to make sentences using different kinds of infinitives in them.
Read the table of page 47 aloud and ask the students to listen carefully. Then ask a
few students to read the table aloud.
Give the students time to read the sentences in part A of page 47 silently and
complete them with given words in their notebooks.
Ask the students individually to come and write the sentences on the blackboard. If
he/ she makes mistake let other students to correct it.
Exercise solution:
1. Hamid is going to play football in the park, because it not dusty.
2. Scientists wanted to find way to keep the environment clean.
3. We all decided to take care about the planet.
4. What do you want to learn about how to keep the environment clean?
5. Out teacher told us to read something about pollution.
6. We all need to eat healthy food.
7. To write the article about the pollution for the school paper took talent.
8. To leave before the storm would be a smart idea.
Divide the students in pairs to make sentences about their environment, and then tell
them to come in front of the class and write the sentences on the blackboard.
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Step six
Listening: Ask your students to look at page 48 of the book. Read the text of
listening aloud and ask the students to listen carefully. Do not translate it in Pashto or
Dari. Translation in Pashto or Dari should be used as a last resort and then only to
translate words, not patterns.
Read the text again and ask the students to complete the table below with the name of
kinds of pollution they heard in the text.
Ask the students individually to name pollution they filled in the table. Then ask
some of students individually to read the text aloud.

Step seven
Homework: Tell your students to write a paragraph about how to control pollution.
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Unit five
Lesson two

Objectives of the unit:
- state solution to problems.
- direct other to do things.
- listen to dangerous facts about the environment.
- read about cigarettes and smoking.

Objective of the lesson:
- Students should be able to recognize the harms of pollution.
- Students should be able to know the harms of smoking.

Pages: 48- 49 and 50
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of the students in class and ask them if they have any problems.
Ask them something about their previous lesson to check their understanding of the
topic and then ask them to read their homework written about “How to control
pollution.” in front of the class.

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking some questions, e.g.
1. Who can say the main cause of pollution?
2. Can anyone suggest some ways of controlling pollution for the school’s
environment?

Brainstorming: In order to make your students concentrate on their lesson, ask them
the following questions.
1. Is there anyone among your family members who smokes cigarette?
2. Is smoking dangerous for your health?
3. Does smoking have any benefit?

Step three
Vocabulary: Read the events of page 49 aloud and ask the students to listen
carefully. Then divide them in pairs to read the events and match them with their
results on the table.
Write the six events on the blackboard. Ask the students individually to come and
write their results beside them. If he/ she makes mistake, let another one to correct it.
If there was no one to correct it, correct it yourself.
Read the questionnaire in page 49 aloud and ask the students to listen carefully. Then
let the students to read the questionnaire silently and mark the boxes beside them.
Then ask them individually to read the sentences and say their opinions about it.
Ask the students to read the questionnaire again and collect the number of never,
usually and always in their notebooks. Then ask them to compare the numbers with
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sentences given in part C of page 49 of the book. After that let them to compare their
questionnaire with their partners.

Step four
Reading:  Before you read the text about Cigarettes and smoking, ask the questions
giving in Reading part of page 50 of the book. Then read the paragraph aloud and ask
the students to listen carefully. Do not translate it in Pashto or Dari. Translation in
Pashto or Dari should be used as a last resort and then only to translate words, not
patterns.
Ask a few students to read the story aloud. Then ask them to read it again silently and
find and tell the main idea of it to his/ her partner. After that ask a few students to say
the main idea of the story aloud and say its message for the students.
Before dividing students in groups, first ask them to say their opinions about smoking
and place of smoking. Then divide them in groups of four to six and ask them to read
the given opinions in the table of page 50 silently and mark the correct opinion. After
that ask them individually to read the table and say their opinion whether the place is
good for smoking or not. Why?

Step five:
Homework: Tell your students to write a paragraph about “how to help people quit

smoking”.
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Unit five
 Lesson three

Objectives of the unit:
- state solution to problems.
- direct other to do things.
- listen to dangerous facts about the environment.
- read about cigarettes and smoking.

Objectives of the lesson:
- Students should be able to recognize the harms of pollution.
- Students should be able to know the infinitive (verbal nouns).

Pages: 51- 52
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of students in class and ask them if they have any problems.
Ask your students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding
of the topic and then ask them to read their homework written about “How to help
people quit smoking” in front of the class

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking some questions, e.g.
1. Who can say the harms of smoking?
2. How can we persuade people to quit smoking?

Brainstorming: In order to make the students concentrate on their lesson, ask them
the following questions.
1. Do you allow anyone littering garbage in the environment?
2. How can we keep our environment clean and net?
3. What is the responsibility of human in the earth?

Step three
Conversation: Get your students to look at page 52 of the book and look at the
conversation between son and father. Read the conversation aloud and get the
students to listen to the conversation carefully. Do not translate it in Pashto or Dari.
Translation in Pashto or Dari should be used as a last resort and then only to translate
words, not patterns.
Divide the students in pairs (those who are sitting side by side) to practice the
conversation silently. Then make further pairs to practice the conversation aloud to
strengthen their pronunciation, acting and reading in English.
Let the students to think about the question in part B of page 52. Ask the students to
say their opinions and let others to ask him/ her questions and give opinions.
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Step four
Grammar: We frequently use object between the verb and the infinitive. The
structure can be verb + object + to + base verb.
Example: We expected Friba to be on time. Would you like me to go now?
He doesn’t want anybody to know. Do you want me to come with you?
Can you remind me to call you tomorrow? Who taught you to drive?
Once again explain infinitive to your students and say we can use frequently object
between verb and infinitive and write the structure given above. Write some example
and explain and analyze them clearly to the students. E.g. I got someone to repair the
couch.
Analyze:       I           got someone to repair      the couch.

Subject + verb +object + infinitive + complement
Read the sentences in the table aloud and ask the students to make some more
sentences. Then ask them to read the sentences in part A of page 52 silently to
complete them with correct form of given verbs.
After they finished reading, ask them individually to read the sentences aloud. If
he/she makes any mistake, let other students to read and correct the sentence.
Divide the students to discuss about kinds of pollution they can find in their
environment and cities. Then make further pairs, one should mention pollution and
other one should solve it or suggest the ways of solutions.

Step five
Writing: Ask your students to look at page 52 of the book. Hold up your book and
ask your students; what do they see in the page? Then ask them to complete the web
with the main parts of their school. Write this question on the blackboard, “What
would happen to the school if the above parts were dirty?”
Ask the students to answer the questions in their notebooks. Then ask them
individually to answer the questions orally.
Write this question on the blackboard “What can we do to keep our school clean?”
then asks them to write the ways of keeping our school clean in their notebooks.
After that ask them individually to read their notes, and let other students to ask him
questions or give opinion accordingly.

Step six
Homework: Ask your students to write a paragraph about how “How can we keep
our environment clean?”
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Unit five
Lesson four

Objectives of the unit:
- state solution to problems.
- direct other to do things.
- listen to dangerous facts about the environment.
- read about cigarettes and smoking.

Objective of the lesson:
- Students should be able to recognize Diphthong (oy/ io).

Pages: 53- 54
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of students in class and ask them if they have any problems.
Ask students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding of
the topic and then ask them to read their homework written about “How can we keep
our environment clean?”

Step two
Evaluation: evaluate your students by asking some questions, e.g.

1. How does smoking harm people?
2. How can we keep our school’s environment clean?

Brainstorming: In order to make students concentrate on their lesson, ask them the
following questions.

1. Write down the words boy, toy and toil on the blackboard and ask your
students to pronounce them.

2. Who can define infinitive and give some examples?

Step three:
Phonic: Diphthong: The combination of two vowel sounds (letters) is called
Diphthong.  Example: doubt, coil and etc.
Write the title of the lesson on the blackboard (diphthong). Then write the definition
of diphthong with more examples on the blackboard and ask the students to write
them in their notebooks and memorize it.
Ask the students to look at page 53 of the book. Then read the words of part A page
53 of the book aloud and pronounce them correctly and ask students to repeat them
after you. After that asks a few students to read and pronounce the words aloud.
Hold up the book and ask the students to look at part B of page 53 and ask them what
do they see in each picture and name them. Afterwards read and pronounce the words
aloud and ask the students to repeat them after you.
Ask the students to look at the pictures in part A of page 53 again. Read the words
again and ask the students to circle the letters under the picture which stands for the
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vowel sound. After that ask the students individually to say the vowel letters they
have circled.
Let the students to read the words beside the pictures in part C of page 53 and circle
the words that stand for the picture’s name. Then ask them individually to say which
word indicates the picture’s name.
Let your students to read the sentences in part D of page 53 silently to circle the
words that stand for diphthong sounds. Then ask them individually to read the
sentences aloud and say which word stands for the diphthong sound.

Step four:
Grammar summary: Ask a few students in the class to define infinitive. Then write
some sentences on the blackboard and ask the students to explain the function of
infinitive in each sentence.
a. To meet the worlds famous football player is my great wish.
b. He likes to play volleyball.
c. The conference is about to begin.
Ask your students to look at page 54 of the book. Then read the sentences on the
table aloud. After that ask a few students to read them.
Ask the students to read the sentences in part A of page 54, and tick the sentences
which have only infinitive and underline the sentences which have infinitive, and
object + verb. Then ask the students individually to read the sentences aloud and say
whether the sentence has only infinitive or verb + object + infinitive.

Step five
Speaking: Write down the title of speaking on the blackboard (As a student, what
should you do to save your school?) then divide the students in groups of four to
discuss about the school’s problems and find solution for each one. After that ask
each group to choose a representative to talk about it. Let other students to ask
questions about problems and give opinion.

Step six
Homework: Ask your students to write a paragraph about their school’s problems
and suggest ways and solutions for them.
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Unit five
Lesson five

Objectives of the unit:
- state solution to problems.
- direct other to do things.
- listen to dangerous facts about the environment.
- read about cigarettes and smoking.

Objectives of the lesson:
- Students should be able to improve their listening skill.
- Students should be able know the meaning of new words and use them in sentences.

Pages: 55- 56
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of students in class and ask them if they have any problems.
Ask the students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding
of the topic and then ask them to read their homework written about “School’s
problems and suggest solutions”.

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking some questions, e.g.
1. Who can make sentences with verb + object + infinitive?
2. Who can use infinitive as subject in a sentence?
3. Who can use infinitive as object in a sentence?

Brainstorming: In order to make your students concentrate on their lesson, ask them
the following questions.
1. Is there anyone to explain; how can we improve our listening skill?
2. Who can tell us how can we improve our grammar skill?
3. What would you feel if you lived in Germany?

Step three
Listening: Ask your students to look at page 55 of the book. Read the letter aloud
ask the students to listen carefully.
Ask the students individually to talk about the impression of the writer from the city.
How did he feel when he was living there? Then read the letter again aloud and ask
the students to listen carefully to the letters and find the answers of the given
questions in part B of page 55. After that ask a few students to answer the questions,
and ask a few others to read the letter aloud.
Ask the students to write a letter about “What would they feel if they lived in
Kunduz”. Then ask them individually to read their letters aloud and let other students
to ask them questions.
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Step four
Vocabulary list: Vocabulary is a useful resource for students who want to
understand the function of a word according to the parts of speech. What a word
function is? Is it a verb? Or is it a noun?
Read the vocabulary list aloud and ask the students to repeat it after you. Then give
them time to read the words one by one, if the students don’t understand the meaning
of any word, try to explain the words by using them in sentences or by showing,
demonstration, miming and acting etc. Instructs students to write the vocabulary in
their notebooks with their meanings and make sentences about each word.

Step five
Homework: Ask your students to write a letter to one of their family members
describing their feeling and impressions about the city/village they are living in.
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Unit six
Lesson one

Objectives of the unit:
In this unit students will learn to:

- express your feelings and opinions.
- talk about sign language.
- read about senses.
- listen to poem about senses.
- write about a special person.

Objective of the lesson:
Students should be able to recognize Stative verbs and use them in sentences correctly.

Pages: 57- 58 and 59
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of students in class and ask them if they have any problems.
Ask your students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding
of the topic and then ask them to read their homework written about “Impressions of
the students about the city/ village where they are living”.

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking some questions.
1. Who can make sentences with dump, nicotine, poison and attractive?
2. Who can spell cigarette, factory, combine and dangerous?

Brainstorming: In order to make your students concentrate on their lesson, ask them
questions.
1. Who can name the five senses?
2. Who can explain the sense that helps us to recognize the hardness of something?
3. Are the five senses vital in our life?

Step three
Discussion: Ask your students to look at page 58 of the book. Hold up your copy,
point to the pictures on discussion part in page 58 and ask: “What are the people in
the pictures doing?”  Call each student by name and elicit information about the
pictures. Encourage the students to illustrate the purposes of the pictures.
Write the three questions of discussion in page 58 on the blackboard and ask the
students to express their opinion about each picture. Then ask them to think about the
third question and point out two things that the five senses help us in our life.
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Write the five senses on the blackboard with a little distance. And ask the students
individually to come and write the two things they have thought under the related
sense.

Step four
Conversation: Get the students to look at page 58 of the book and look at the
conversation between two students. Read the conversation aloud and get the students
to listen to the conversation carefully. Do not translate it in Pashto or Dari.
Translation in Pashto or Dari should be used as a last resort and then only to translate
words, not patterns.
Divide the students in pairs (those who are sitting side by side) to practice the
conversation silently. Then make further pairs to practice the conversation aloud to
strengthen their pronunciation, acting and reading of English.
Let the students to think about the questions in part B and C of page 58. Ask students
to say their opinion and let the other students to ask them questions.

Step five
Grammar: Before explaining Stative Verbs (Intransitive Verbs) you have to describe
verb to the students and give them different examples. For example: I am watching
TV. They are students. The birds look beautiful. Then you have to describe
Transitive and intransitive verbs.
Transitive Verb: A transitive verb is a verb that denotes an action which passes over
from the doer or subject of an object. For example: The boy kicked the ball. In this
example the action denoted by the verb ‘kicked’ passes over from the doer of subject
‘boy’ to the object ball.
An Intransitive verb: An intransitive verb is a verb that denotes an action which
doesn’t pass over to an object, or which expresses a state or being.
Example: He laughed loudly.  In above sentence the action denoted by the verb
‘laughed’ stop with the doer or subject ‘he’ and does not passes over to an object. Or
He slept late last night. The verb slept denoted the state.
Write the definition of Stative (Intransitive) verb with the variety clear examples on
the blackboard and ask the students to write them in their notebooks. Then ask some
of the students to make sentences with Stative (intransitive) verbs.
Read the sentences in the table of grammar part in page 59 aloud. Then ask the
students to read the sentences individually.
Ask the students to read the sentences in part A and match them with the sentence in
column B and complete the sentences of column B with a Stative verb. For example:
I like your new dress. (Number 3 from column B is matched with this sentence), and
then complete the sentence. ‘It looks good on you’. After that ask the students
individually to read the sentences aloud. If a student fails to point out the correct
sentence let him to find out the correct sentence from the sentence of other students.
Exercise solution:

A B
1. I like your new dress.

2. I didn’t like the sandwiches.

3. I prefer this new air freshener.

4. I love this bedcover.

5. I enjoy walking in the rain.

    They tasted awful.

It seems so soft.

It looks good on you.

It looks like fun.

The room looks really nice.
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Divide your students in pairs and tell them to write five more statements like the ones
above to express their feeling. When they finished writing tell them to share their
sentences with their partners.

Step six
Listening: Ask the students to look at page 59 of the book. Read the poem aloud and
ask the students to listen to it carefully. Do not translate it in Pashto or Dari.
Translation in Pashto or Dari should be used as a last resort and then only to translate
words, not patterns.  Then ask some of the students to read the poem aloud.
Give the students time to read the poem again silently. Ask them to find two things
they can see, three things they can smell, one thing they can hear and two things they
can touch. Then ask a few of them to come in front of the class and write them on the
blackboard. If anyone fails, let another once to correct it.
Exercise solution:
1. Two things you can see: flowers and buds.
2. Three things you can smell: rain, blossoms and buds.
3. One thing you can hear: songs of the birds.
4. Two things you can touch: flowers and strawberries.

Step seven
Homework: Ask your students to write a paragraph about spring.
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 Unit six
Lesson two

Objectives of the unit:
In this unit students will learn:

- to express your feelings and opinions.
- talk about sign language.
- read about senses.
- listen to poem about senses.
- write about a special person.

Objectives of the lesson:
Students should be able to recognize the five senses.
Students should be able to write a paragraph about importance of senses.

Pages: 60- 61
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of students in class and ask them if they have any problems.
Ask your students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding
of the topic and then ask them to read their homework written about “spring”.

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking some questions.
1. Who can make sentences with Stative (intransitive) verbs?
2. What is the difference between transitive and intransitive verb?

Brainstorming: In order to make your students concentrate on their lesson, ask a few
questions.
1. Who can name the five sense organs?
2. What is the job of eyes?

Step three
Vocabulary: Before starting completing the graphic, ask the students orally to name
the five senses. Then Draw the graphic on the blackboard and ask the students to
complete the first two of the graphic in their notebooks. Then ask them individually
to come in front of the class and complete the graphic on the blackboard. If he fails
ask another student to correct his/ her mistake.
Ask the students to read the adjectives given in part B of page 60 silently. Then ask
them to write each adjective in the column given under each sense. First ask them to
complete the columns in their notebooks, then ask them individually to come in front
of the class and complete the graphic drawn on the table. If he/ she fails let other
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student to correct it. Don’t discourage the students who fail to write the adjective
under correct sense, instead encourage them to study and improve their knowledge.

Step four
Reading: Before starting reading section in page 61 of the book. You should ask
your students to complete the first table in page 61 in their notebooks. Then ask a few
students to talk what do they know about senses.
Ask the students to look at page 61 of the book. Read the text aloud and ask the
students to listen carefully. Then ask a few students to read the text aloud.
Ask the students to read the underline words in the passage then read the words of
part C of page 61 and match them with their meaning in the table. Then ask them
individually to say the words and its meaning.
Ask the students to read sentences in part D of page 61 and then read the paragraph
again and find the correct paragraph number and write it in the table next to the idea
that belongs to it.
Ask the students to complete the third column in table of part A in 61. Then ask a few
students to say the main idea of the passage.

Step five
Homework: Tell your students to write a paragraph about “The importance of
senses”.

The five senses

sight hearing taste touch smell

Give your body information using

eyes ear tongue Hands/ skin nose

red
big
colors
blue
round
bright
square
smalll

quiet
loud
noisy

sour
bitter
sweet
salty
cold
hot

smooth
hard
soft

fresh
rotten
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Unit six
Lesson three

Objectives of the unit:
In this unit students will learn:

- to express your feelings and opinions.
- talk about sign language.
- read about senses.
- listen to poem about senses.
- write about a special person.

Objectives of the lesson:
Students should be able to recognize present perfect tense and use it in their daily speaking.
Students should be able to write a paragraph a handicap person.

Pages: 62- 63
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of students in class and ask them if they have any problems.
Ask students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding of
the topic and then ask them to read their homework written about “The importance of
senses”.

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking some questions.
1. Why senses are important?
2. Who can name the five senses?
3. How can we recognize the hardness and softness of an object?

Brainstorming: In order to make students concentrate on their lesson, ask a few
questions.
1. How do you speak with dumb?
2. How do you behave dumb when you face him/ her?

Step three
Conversation: Get the students to look at page 62 of the book and look at the
conversation between two students. Read the conversation aloud and get the students
to listen to the conversation. Do not translate it in Pashto or Dari. Translation in
Pashto or Dari should be used as a last resort and then only to translate words, not
patterns.
Divide the students in pairs (those who are sitting side by side) to practice the
conversation silently. Then make further pairs to practice the conversation aloud to
strengthen the pronunciation of the students.
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Let the students to think about the question in part B of page 62. Ask a few students
to express their opinions and let other students to ask them questions.

Step four
Grammar: Students have studied and learned simple present, simple past, present
continuous and past continuous tenses in their previous lessons. Once again describe
them simple past tense and write examples on the blackboard. For example: I went to
museum yesterday. It means that the action started and finished in a particular time
in the past. Then write some examples in present perfect and explain its differences
with simple past. For example: I have been in Kabul. Have you ever met
president?
1. Present perfect tense: Present perfect tense indicates completed activities in the

immediate past (with just). For example: He has just gone out. The film has
just finished. I have just eaten my lunch.

2. Present perfect tense also expresses past action whose time is not given and not
definite.  For example: I have never seen him angry. I have been to Japan.

3. Present perfect also denotes an action beginning at some time in the past and
continuing up to present moment (often introduced with since and for).
For example: They have lived in Baghlan since 1988. We have known each
other for two years. He has worked hard since last week. She hasn’t come to
school for several days.
Present perfect tense structure:
Positive: Subject + have/ has + 3rd form of the verb + complement
Negative: subject + have/ has + not + 3rd form of the verb + complement
Question: Have/has + subject + 3rd form of the verb + complement

Write the definition of present perfect tense on the blackboard with clear and
different examples. Ask the students to write definition of the tenses and their
examples in their notebooks. Then ask the students to make sentences in present
perfect tense.
Ask the students to look at page 62 of the book. Read the table of grammar aloud and
ask the students to listen carefully. Then ask some of the students to read the table
aloud.
Give the students time to read the paragraph of part A on page 62 silently and
complete them with given words in their notebooks.
Ask students individually to read paragraph aloud. If he/ she fails to say the correct
verb form, let him/ her to find out the correct verb from the sentences of other
students.
Exercise solution:
I have started a new course on sign language. My brother told me about

it. The instructor has taught us some of the alphabets. There is a special

hand movement for each letter of the alphabet. We haven’t taken all the

letters yet. But I can form a few words using the letters I have learned. I

have done well so far. I never thought that learning sign language

would be so interesting.

Write down some sentences of the blackboard and ask the students whether the
sentences are correct or not. For example: I have just eat lunch. I plays tennis
yesterday.
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Step five
Writing and homework: Tell your students that writing section in page 63 is their
homework. Ask them to think about a person who has lost one of his senses. Tell
them to answer the question given in the writing part for write a short paragraph.
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Unit six
Lesson four

Objectives of the unit:
In this unit students will learn:

- to express your feelings and opinions.
- talk about sign language.
- read about senses.
- listen to poem about senses.
- write about a special person.

Objectives of the lesson:
Students should be able to recognize and pronounce er, ir, ur, ear and wor sounds.
Students should be able to recognize present perfect tense and use it in their daily speaking.

Pages: 64- 65
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of students in class and ask them if they have any problems.
Ask your students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding
of the topic and then ask them to read their homework written about “The person who
has lost one of his/ her senses”.

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking some questions.
1. Who can define present perfect tense?
2. Who can tell us the difference between simple past tense with present perfect

tense?

Brainstorming: In order to make your students concentrate on their lesson, ask a few
questions.
1. How do you pronounce nerve, serve and term?
2. Who can define Stative (Intransitive verb)?
3. Who can say the difference between transitive with intransitive verb?

Step three
Phonic: Ask the students to look at page 64 of the book. Then read the words in part
A page 64 of the book aloud and pronounce them correctly by demonstrating of your
lips and tongue. Ask the students to repeat them after you. After that ask a few
students to read and pronounce the words aloud.
Hold up the book and ask the students to look in part B of page 64 and ask them what
do they see in each picture and name them. After that read and pronounce the words
aloud and ask the students to repeat them after you.
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Ask your students to look at the pictures in part B of page 64 again. Read the words
again and ask the students to circle the letters under the picture which stands for the
letters sound. After that ask the students individually to read the letters they have
circled.
Let the students to read the words beside the pictures in part C of page 64 and circle
the words that stand for the picture’s name, then ask them individually to state what
word indicate the picture’s name.

Step four
Grammar summary: Ask some of the students to come in front of the class and
define Stative verb and write examples on the blackboard. Then ask other students to
come and show Stative verbs in written sentences on the blackboard. Then ask some
of other students to come in front of the class and define present perfect tense and
give example.
Ask the students to look at page 65 of the book. Read the sentences in the tables of
aloud and ask the students to listen to them carefully. Then ask some of the students
to read the sentences aloud.
Give the students time to read the conversation in part A of page 65 of the book. Ask
them to complete the conversation with correct form of the verb in present perfect
tense or simple past tense.
Ask the students individually to read a sentence of the conversation. Don’t correct
them for their mistakes if the students make them, them find out the correct verbs
from the sentences of other students. Then divide students in pairs to practice the
conversation.
Exercise solution:
A: Excuse me sir. We are doing a survey. Could I ask you a few questions?
B: Sure. Go ahead.
A: Have you ever visited the orphanage?
B: Yes, I have been there once.
A: Why did you go there?
B: I wanted to visit a relative.
A: How did you feel about the children?
B: I really respected them for coping with their problems. How about you sir, have

you visited any of these centers.
A: No, but my daughter has.
B: Really?
A: Yes, she has volunteered to work at a center.
B: Great, would you gentlemen be interested in helping out with the children if you

had the chance?
A: We sure would.

Step five
Speaking: Write the title of speaking on the blackboard (Pretend that you are going
to sightseeing) (Tell your partner “Do you like going to sightseeing?”). Divide the
students in pairs to talk about the title to each other. Then ask the students
individually to talk about his/ her sightseeing. Let other students to ask him/ her
questions.

Step six
Homework: Give your students homework to write a paragraph about their recent
sightseeing and be careful to tell them to use present perfect and simple past tenses in
writing the paragraph.
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Unit six
Lesson five

Objectives of the unit:
In this unit students will learn:

- to express your feelings and opinions.
- talk about sign language.
- read about senses.
- listen to poem about senses.
- write about a special person.

Objectives of the lesson:
 Students should be able to recognize and pronounce er, ir, ur, ear and wor sounds.
Students should be able to recognize present perfect tense and use it in their daily speaking.

Pages: 66- 67
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of students in class and ask them if they have any problems.
Ask your students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding
of the topic and then ask them to read their homework written about “their recent
sightseeing”.

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking some questions.
1. Who can write the structure of present perfect and simple past tense?
2. Who can pronounce the words turkey, skirt and dirty?

Brainstorming: In order to make your students concentrate on their lesson, ask them
a few questions.
1. How do the senses help us?
2. What is the duty of eyes?
3. Who can tell us how can we improve our grammar skill?

Step three
Listening: Ask your students to look at page 66 of the book. Read the paragraph
aloud and ask the students to listen carefully. Then read the paragraph again and ask
the students to match the given words under the paragraph with their synonyms. After
that ask some of the students to come in front of the class and write the words with
their synonyms on the blackboard. If anyone fails to write the correct synonyms, ask
other one to correct them.
Now the students have gotten much knowledge about senses. Ask them individually
to come in front of the class and describe a sense. While he/ she is talking, ask other
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students to complete the table with his/ her description. Then ask some of the
students to read the table they have completed.

Step four
Vocabulary list: It is very important and useful source for the students to improve
their spelling efficiency and increase their words ability. It will help them to
understand the words in different form of the parts of speech; noun, pronoun, verb,
adverb, adjective, preposition, etc. The students should write them down in their
notebooks.
Pronounce the words aloud and ask the students to repeat them after you. Then ask
some of them to read and pronounce the vocabulary list aloud.

Step five
Homework: Ask your students to write down the vocabulary list in their notebooks
and make sentences for each of them.
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Unit seven
Lesson one

Objectives of the unit:
In this unit students will learn to:

- talk about friendship.
- talk about how long you have known your friends.
- listen to a conversation about qualities in friendship.
- read about an experience between two friends

Objectives of the lesson:
Students should be able to use present perfect tense in their daily speaking.
Students should be able to recognize what friendship is.

Pages: 68- 69 and 70
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of students in class and ask them if they have any problems.
Ask students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding of
the topic and then ask them to read their homework explaining how they have used
the vocabulary in sentences.

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking some questions.
1. Who can define Stative verb?
2. Who can use the words detection, pressure and hurt in sentences?

Brainstorming: In order to make your students concentrate on their lesson, ask a few
questions.
1. Who can say the qualification of good friend?
2. Who is your best friend?
3. Who can tell us, how to choose a friend?

Step three
Discussion: Ask the students to look at page 69 of the book. Hold up the book and
ask students what they see in the picture. Ask them what these words kind, helpful,
honest, caring, respectful, dependable, easy to talk and thoughtful means.
Write the two questions from the discussion of page 69 on the blackboard. Ask the
students to think about each of them. Ask some of the students to answer the
questions and give their opinions about friendship. Let other students ask them
questions.
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Step four
Conversation: Get the students to look at page 69 of the book and look at the
conversation between two students. Read the conversation aloud and get the students
to listen to the conversation. Do not translate it in Pashto or Dari. Translation in
Pashto or Dari should be used as a last resort and then only to translate words, not
patterns.
Divide the students in pairs (those who are sitting side by side) to practice the
conversation silently. Then make further pairs to practice the conversation aloud to
strengthen the pronunciation of the students.
Write down the sentence in part B of page 69 on the blackboard. Read the sentence
aloud and ask the students to give opinions. Let other students to ask them questions
and give their opinion.

Step five
Grammar: Before you start reading of the table, ask some of the students about

definition and examples of present perfect assertive. Write the sentences as students
says in assertive on the blackboard and ask some other students if any of them can
change them to questions. Then write down the structures of interrogative on the
blackboard and write some sentences according to the structure or change the
sentences you have already written on the blackboard.
Structures

                  WH question: WH + Have/ Has + subject + 3rd verb (past participle) + complement
Yes/ No question: Have/ Has + subject + 3rd verb (past participle) + complement
Ask the students to look at page 70 of the book. Read the sentences on the table aloud
and ask the students to listen carefully. Then ask them to read the sentences aloud.
Before going to the part A of page 70, first say some assertive sentences and ask
some of the students to change them to questions. Then ask the students to study part
A of page 70 and write question from them and answer them about themselves.
Exercise solution:
1. Have you helped a friend in trouble?
2. Have you lent a friend a valuable thing?
3. Have you known helpful friend?
4. Have you prevented a friend from doing something bad?
5. Have you fought with a friend?
Divide the students in pairs to ask and answer questions part A and B of page 70. For
example: one students make a questions (Have you ever helped a friend in trouble?)
second student answers (Yes, I have. No, I haven’t.).

Step six
Listening: Read the text of listening part of page 70 aloud, and ask the students to
listen carefully. Then read the text again and ask student to write the qualities of best
friend in their notebooks. Do not translate it in Pashto or Dari. Translation in Pashto
or Dari should be used as a last resort and then only to translate words, not patterns.
Ask the students individually to read the qualities of best friend they have written in
their notebook. Then ask some of the students to say the main idea of the text. After
that ask some other students to read the text aloud.
Ask students to read the qualities of best friend they have written in their notebooks.
Then ask them to choose the best quality of friendship and say why it is the best
quality. Let other students to give opinions and ask them questions.

Step seven
Homework: Ask your students to write a paragraph about their best friend.
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Unit seven
Lesson two

Objectives of the unit:
In this unit students will learn to:

- talk about friendship.
- talk about how long you have known your friends.
- listen to a conversation about qualities in friendship.
- read about an experience between two friends

Objectives of the lesson:
Students should be able to know the meaning of new words.
Students should be able to recognize what friendship is.

Pages: 71- 72
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to the students in the class day by day like; Hello,
Hi, Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of students in class and ask them if they have any problems.
Ask students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding of
the topic and then ask them to read their homework written about their best friends.

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking some questions.
1. What are the rules of changing assertive sentences to interrogative sentences in

present perfect?
2. Who can change these positive sentences to interrogative sentences?
i. She has been in Gardiz.

ii. I haven’t seen him for a long time.
iii. They haven’t met the new teacher yet.

Brainstorming: In order to make students concentrate on their lesson, ask a few
questions.
1. How does friendship break?
2. How do you define friendship?

Step three
Vocabulary: Ask your students to look at page 71 of the book. Ask them to discuss
about the meaning of the following words given in part A of page 71.  If they fail to
find the meaning of the words by discussion ask them to find their meaning from
dictionary. Then ask them individually to come in front of the class and write the
meaning of the words on the blackboard and make sentences.
Ask the students to read the words in part A of page 71 again silently. While they
read the words ask them to write them on the related column in part B of page 71.
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Exercise solution:

Write the words pleasant and unpleasant on the blackboard and ask students
individually to come and write the words under the related part in the blackboard.
Write the title on the blackboard (What you feel when you think of:) and ask the
students  to think about the table given in part C of page 71 of the book and complete
it under the given title on the blackboard.
Divide the students in groups of four. Ask them to share their ideas to see what other
students think. Then ask students individually to explain their idea and talk about
their feelings. Let other students to ask them questions and given opinions.

Step four
Reading: Before reading the story. Write the sentence (Think of some negative
feelings that may damage a relationship.) on the blackboard and ask student
individually to talk about it.
Ask the students to look at page 72 of the book. Read the paragraph aloud and ask
students to listen carefully. After that ask some of the students to read the paragraph
aloud. Do not translate it in Pashto or Dari. Translation on Pashto or Dari should be
used as a last resort and then only to translate words, not patterns.
Ask the students to read the story again to circle the best meaning for the given words
of part B of page 72. After circling the words, ask each student what the words
means. If anyone fails to say the correct meaning, let him/ her to find out the correct
meaning from the sentences of other students.
Let the student to read the words given in part C of page 72 and arrange them
according to the events in the story. Then ask them individually again to come in
front of the class and write the words on the blackboard and make one sentence for it.
Read part D of page 72 aloud and ask the students individually to discuss about it.

Step five
Homework: Ask your students to write a paragraph about the importance of having
good friends.

Pleasant Unpleasant
Happy Neglected

Supported Embarrassed

Safe Angry

Comfortable Jealous

Worried

Hurt
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Unit seven
Lesson three

Objectives of the unit:
In this unit students will learn to:

- talk about friendship.
- talk about how long you have known your friends.
- listen to a conversation about qualities in friendship.
- read about an experience between two friends

Objectives of the lesson:
Students should be able to use present perfect tense with since and for in their daily

speaking.
Students should be able to write a paragraph about their best friends.

Pages: 73- 74
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of the students in the class and ask them if they have any problems.
Ask the students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding
of the topic and then ask them to read their homework written about importance of
having good friends.

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking some questions.
1. Why did Khalid become jealous?
2. How can we keep our friendship everlasting?

Brainstorming: In order to make your students concentrate on their lesson, ask a few
questions.
1. Who can use since in a sentence of present perfect tense?
2. Who is your best friend? What does he like?

Step three
Conversation: Get the students to look at page 73 of the book and look at the
conversation between two students. Read the conversation aloud and get the students
to listen to the conversation. Do not translate it in Pashto or Dari. Translation in
Pashto or Dari should be used as a last resort and then only to translate words, not
patterns.
Divide the students in pairs (those who are sitting side by side) to practice the
conversation silently. Then make further pairs to practice the conversation aloud to
strengthen the pronunciation of the students.
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Write down the sentence in part B of page 73 on the blackboard. Read the sentence
aloud and ask students to give opinions. Let other students to ask him/ her questions
and give their opinion.

Step four
Grammar: Before reading the table. Write down some sentences on the blackboard.
For example: I have lived in Kunar since 1980. (Since is used to show the

starting time of an action)
I have lived in Kunar for 18 years. (For is used to show the length
or duration of an action).

Ask some of the students to make sentences with since and for. Then ask the students
to look at page 73 of the book. Read the sentences on the table aloud and ask the
students to listen carefully.
Ask some of the students to read the sentences on the table of page 73 aloud. Then
ask some of them to come in front of the class and write sentences in present perfect
with since and for on the blackboard. After that ask some other students to change
them to interrogative sentences.
Ask the students to read the sentences of part A of page 73 silently and complete
them with since and for. Then ask them individually to read the sentences. If anyone
fails, ask another student to correct it.
Exercise solution:
1. I haven’t seen Khalid since he left school.
2. We haven’t seen each other for a year.
3. They have been here for three hours.
4. My friend has been here since 10:30 a.m.
Ask the students to read the sentences of part B of page 73 silently and complete
them with since, for and the correct form of the verbs given in brackets. Then ask
them individually to read the sentences. If he/ she fails let other students to correct
the sentence.
Exercise solution:
1. Ramin and I have known each other since 2000.
2. He moved to Kandahar with his family last year. I have not seen him for ten years.
3. Ramin is coming back today. In fact, I’m at the airport waiting for him.
    I have been waiting for two hours.
4. The plane has taken off since 4:30 p.m. It’s 5:00 p.m. now, but the plane hasn’t

arrived yet.
Write the question on the blackboard (How long he/ she has done something?). Then
divide the students in pairs to ask and answer questions. For example:
Student A: How long have you studied this book?
Student B: I have studied this book since nine o’clock in the morning.

I have studied this book for twenty minutes.

Step five
Writing: Before working on the web, ask the students the question of part A of page
74. Then ask students to answer the questions written on the web in their notebooks.
Then ask each and every student the questions while he/ she will answer them.
Ask the students to write a paragraph about their best friend. They can use the
answers of par B in their paragraph. Then ask them individually to come in front of
the class and read the paragraph they have just written.

Step six
Homework: Ask the students to write a paragraph “How do you choose your friend?”
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Unit seven
Lesson four

Objectives of the unit:
In this unit students will learn to:

- talk about friendship.
- talk about how long you have known your friends.
- listen to a conversation about qualities in friendship.
- read about an experience between two friends

Objectives of the lesson:
 Students should be able to recognize and pronounce the schwa’s sound..

Pages: 75- 76 - 77 and 78
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of students in class and ask them if they have any problems.
Ask students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding of
the topic and then ask them to read their homework written about “How do you
choose your friends?”

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking some questions.
1. What is the difference between since and for?
2. What do since and for show?

Brainstorming: In order to make your students concentrate on their lesson, ask a few
questions.
1. How do you pronounce about and moment?
2. If you are asked to choose a friend from your classmates, who will you choose?

Step three
Phonic: As it mentioned before that phonic is the study of sound and symbol in a
language. Therefor it is important that the students recognize the sounds and
pronounce the words correctly.
Schwa: Schwa is a vowel sound (letter) in parts of words that are not stressed.
Like, “o” in about and “e” in moment.
Write the definition of Schwa on the blackboard with clear example. Ask the students
to write the definition in their notebooks. Ask them if he/ she could give example of
schwa.
Ask the students to look at page 75 of the book. Read the words aloud and pronounce
them accurately and correctly. Then ask some of the students to read and pronounce
the words correctly.
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Ask the students to look at the pictures in part B of page 75. Read the words aloud
and ask the students to repeat them after you. Then ask some of the students to read
the words aloud.
Read the words in part B of page 75 again. Ask the students to listen carefully and
circle the letter that stands for schwa sounds while you are reading the words. Then
ask them individually to say the letter they have circled for schwa’s sound.
Ask the students to look at the pictures in part B of page 75. Read the words aloud
and ask the students to circle the letters that stand for schwa’s sound. Then ask the
students to read the words aloud and say which letter stands for schwa’s sound. If
anyone fails to say the correct letter, let him/ her to find the correct letter from the
words of other students.

Step four
Grammar summary: Before you read page 76 of the book, write some assertive
sentences on the blackboard and ask the students to change them into interrogative
and negative sentences.
Ask the students to look at page 76 of the book. Read the sentences aloud and ask the
students to listen carefully. Then ask some of the students to read the sentences aloud.
Then write the subject pronouns on the blackboard and ask the students individually
to come in front of the class and write one sentences in present perfect tense on the
blackboard.
Draw the web of page 76 on the blackboard. Ask the students to complete the web
with adjective that describes his/ her best friend’s qualities in their notebooks. Then
ask them to use the adjectives they have just used in the web to write sentences.
Divide the students in pairs to ask and answer questions about their friends.
For example: Student A: What is your friend like?

Student B: He is an intelligent boy/ girl.

Step five
Speaking: Ask the students to look at page 77 of the book. Write on the blackboard
(Pretend you want to find some new friends). Ask them to look at the pictures of part
A carefully and choose two persons from the pictures they want to select as friend.
When they chose the pictures divide them in small groups (four or six) to discuss
why they have chosen them as friends. Then ask the students individually to talk
about them and give reasons. Let other students to ask him/ her questions and give
suggestions.

Step six
Reading: Ask the students to look at page 75 of the book. Read the poem aloud and
ask the students to listen carefully. Then ask them to read the poem silently and give
it a title. Then ask them individually to read the poem aloud and say what title they
have given to it.
Tell the students that the poet has compared his friend to four things. Tell them to
read the poem again silently and write the four things down in their notebooks. Then
ask them individually to come in front of the class and write the four things on the
blackboard. If anyone fails to write the correct things ask other students to come and
write the correct thing on the blackboard.
Ask your students to write a paragraph about their friends and compare him/ her with
something they prefer. Then ask them individually to read the paragraph in their
seats.
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Step seven
Vocabulary list: It is very important and useful source for the students to improve
their spelling efficiency and increase their words ability. It will help them to
understand the words in different parts of speech such as; noun, pronoun, verb,
adverb, adjective, preposition, etc. The students should write them down in their
notebooks.
Pronounce the words aloud and ask the students to repeat them after you. Then ask
some of them to read and pronounce the vocabulary list aloud.

Step eight
Homework: Ask your students to write a poem like the one in Reading of page 77 of
the book. Tell them to use new words and expressions.
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Unit eight
Lesson one

Objective of the lesson:
 Students should be able to talk about friendship.

Pages: 79 - 80 and 81
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of students in class and ask them if they have any problems.
Ask students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding of
the topic and then ask them to read their homework written a poem about “friend”

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking some questions.
1. What is the definition of schwa?
2. Who can tell an example of present perfect tense?

Brainstorming: In order to make students concentrate on their lesson, ask a few
questions.
1. Do you know how to answer the riddle?
2. Do you have any problem with your friend?

Step three
Vocabulary: It is very useful for the students to play some games, puzzles or riddles,
students will happily participate in these entertainments. Puzzle and riddles helps the
students to improve their talent and vocabulary stock.
Ask the students to look at page 80 of the book. Ask them to read the sentences and
complete them with correct words from the riddle. Then ask them individually to read
the sentences. If he/ she fails, let him find the correct words from the sentences of
other students.
Exercise solution:
1. It is like a machine you put food in it and you teeth cut it up. The answer is mouth

which is circle in the riddle for you.
2. Air in, air out, it comes and goes through your nose.
3. If you can’t smell, you can’t test.
4. Soft, hard, hot or cold you can’t tell without touching your hands.
5. Once you close them, darkness will surround your eyes.
6. Without your ears you just can’t hear.
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7. If you cover your eyes, you will not see.

Step four
Speaking: Divide your students in group of 3 or 4 and ask them to list the name of
problems in friendship. Then ask them to how you feel about these problems.
When you write the problems than write the solutions for those problems. While
writing on the blackboard, walk around the class and observe if they have any
problem.
At the end ask them to share their ideas with other groups.

Step five
Writing: First ask the students a question “have you ever had a fight with your
friend? Then listen to their answers and ask them to look at page 81 and think for a
moment.
Ask them to write a paragraph about a situation when you had a misunderstanding
with a friend. Then individually make them come in front of the class and read their
paragraph.

Step six
Homework: Ask your students to write a paragraph about a bad situation which
happened with their best friend in their childhood.
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Unit eight
Lesson two

Objectives of the lesson:
Students should be able to talk about friendship.
Students should be able to use Simple past and present perfect tenses in their daily speaking.

Pages: 82 – 83 and 84
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of students in class and ask them if they have any problems.
Ask students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding of
the topic and then ask them to read their homework written a poem about “a bad
situation which happened with your best friend in your childhood”

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking some questions.
1. What is the benefit of riddles in learning your lessons?
2. When do we need our friends? In sorrow, grief or in happiness.

Brainstorming: In order to make your students concentrate on their lesson, ask a few
questions.
1. What is the earth surrounded by?
2. What is an adverb?

Step three
Vocabulary: Ask the students to look at page 82 of the book to read the sentences of
vocabulary part on page 82 and complete them with suitable adjectives. Then ask
them individually to read the sentences.  If anyone is not able to use a suitable
adjective, encourage him to find the adjectives from the sentences.
Solution of the vocabulary:
1. If my friends talk about me behind my back, I would feel angry.
2. We always feel ashamed when our teachers tell us off in front of others.
3. Her face often turns red when she gets happy.
4. Fardin likes to meet new people and make friends. He is social.
5. I always laugh when my friend is around. He is so cheerful.
6. Before a test, I can’t sleep. I feel uncomfortable.

Step four
Reading: Read the story of page 41 aloud and ask the students to listen carefully.
Don’t translate it in Dari or Pashto. Translation in Pashto or Dari should be at last
resort.
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Ask a few students to read the story aloud.
Ask the students to read the text of page 82 again and try to find a word which has
the same meaning as part B of page 82’s blanks. And then compare their complete
sentences with his/her partners.
Solution of part B blank spaces:
1. Paragraph 1: a poisonous gas found around the earth is UV rays of the sun.
2. Paragraph 2: keeping from harm or danger
3. Paragraph 3: making less
4. Paragraph 4: causing damage
Divide your students in pairs to practice part C of page 83, ask them to read the table
and match the sentences in A to their sentences that have the same meaning in B.
Then compare their matching sentences with other pairs and read it aloud.

Step five
Grammar: Get the students to look at page 84 of the book. Read the words in the
table aloud and then ask the students to read the words silently and put them in the
correct column below the words.
Exercise solution:

Used with Past Tense Used with Present Perfect

Yesterday Yet

Two days ago Never

Never Since morning

Last month Already

In 2001 For a week

Step five
Homework: Ask your students to write a paragraph about “The earth”.
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Unit eight
Lesson three

Objective of the lesson:
Students should be able to talk and discuss about how to reduce pollution.

Pages: 85 – 86
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of students in class and ask them if they have any problems.
Ask students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding of
the topic and then ask them to read their homework written a poem about “The
earth”

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking some questions.

1. Who can define simple past tense and give examples?
2. What is the difference between simple past and present perfect tenses?

Brainstorming: In order to make your students concentrate on their lesson, ask a
few questions.

1. What is a friend like?
2. Who can tell us how can we reduce pollution in our environment?

Step three
Reading: Ask the students to look at page 85 of the book. Read the A part of reading
aloud and ask the students to listen carefully. Do not translate it in Pashto or Dari.
Translation in Pashto or Dari should be used as a last resort and then only to translate
words, not patterns. Then ask some of the students to read it aloud, too. After that
ask them if they can add some more sentences about friendship and write them on
the blackboard.
Ask the students to read the sentences in part B of page 85 silently and mark them
true or false. Then ask some of the students to read the sentences aloud and correct
the false sentence. If he/ she fails to correct the sentence ask another student to read
the sentences and correct it
Write the questions in part C of page 85 on the blackboard (How would you like
your friend to be?) and ask your students to write the qualities of their friends in their
notebook. Ask them to write the most important qualities first. Then ask them to
compare their answer with their partners. After that ask them individually to come in
front of the class and write one quality on the blackboard.
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Ask the students to read the sentences in part D of page 85 silently. Ask them to
write the letter (Y) for themselves and (F) for their friends. Then ask them
individually to read aloud and say which letter stand for it.

Step four
Language function: Ask the students to look at page 86 of the book and complete
the conversation. Then divide them in pairs to practice the conversation with their
partner. After that make further pairs to practice the conversation aloud.
Ask your students to read the sentences in part B of page 86 of the book and choose
the correct response for each question. Then divide the students in pairs to ask and
answer question. For example: One students read the questions and the second
students answer. If anyone fails to answer correctly ask another student to answer
it.

Exercise solution:

1. Have you ever used sign language?

a. Have you?
b. I have some.
c. Yes, I have.

2. I love to watch the rain.

a. It is so beautiful.
b. It is noisy.
c. We get very wet.

3. What can we do about land
pollution?

a. Pollution is a big
problem.

b. We plan to throw less
garbage.

c. Scientists promise to find
solutions.

4. How long have you known your
friend?

a. I have two friends.
b. Since 2001.
c. Yesterday.

Step five
Speaking: Write the title on the blackboard (How to reduce the pollution from our
environment?). Divide the students in groups of six to talk about the title written on
the blackboard. Then ask them individually to talk about it and say the ways of
solution. Let the other students ask him/ her questions and give opinions.

Step six
Homework: Ask your students to write a paragraph about “Friend” by using the
sentences and expressions of reading in page 95 of the book.
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Unit eight
Lesson four

Objective of the lesson:
Students should be able to give ideas and suggestions about pollution.
Students should be able to learn and increase their vocabulary stock.

Pages: 87 – 88
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of students in class and ask them if they have any problems.
Ask students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding of
the topic and then ask them to read their homework written a poem about “The
earth”

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking some questions.

1. Who can suggest ways of reducing the pollution?
2. When and where can we use since and for in present perfect?

Brainstorming: In order to make your students concentrate on their lesson, ask a
few questions.

1. How many words do you memorize in a day?
2. How do you improve your listening?

Step three
Listening: Ask the students to look at page 87 of the book. Read the text aloud and
ask the students to listen carefully. Do not translate it in Pashto or Dari. Translation
in Pashto or Dari should be used as a last resort and then only to translate words, not
patterns.
Ask some of the students to read the text aloud. Then give time to think about it.
After that ask them individually to explain their ideas and opinion about reducing the
pollution.
While the students are giving ideas and opinions ask the other students to write their
ideas and opinions in their notebooks.
Ask the students to read the ideas and opinions of their classmates and pick the one
they agree with. Then ask them individually to read the ideas they have just picked
and give reasons why it is correct and why they agree with it.

Step four
Grammar: Ask the students to read the sentences in the grammar part of page 88
silently and underline the correct verbs given in brackets. Then ask them individually
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to read the sentences. If anyone fails to say the correct verb, ask another one to read
and say the correct verb.

Step five

Vocabulary list: It is very important and useful source for the students to improve
their spelling efficiency and increase their words ability. It will help them to
understand the words in different form of the parts of speech such as; noun, pronoun,
verb, adverb, adjective, preposition, etc. The students should write them down in
their notebooks.
Pronounce the words aloud and ask the students to repeat them after you. Then ask
some of them to read and pronounce the vocabulary list aloud.

Step six
Homework: Ask your students to write a paragraph about “Causes of pollution”.
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Unit nine
Lesson one

Objectives of the unit:
- ask about how something works.
- give instructions.
- listen to specific information.
- read about women inventors.
- describe objects, using more than one adjective.

Objectives of the lesson:
Students should be able to give ideas and suggestions about pollution.
Students should be able to learn and increase their vocabulary stock.

Pages: 89 - 90 and 91
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of students in class and ask them if they have any problems.
Ask students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding of
the topic and then ask them to read their homework written a poem about “The
earth”

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking some questions.

1. What is an ozone layer?
2. What is a Stative verb?

Brainstorming: In order to make your students concentrate on their lesson, ask a
few questions.

1. Who invented electricity?
2. Can you name any other inventor?

Step three
Ask the students to look at page 89 of the book. Hold up your copy book, point to
the pictures in the page and ask: What is this? Call each student by name and elicit a
response from them about the pictures.  Encourage the students to say the use of
anything they say in the pictures.

Step four
Discussion: Ask the students to look at page 90 of the book. Ask them to name the
pictures they say in the discussion part.
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Write the questions on the blackboard. Call each student by name to answer the
questions and wait to get answers from them. If he/she fails to answer, let the other
students to answer.

Step five
Conversation: Get the students to look at page 3 of the book and look at the
conversation between two students. Read the conversation aloud and get the students
to listen to the conversation. Do not translate it in Pashto or Dari. Translation in
Pashto or Dari should be used as a last resort and then only to translate words, not
patterns.
Divide the students in pairs (those who are sitting side by side) to practice the
conversation silently. Then make further pairs to practice the conversation aloud to
strengthen the pronunciation of the students.
Write the question of part B on the blackboard (How important is it to learn about
new inventions?). Ask the students individually to give ideas and opinions.

Step six
Grammar: Gerund: Gerund is the (ing) form of the verb uses as noun. It is also
called a verbal noun. In Dari the gerund is (dan and tan) like  .

Gerund is used as:
Subject of a verb; as,
Hunting of wild animal is strictly prohibited.
Reading the biography of some people is very interesting.
Object of a transitive verb; as,
I like reading poetry.
She denied marrying with his cousin.
Object of preposition; as,
I am tired of working.
He is fond of watching sports.
Write the definition of Gerund on the blackboard and give examples. Ask your
students to write the definition in their notebooks. Then make them to read some
sentences using gerund.
Ask the students to look at page 91 of the book. Read the sentences in the table of
grammar part and ask the students to listen carefully.
Ask the students to read the sentences in part A of page 91 silently and match them
by using gerund. Then ask them individually to read the sentences aloud. If anyone
fails, let other students to say the correct sentences.

Exercise solution:
1. You can start a car by turning the ignition key. (c)
2. Turn off the tape recorder by pushing the stop button. (a)
3. You start a blender by plunging the blender in. (d)
4. An electric kettle works by pressing the on button. (e)
5. You can cool a room by lowering the temperature of the AC. (b)
Divide students in pairs to ask and answer questions about the pictures in part B of
page 91 of the book. First let them to practice with their partner (those who are
sitting side by side), then make further pairs to practice them aloud.

Step seven
Listening: Ask the students to look at page 91 of the book. Read the text of the
listening part aloud and ask students to listen carefully.
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Ask the students to read the sentences under the text of listening part of page 91
silently. Read the text again aloud and ask the students to complete the sentences
with the correct words from the text.

Exercise solution:
a. A captain is a person in charge of a ship or boat.
b. A rider is someone who rides a bicycle.
c. A racket can go straight up and down.
d. My favorite method of transportation is train.
e. I have no idea who the first inventor of the bicycle was.
f. The bus stopped to let people off.
Ask some of the students to read the text aloud. Then ask some other students to read
the sentences they have completed. If anyone fails to say the correct word, let other
students to read the sentence.

Step eight
Homework: Ask your students to write a paragraph about an “inventor”.
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Unit nine
Lesson two

Objectives of the unit:
- ask about how something work.
- give instructions.
- listen to specific information.
- read about women inventors.
- describe objects, using more than one adjective.

Objectives of the lesson:
Students should be able to recognize women inventors.
Students should be able to categorize objects.

Pages: 92-93
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of students in class and ask them if they have any problems.
Ask students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding of
the topic and then ask them to read their homework a paragraph about “inventor”

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking some questions.

1. What is the definition of gerund?
2. What was the first source of transportation?

Brainstorming: In order to make your students concentrate on their lesson, ask a
few questions.

1. Can you name any women who invented something?
2. Who can tell us how a washing machine works?

Step three
Vocabulary: Let the students to read the words in the vocabulary part of page 92
silently to categorize each group. Then ask them individually to read the words and
tell which category they belong to. If he/ she fails to say the name of the category,
ask other students to name it. After that ask some of the students to make one
sentence for each word.
Give the students time to see the pictures in part B of page 92. Then ask them
individually to come in front of the class and describe the object. For example:
What size is it? How long is it? What shape is it? What color is it? Is it white or
green? What is it made of?  etc.
Divide the students to talk about the pictures on page 92 of the book.
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Step four
Reading: Ask the students to look at page 93 of the book. Write the title of the
reading on the blackboard "Women inventors". Write the question "Can you name
some women inventors?" on the blackboard and ask the students to answer.
Read the paragraph aloud and ask the students to listen carefully. Do not translate it
in Pashto or Dari. Translation in Pashto or Dari should be used as a last resort and
then only to translate words, not patterns.
Ask some of the students to read the paragraph aloud. Then ask them to read the
paragraph silently and write down the main idea and summarize the article in their
notebooks. Again ask some of the students to read the main idea of the article they
have just written in their notebooks.

Step five
Homework: Ask your students to search and find a women inventor and write a
paragraph about her.
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Unit nine
Lesson three

Objectives of the unit:
- ask about how something works.
- give instructions.
- listen to specific information.
- read about women inventors.
- describe objects, using more than one adjective.

Objectives of the lesson:
Students should be able to recognize the history of bicycle.
Students should be able to recognize Sequence adverbs.

Pages: 94-95
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of students in class and ask them if they have any problems.
Ask students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding of
the topic and then ask them to read their homework a paragraph about “women
inventor”

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking some questions.

1. What was Bette Nesmith Graham's first invention?
2. When did Grace Murray Hopper invent the computer?

Brainstorming: In order to make your students concentrate on their lesson, ask a
few questions.

1. How can you define adverb?
2. Who can tell us what a sequence adverb is?

Step three
Conversation: Get the students to look at page 94 of the book and look at the
conversation between two students. Read the conversation aloud and get the students
to listen to the conversation. Do not translate it in Pashto or Dari. Translation in
Pashto or Dari should be used as a last resort and then only to translate words, not
patterns.
Divide the students in pairs (those who are sitting side by side) to practice the
conversation silently. Then make further pairs to practice the conversation aloud to
strengthen the pronunciation of the students.

Step four
Grammar: Read the sentences in the grammar part of page 94 aloud and ask the
students to listen carefully. Then ask some of the students to read the sentences
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aloud. After that ask some other students to make sentences using sequence adverbs,
such as; When I wake up in the morning, first I make ablution and offer the morning
prayer, then I recite some verses of the Holly Quran, after that I have my breakfast
with my family. Finally I leave home at seven o'clock for my office.
Give the students time to read the sentences in part A of page 95 silently. It is about
using a scanner machine. Tell them to complete the sentences with sequence adverbs
they just read in grammar part and arrange them in order. Then ask them individually
to come in front of the class and write the sentence on the blackboard and say what
number is it in sequence.

Exercise solution:
1. First, press the main power on.
2. After that, lay you picture facing down on the scanning bed line.
3. Then, push the scanner button to choose the scanning option you want.
4. Finally, press the start button to start scanning.
Divide students in pairs to talk about the using of the following machines given in
part B of page 95 of the textbooks. Then ask them individually to describe the using
of each machine. If any one doesn’t know how the machine is used, ask someone
who has used the machine before.

Step five
Writing: Ask your students to look at page 95 of the book. Write the question on the
blackboard "Are you an inventor?" Ask the students to think of an object that can
help people whether at home/ office or school. Then ask them to complete the web
about the object they have thought in their notebooks.
Ask the students individually to talk about their invention. Let other students to ask
him/ her questions and give opinions about the invention.

Step six
Homework: Ask your students to write a paragraph about their inventions.
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Unit nine
Lesson four

Objectives of the unit:
- ask about how something work.
- give instructions.
- listen to specific information.
- read about women inventors.
- describe objects, using more than one adjective.

Objective of the lesson:
Students should be able to recognize women inventors.
Students should be able to categorize objects.

Pages: 96-97-98 and 99
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of students in class and ask them if they have any problems.
Ask students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding of
the topic and then ask them to read their homework a paragraph about “their
inventions”

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking some questions.
1. Who drew the picture of a bicycle?
2. Who was the inventor of the bicycle?

Brainstorming: In order to make your students concentrate on their lesson, ask a
few questions.
1. How do you pronounce boat, press and machine?
2. Can you tell us how many syllables they have?
3. What is gerund?

Step three
Phonic: Any unit in which the word is divided, containing a vowel sound and
usually one or more consonants is called a syllable. Like: potato, which is divided
into three syllables, po, ta, to.
Write the definition of syllables on the blackboard with clear example. Ask the
students to write it in their notebooks.
Ask the students to look at page 96 while you’re reading the following words. Read
the words aloud and pronounce it accurately and ask the students to repeat after you.
Ask the students to read the words in the box and decide whether the words have
one, two or three syllables, and then write it in the correct columns.
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Exercise solution:

One syllable Two syllables Three syllables
File
Light
wheel

Floppy
Engine
Laptop
Cursor

Devices
Invention
Electronic

Step four
Grammar: Read the sentences in the grammar part of page 97 and make the
students to listen carefully. Then ask some of the students to read the sequence
adverb which is about starting and saving file in the computer.
 Divide the students in pairs and give them 5 minutes to think about other inventions,
then make them write it down in their notebooks, after that compare their writing
with other two pairs of students in the class.
Ask the students to look at the pictures in page 97, and then write some sentences
about how we use each one. Remember not to forget the sequence of adverbs in their
writings.

Step five
Speaking: Divide your students in pairs and ask them to play a role. For example:
tell them to talk about how does a printer work? Other students listen carefully to
them, if they did mistake, one of their classmates should correct the mistake.

Step six
Reading: Ask the students to look at page 98 of the book. Write the title of the
reading on the blackboard “Great little inventions".
Read the text aloud and ask the students to listen carefully. Do not translate it in
Pashto or Dari. Translation in Pashto or Dari should be used as a last resort and then
only to translate words, not patterns.
Ask some of the students to read the text aloud. Then ask them to read the text
silently and write down the main idea of the text in their notebooks. While they are
writing their ideas look at their notebooks if they have any problem help them
solving it, and then ask them to read their notes which they have written now.

Step seven
Vocabulary: It is very important and useful source for the students to improve their
spelling efficiency and increase their words ability. It will help them to understand
the words in different parts of speech such as; noun, pronoun, verb, adverb,
adjective, preposition, etc. The students should write them down in their notebooks.
Pronounce the words aloud and ask the students to repeat them after you. Then ask
some of them to read and pronounce the vocabulary list aloud.

Step eight
Homework: Ask your students to summarize the text on page 98 which is about
“great little inventions” in a piece of paper and memorize it. The next period they
have to read the summary in front of the class.

file, floppy, engine, laptop, wheel,
devices, light, cursor, invention, electronic
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Unit ten
Lesson one

Objectives of the unit:
- talk about different customs all around the world.
- listen to specific information about wedding customs.
- use expressions in different occasions.
- read about different cultures.
- ask about appropriateness and expressing obligation.
- write a friendly letter

Objectives of the lesson:
Students should be able to know about their cultures.
Students should be able to know about relative clauses.

Pages: 101, 102 and 103
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of students in class and ask students to say if they have any
problem.
Ask the students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding
of the topic and then ask them to read their homework which they summarize it.

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking some questions.
1. Who can name some famous inventions?
2. Who can tell what are the words “compile and apparently” in grammar?

Brainstorming: In order to make your students concentrate on their lesson, ask a
few questions.
1. What are our national clothes?
2. Who can name some relative clauses?

Step three
Discussion: Ask students to look at page 101 of the book and say what the pictures
are about.
Write the questions on the blackboard and ask the students one by one to answer the
questions. If they can’t answer the questions ask other students to answer it.

Step four
Conversation: Get the students to look at page 101 of the book and look at the
conversation between a foreigner and an Afghan. Read the conversation aloud and
get the students to listen to the conversation carefully. Do not translate it in Pashto or
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Dari. Translation in Pashto or Dari should be used as a last resort and then only to
translate words, not patterns.
Divide the students in pairs (those who are sitting side by side) to practice the
conversation silently. Then make further pairs to practice the conversation aloud to
strengthen the pronunciation, acting and reading of the students.
Ask the students to think about the questions and answer them in their notebooks. A
few students to read their answers in front of the class.

Step five
Grammar: What is a relative clause? We use a relative clause to give additional
information about something without starting another sentence. For example: I told
you about the woman who lives next door.
Write the definition of relative clause on the blackboard with clear examples and ask
the students to write the definition in their notebooks.
Read the sentences in the table of page 101 of the book and then divide them in
groups to practice the relative clauses aloud.
Divide students in group of three or four to match the information in column A with
B by using a suitable relative pronoun. For example:
Afghanistan is a big country where I attended a wedding in Kandahar.
Then call some students in front of class to read their matching sentences and other
students should listen carefully.
Ask your students to make sentences using the words from the box with relative
clauses. During writing they should share their ideas with their partner.

Step six
Listening: Read the article in listening part of page 102 aloud which is about
“wedding customs”, ask your students to listen carefully. Do not translate it in
Pashto and Dari. Translation in Pashto and Dari should be used as a last resort and
then only translate words, not patterns.
Ask the students to read aloud and others should listen carefully. Then the students
have to read the article silently and write the main idea of the article in their
notebooks.
Call the students individually in front of the class to read their notes.

Step seven
Vocabulary: Read the expressions of the box in page 103 aloud and ask the students
to listen carefully. Then divide them in pairs to read the expressions and match them
with the occasions in the pictures. For example: in the occasion of engagement, we
use the expression of congratulations.
Divide them in pairs and ask them to think about other customs in their province, and
discuss with each other. Let some of the students to come in front of the class and
talk about the customs which they have discussed. Ask other students to listen
carefully and write new expression in their notebooks.

Step eight
Homework: Ask your students to find out from their parents about old occasions in
their region and province, and write a paragraph about it.
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Unit ten
Lesson two

Objectives of the unit:
- talk about different customs all around the world.
- listen to specific information about wedding customs.
- use expressions in different occasions.
- read about different cultures.
- ask about appropriateness and expressing obligation.
- write a friendly letter

Objective of the lesson:
- Students should be able to know different customs.
- Students should be able to talk about their own customs.

Pages: 104, 105 and 106
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However, the way of
greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi, Good morning and
Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of the students in the class and ask the students if they have any problem to be
solved.

Ask the students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding of the topic
and then ask them to read their homework a paragraph about old occasions.

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking some questions, e.g.

1. Who can describe some of the important occasion common in their province?
2.  Who can tell the main idea of the text of wedding customs?

Brainstorming: In order to make students concentrate on their lesson, ask a few questions.
1.Do you have any information about customs of the world?
2.Have you ever write a letter to your friend?

Step three
Reading: Before reading the text, ask your students some questions and let them to think about
the questions for 2 minutes, and then ask them to share their ideas with each others.
Read the article, part of reading in page 104 aloud and ask students to listen carefully. Do not
translate it in Pashto and Dari. Translation in Pashto and Dari should be used as a last resort and
then only translate words, not patterns.
Ask students to read the article aloud and other students listen carefully and then check “True or
False” for the statements of part B. and for false statements, give the correct information.
Ask your students to read the article silently and then summarize the text.

Step four
Conversation: Get the students to look at page 105 of the book and make them look at the
conversation between two students. Read the conversation aloud and get the students to listen to
the conversation carefully.
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Divide the students in pairs (those who are sitting side by side) to practice the conversation
silently. Then make further pairs to practice the conversation aloud to strengthen the
pronunciation, acting and reading of the students.
Ask the pair student to make similar conversation and act it in front of the class. You should help
the students during the conversation.

Step five
Grammar:  Ask your students to look at page 105 of the book. Read the sentences of the table
aloud and ask the students to listen carefully. Then let the students to read them silently. After
that ask a few students to come in front of the class and write some sentences on the blackboard
asking for the appropriate answer, and some other students to mark and write them on the
blackboard.
Give the students time to read the statements about appropriateness of the customs silently to
complete it with “it is true or it is false” then give its reason why it is true or false. Divide your
students in pairs to ask and answer the questions aloud. If they make mistake, don’t correct it
yourself, let other students to correct it.

Step six
Writing: First write parts of the letter on the blackboard, for example: Greeting,
Body, Closing and Signature. Then ask the students to write it down in their
notebooks.
Read letter of the writing part of page 106 aloud and show the students parts of the
letter, ask the students to listen carefully. And also mention that in closing part we can
write your friend (to a friend), love (to a special friend or relative), Best regards,
sincerely (in a business letter or to a friend), your cousin (to a cousin), as well.
Ask students to write a letter to a friend who is planning to visit your country. And
telling him/her about the customs related to two of the points in the box.

Step seven
Homework: Ask the students to write a letter to his/her friend who is abroad and tell
him/her about your daily activities.
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Unit ten
Lesson three

Objectives of the unit:
- talk about different customs all around the world.
- listen to specific information about wedding customs.
- use expressions in different occasions.
- read about different cultures.
- ask about appropriateness and expressing obligation.
- write a friendly letter

Objective of the lesson:
- Students should be able to divide the words into syllables.
- Students should be able to have information about the acceptable behaviors in their culture.

Pages: 107, 108, 109 and 110
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of students in class and ask the students to say if they have any
problems to be solved.
Ask the students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding
of the topic and then ask them to read their homework which is a letter to his/her
friend.

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking some questions, e.g.

1.In France, people don’t sit down until they have shaken hands with every one
they know. Is this true?

2.Is that appropriate to write “Dear friend” in the body of the letter?

Brainstorming: In order to make students concentrate on their lesson, ask a few
questions, e.g.

1. Who can explain Relative Clause?
2. What is the way of Greetings in Afghanistan?

Step three
Phonic: Syllable: Noun of any units into which a word is divided, containing a
vowel sound and usually one or more consonants. (Rule: A word with one vowel
sound has one syllable and cannot be divided. For example: potato, which is
divided into three syllables (po/ta/to).
Ask the students individually to come on the blackboard and give more examples for
one syllable and two syllables, and other students write their examples in their
notebooks. If they make any mistake, don’t correct it, let other student to correct it.
Read the words from the table aloud and ask students to repeat after you. And tell
them to divide the words into syllables. As: mem/ber.
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Step four
Grammar Summary: Read the table on page 108 of the book, ask the students to
listen. Then divide your students into pairs and ask one student to read one part of the
relative clause and other student read the rest of part of the sentence.
Let the students to complete the sentences with relative pronouns, after completing
their sentences they should compare it with their classmate (who sits side by side).
Ask some students to come in front of class and read their sentences. If they make
any mistake let other student to correct it.

Step five
Speaking: As we know speaking is useful for every second language students, who
wants to learn English, they must practice speaking as much as they can.

Divide your students in to pairs and ask them to talk about different customs around
the world that they know about. For example one student should talk about the
customs of Afghanistan and other student should talk about the customs of Iran. (it is
not obligatory, let students to talk about any country’s costumes which they have
information about.)

Step six
Vocabulary: Ask the students to match the occasions which are written under the
pictures with the pictures. There is a blank above the picture ask students to look at
the picture and write a, b, c, or d in the blank spaces. For example in the first picture,
there is Eid occasion so write d in the blank.

Ask some students to read aloud their matching pictures with the words, make other
students listen to them.

Step seven
Listening: Read the table in listening part of page 109 aloud and ask the students to
listen carefully. Let some students to read the table and ask them to check the
acceptable behaviors in their culture. During checking ask them if they have any
problems in meaning, do not translate it in Pashto and Dari, just translate the words.
Ask students individually to read one number of the table they have filled. Then ask
other student to correct the mistake, he/she makes in case.

Step eight
Vocabulary list: It is very important and useful source for the students to improve
their spelling efficiency and increase their words ability. It will help them to
understand the words in different form of the parts of speech; noun, pronoun, verb,
adverb, adjective, preposition, etc. The students should write them down in their
notebooks.
Pronounce the words aloud and ask students to repeat them after you. Then ask some
of them to read and pronounce the vocabulary list aloud.

Step nine
Homework: Ask students to write about some acceptable behaviors from their
country.
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Unit eleven
Lesson one

Objectives of the unit:
- ask about past continuous.
- listen to a story.
- make a summary.
- Narrate a story.
- write a story

Objectives of the lesson:
Students should be able to recognize kind of story.
Students should be able to know the past continuous tense.

Pages: 111, 112 and 113
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of students in class and ask students to say if they have problem.
Ask students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding of
the topic and then ask them to read their homework which was about some acceptable
behaviors in their country.

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking some questions.
1. Who can tell us how many syllables does the word “problem” has?
2. Is “Inviting new neighbors” a desirable behavior in your country.

Brainstorming: In order to make students concentrate on their lesson, ask a few
questions.

1. Are you interested in telling a story?
2. Who can tell us a short story?

Step three
Discussion: Ask the students to look at the pictures in page 112 and discuss about
them, then one student should come on the blackboard and tell the class what these
pictures are about.
Write the questions on the blackboard and give the students 2 or 3 minutes to think
and then answer the questions. One student read his/her answers aloud and other
students listen to him/her, if they answer wrong correct it.

Step four
Conversation: Get the students to look at page 112 of the book and look at the
conversation between two students. Read the conversation aloud and get the students
to listen to the conversation carefully. Do not translate it in Pashto or Dari.
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Translation in Pashto or Dari should be used as a last resort and then only to translate
words, not patterns.
Divide the students in pairs (those who are sitting side by side) to practice the
conversation silently. Then make further pairs to practice the conversation aloud to
strengthen the pronunciation, acting and reading of the students.
Let the students think about the questions in part B of page 112. First ask the students
to say their opinion and let other students to ask them questions.

Step five
Grammar: Past continuous tense: is used to show the duration of an action that was
in progress at some specific time in the past.
For example: She was studying for the exam all last night.
Explain past continuous tense with clear examples to the students and ask them to
listen carefully and then tell pair of students to read the table, one student should ask
a question from the table and other student read the answer part of the table.
Divide the students into the group of 3 or 4 and tell them to complete the paragraph
by using the correct form of the verb and use the past continuous as well. Then
compare their sentences with other groups in the class.
Again divide your students in to pairs and ask them to ask his/her partner about some
of the things that he/she was doing yesterday at certain times.

Step six
Listening: Read the story in listening part of the page 113 which is about “Mountain
story” aloud, and ask students to listen carefully. Then read it again but do not
translate it in Pashto and Dari, just translate its difficult words.
Ask students to read the story aloud and let them to write the main idea of the story,
and then ask the students individually to read the main idea of the story in front of the
class.

Step seven
Homework: Ask your students to write a paragraph about their childhood memories.
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Unit eleven
Lesson two

Objectives of the unit:
- ask about past continuous.
- listen to a story.
- make a summary.
- Narrate a story.
- write a story

Objectives of the lesson:
Students should be able to understand the new vocabulary.
Students should be able to summarize the story.

Pages: 114, 115, 116and 117
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of the students in class and ask them to say if they have any
problems.
Ask the students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding
of the topic and then ask them to read their homework, a paragraph about his/her
childhood memories.

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking some questions.
1. Who can tell an example for past continuous tense?
2. Who can explain the main idea of Mountain story?

Brainstorming: In order to make students concentrate on their lesson, ask a few
questions.
1. What type of story do you like?
2. Who is your favorite author?

Step three
Vocabulary: First of all ask the students the question that “What they usually find on
a book?” let the students to answer it, and then read the words from the box and ask
students to look at the picture on page 114 of the book and write the letters in the
boxes below. For example: in the first number of the box the letter (d) is correct.
Because number one is back cover of book.
Ask students to read the title and table of content of the book and tell them to think
what type of book this is? Choose an adjective from the box to describe the question.
Divide your students in pairs and ask them to name two books for each adjective and
then describe why the book is useful, boring, exciting… etc.
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Step four
Reading: Before reading the story on page 115 of the book, write the questions on
the blackboard and ask them to answer it. Read the story aloud and ask the students
to listen carefully, again tell the summary of “David Copperfield’s story but do not
translate it in Pashto and Dari. Translation in Pashto or Dari should be used as a last
resort and then only translate the difficult words, not patterns.
Ask the students to read the story again and tell them to underline the main idea of
the text. Then read it aloud in front of the class.
Let the students to read the story silently and divide them into groups to read the
sentence from the box in part D on page 116 and then ask them to put the events in
order. When they finish it, match their ideas which they underlined to the events.

Step five
Conversation: Get the students to read the conversation of page 117 of the book
which is between a reporter and a person. Read the conversation aloud and get the
students to listen to the conversation carefully. Do not translate it in Pashto or Dari.
Translation in Pashto or Dari should be used as a last resort and then only to translate
words, not patterns.
Divide the students in pairs (those who are sitting side by side) to practice the
conversation silently. Then make further pairs to practice the conversation aloud to
strengthen the pronunciation, acting and reading of the students

Step six
Homework: Ask your students to summarize the text on page 115 in a piece of paper
and then make them read tomorrow in the class.
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Unit eleven
Lesson three

Objectives of the unit:
- ask about past continuous.
- listen to a story.
- make a summary.
- Narrate a story.
- write a story

Objectives of the lesson:
Students should be able to know adverb clause of time.
Students should be able to pronounce the word correctly

Pages: 117, 118 and 119
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of students in class and ask students to say if they have problem.
Ask the students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding
of the topic and then ask them to read their homework; the summarized text.

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking some questions.
1. Who was David Copperfield?
2. Who is the author of the story of David Copperfield?

Brainstorming: In order to make your students concentrate on their lesson, ask a few
questions.
1. Who can describe the adverb clause of time?
2. Who can give examples for the letter of P and B?

Step three
Grammar: Adverb clause of time is introduced by the Subordinating Conjunctions
wherever, while, after, before, since, as etc.
For example: I will do it whenever I find time.
Write the grammar point on the blackboard and explain it with clear examples. Then
ask the students to read aloud the table of page 117, other students listen carefully.
Divide the students into the pairs and tell them to complete the sentence in part A of
page 117 in their notebooks by using past continuous tense or the simple past tense
and then they should compare it with other pairs.
In pairs, ask the students to narrate a story that you have read or heard to his/her
partner. During narrating the story the students should use when, while and as.
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Step four
Writing: Ask the students to read the story of David Copperfield again and fill in the
graphic organizer with information from the story.
For example:

Fill the first graphic organizer on the blackboard and ask the students to copy that in
their notebooks. Then ask them to think of a story or a real incident and write
information about it.

Step five
Phonic: Read the table in part A on page 119 with clear pronunciation aloud and ask
the student to look at your lips that how you pronounce the letters P and B and make
them listen carefully. Again read the words and ask the students to repeat after you.
Read the words in part B and ask the students to listen carefully and circle the sound
that they hear. For example: map, zebra, computer, printer, Alphabet, picture, black
and crab.

Step six
Homework: Ask the students to listen to the words again and make a sentence for
each word.

David Copperfield

David father was died, later his mother married Edward, who
was cruel and used to beat him.

David Edward Dora

David was sent to Salem House Academy boarding school where he hardly
received any education.

After died of his mother, he was sent to London to work in his
warehouse. He lived there comfortably.

After finishing school he decided to become a lawyer. He trained
at Mr. Spenlow’s office, where he met Dora.

While living in Alps, he worked on his book. He married Agnes and later
became a successful novelist.

Title

Solution

Characters

Event (1)

Event (2)

Event (3)

Problem
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Unit eleven
Lesson four

Objectives of the unit:
- ask about past continuous.
- listen to a story.
- make a summary.
- Narrate a story.
- write a story

Objectives of the lesson:
Students should be able to make questions in past continuous tense.
Students should be able to tell a short story.

Pages: 124, 125 and 126
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of the students in class and ask them to say if they have any
problems.
Ask the students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding
of the topic and then ask them to read their homework sentences written for the
words.

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking some questions.
1. Who can tell us an example for adverb clause of time?
2. What is the difference between the letters “P and B”

Brainstorming: In order to make your students concentrate on their lesson, ask a few
questions.
1. I was eating my lunch. Who can change the sentence into the question?
2. Who can name his/her favorite books?

Step three
Grammar Summary: Ask the students to look at page 124 of the book. Read the
sentences in the tables aloud and ask the students to listen carefully. Then ask some of
the students to read the sentences aloud.
Give the students time to read the other part of the table on page 124 of the book. And
then ask the students to join the sentences and write it in their notebooks by using
when/ while/ as and the correct form of the verb in brackets.
For example: Your friend was calling when you slept.
While you were sleeping, your friend called.
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Ask the students to compare their sentences with the sentences of their partners check
their work and look if they make any mistake don’t correct it, let other students to
correct his/her mistake.

Step four
Speaking: Divide the students into the groups of four and ask them to tell one of their
childhood stories, and then compare their stories to their group that which one is more
interesting story. Then from each group choose one story and ask student to tell in
front of the class.

Step five
Reading: Read the poem on page 125 of the book aloud and ask the students to listen
carefully, do not translate it in Pashto and Dari. Translation in Pashto or Dari should
be used as a last resort and then only to translate words, not patterns. Then ask them
to read the poem once again and tell them to try to memorize it.
Ask the students to do the exercise. After doing the exercise; ask them to read it in
front of the class.

Step six
Vocabulary list: It is very important and useful source for the students to improve
their spelling efficiency and increase their words ability. It will help them to
understand the words in different form of the parts of speech; noun, pronoun, verb,
adverb, adjective, preposition, etc. The students should write them down in their
notebooks.
Pronounce the words aloud and ask the students to repeat them after you. Then ask
some of them to read and pronounce the vocabulary list aloud.

Step seven
Homework: Ask the students to write a paragraph about the book.
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Unit twelve
Lesson one

Objectives of the lesson:
Students should be able to solve puzzles.
Students should be able to talk about their own customs.

Pages: 124-125
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of the students in class and ask them if they have any problems.
Ask the students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding
of the topic and then ask them to read their homework sentences made for vocabulary
of page 122 of the book.

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking some questions.
1. What do the words horror, scream and illustration mean?
2. Who can define past continuous tense?

Brainstorming: In order to make your students concentrate on their lesson, ask a few
questions.
1. Have you ever solved or filled a puzzle?
2. Who can describe what our traditional cloths are?

Step three
Vocabulary: Ask the students to look at page 124 of the book. Then read the words
in the box aloud and ask the students to complete the puzzle in their notebooks. First
tell them that there is one word that they can’t use it in the puzzle and in the sentence.
Ask the students to complete the sentences from the puzzle.
Exercise solution:

Down:
1. Traditional weddings have many ceremonies that include the couple’s families

and friends.

Across:
1. The first method of transport was walking.
2. People often don’t have the time or money to take days to get married.
3. A book is stories of queens and kings, poems and songs, and so many other

things.
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4. If we look into a book, we can find on its front cover, back cover, title,
illustration, table of content, authors/ revised by …

5. In Japan, it is a custom to clean the house and water the garden when having a
guest.

T R A N S P O R T
R

M A R R I E D
D
I S T O R I E S
T
I

B O O K
N
A
L C U S T O M

Draw the puzzle on the blackboard. Ask the students individually to come in front of
the class and read the sentences by turn and write the correct word on the blackboard.
If he/ she fails to write the words correctly on the puzzle, let someone else to come
and complete the puzzle.

Step four
Listening: Ask the students to read the table in listening part on page 124 carefully.
Then divide them in pairs to make a conversation about the table and use the phrases
on the table.
Tell the students to imagine that one of their classmates is going to Pakistan. Then
make further pairs to make conversation and ask questions and answers about the
custom of Pakistani people. And let the other students to complete the table by
ticking the correct response. After that ask some of the students about the table.

Step five
Language function: Ask the students to look at page 125 of the book. Divide them
in groups of four and tell them to read the questions and choose the correct response.
Then ask them to practice the questions and answers with each other.
Divide the students in further pairs. For example first student should ask the
questions and the second student should answer it. If the second student couldn’t
answer the question let other students to read the correct answer.

Step six
Speaking: Divide the students in pairs and tell them to name their traditional
occasions and their partners should give information about it. After that ask some of
the students individually to come in front of the class and talk about one of their
traditional occasions.

Step seven
Homework: Ask your students to write a paragraph about an important occasion.
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Unit twelve
Lesson two

Objectives of the lesson:
Students should be able to talk about an event.
Students should be able to summarize an article.

Pages: 126-127
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of the students in the class and ask them if they have any problems.
Ask the students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding
of the topic and then ask them to read their homework written about “an important
occasion”.

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking some questions.
1. What are your traditional clothes?
2. What does the word traditional mean?

Brainstorming: In order to make your students concentrate on their lesson, ask a few
questions.
1. Have you ever seen a building on in fire?
2. What is an ID card for?

Step three
Conversation: Get the students to look at page 126 of the book. Ask them to read the
conversation silently and complete it with appropriate sentences.
Divide the students in pairs (those who are sitting side by side) to practice the
conversation. Then make further pairs to practice the conversation aloud.
Choose a few pairs and give them time to make a similar conversation. Then ask
them to come in front of the class to practice the conversation aloud.

Step four
Speaking: Divide the students in groups of four. Write the title (How the firefighters
put out the fire? And what they have to do while the fire is blazing?) on the
blackboard and ask the groups to talk about it.
Ask the students individually to come in front of the class and talk about jobs and
responsibility of a firefighter. When a student finishes his/ her talking, let other
students to ask him/ her questions and add information.
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Step five
Reading: Ask the students to look at page 127 of the book. Read the paragraph aloud
and let the students to listen carefully and silently. Do not translate it in Pashto and
Dari. Translation in Pashto and Dari should be used as a last resort and then only to
translate words, not patterns.
Ask some of the students to read the article aloud. Then ask some of the students to
read the main idea of the article to his/ her classmates.
Ask the students to read the article silently and write down the summary of it in their
notebooks. Then ask some of them to read the summary aloud.

Step six
Homework: Ask your students to write a paragraph about Afghan custom sand
traditions.
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Unit twelve
Lesson three

Objective of the lesson:
Students should be able to know the usage and sending of an e-mail.
Students should be able to recognize gerund and how to use it in their daily life.

Pages: 128-129
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of the students in the class and ask them if they have any problems.
Ask the students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding
of the topic and then ask them to read their homework written about “Afghan custom
and tradition”.

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking some questions.
1. Why is it important to have an ID card?
2. What is the responsibility of a firefighter?

Brainstorming: In order to make students concentrate on their lesson, ask a few
questions.
1. How do you send an e-mail?
2. What is gerund?

Step three
Grammar: Get the students to look at page 128 of the book. Tell them to read the
sentences in the grammar part aloud and ask the students to listen carefully.
Ask the students to read the sentences silently and number them in order. Then ask
them individually to read the sentences in order. If he/ she fails to read the correct
sentences, ask someone else to read the correct sentence.
Exercise Solution:
1. Open your e-mail and click the appropriate icon.
2. Type the e-mail address in the text box.
3. Type the subject of the e-mail. Click the mouse in the subject text box.
4. Type your message in the message window.
5. Send the message. Click “send” icon.
6. Use the keyboard.
Ask the students to rewrite the sentences by using gerund. When they have finished
writing ask them individually to read the sentences aloud.
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Exercise Solution:
1. First, open your e-mail by clicking the appropriate icon.
2. Then, write the address by typing the e-mail address in the textbox.
3. Next, type the subject of the e-mail by clicking the mouse in the subject textbox.
4. After that, by using the keyboard types your message in the message window.
5. Finally, send the message by clicking the send icon.

Step four
Speaking: Write the names of the items on the blackboard. Divide the students in
pairs (those who are sitting side by side) to talk about the items they see in the
speaking part of page 128. Then ask four of them to stand up and explain the way of
using each item.

Step five
Writing: Get the students to look at page 129 of the book. Read the story aloud and

ask the students to listen carefully. Do not translate it in Pashto and Dari. Translation
in Pashto and Dari should be used as a last resort and then only translate words, not
patterns.
Ask some of the students to read the story aloud. Then ask them to read the story
silently and tell them to imagine that the story is about them. Read it carefully and
find an end for it.  After that ask them individually to read the story with its ends they
which have written and say why he/ she wrote such an end. Let the other students to
ask him/ her questions.

Step six
Homework: Ask your students to write a paragraph about one of their important

events.
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Unit twelve
Lesson four

Objectives of the lesson:
Students should be able to develop their vocabulary stocks.
Students should be able to use relative pronoun in different kinds of sentences.

Pages: 130-131 and 132
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of the students in the class and ask them if they have any problems.
Ask the students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding
of the topic and then ask them to read their homework written about “an important
event”.

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking some questions.
1. Explain the process of sending an e-mail?
2. What gerund is?
3. Why do we use e-mail?

Brainstorming: In order to make your students concentrate on their lesson, ask a few
questions.
1. Name two useful inventions?
2. What relative pronoun can be used for people?

Step three
Vocabulary: Get the students to look at page 130 of the book. Ask them to write four
items for each of the title given in vocabulary on page 130.
Write the titles on the blackboard and ask some of the students individually to come
and write one item for each title. Then ask some other students to come and use one
item in each sentence.

Step four
Listening: Ask the students to look at the pictures of page 130 carefully. Then
choose one of the students to give instructions for changing a flat tire. If he/ she can’t
give the correct instructions let someone else to instruct the students and ask the other
students to number the pictures according to instruction given by their classmate.
Ask some of the students to read the number of the pictures according to the given
instructions. If he/ she fails to read the correct order, let other students to read the
correct order and ask the failed students to correct their mistakes.
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Step five
Grammar: Before doing the exercise of the grammar part on page 131, first ask
some of the students to define relative pronoun and use it in sentences.
Ask the students to read the sentences and phrases of the grammar part in sentences
by using correct relative pronouns in their notebooks. Then ask them individually to
come in front of the class and write their sentences on the blackboard. If he/ she fails
to make correct sentences ask another student to come and write the correct sentence.
Exercise Solution:
3. Chinese were the people who invented paper.
4. Thomas Edison was the man who invented the light bulb.
5. Mazar-e-Sharif is the place where New Year festivals are held.
6. The wheel is a device which changed the people’s lives.
7. Hajj is the one of the five pillars of Islam which performed in Makkah.
Let the students to read the words and phrases of part B on page 131 silently and
make the sentences about themselves. Then ask them individually to read their
sentences aloud.

Step six
Speaking: Divide the students in pairs (those who are sitting side by side). Ask them
to instruct each other for doing a job. For example: One student say how to turn on a
computer. Second student imagine that the computer is in front of him/ her and act as
if he/ she is turning on the computer.

Step seven
Vocabulary list: It is very important and useful source for the students to improve
their spelling efficiency and increase their words ability. It will help them to
understand the words in different parts of speech such as; noun, pronoun, verb,
adverb, adjective, preposition, etc. The students should write them down in their
notebooks.
Pronounce the words aloud and ask students to repeat them after you. Then ask some
of them to read and pronounce the vocabulary list aloud.

Step eight
Homework: Ask your students to write a paragraph about “an invention they like”.
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Unit thirteen
Lesson one

Objectives of the unit:
- Make, accept and refuse requests.
- Complain, apologize and give excuses.
- Listen to a conversation.
- Read about teen health.
- write a recipe

Objectives of the lesson:
Students should be able to know what the healthy foods are.
Students should be able to make request by using modals in sentences.

Pages: 133, 134 and 135
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of the students in the class and ask students to say if they have any
problem.
Ask the students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding
of the topic and then ask them to read their homework “an invitation they like.

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking some questions.
1. Who can tell the main idea in the story of “What does Mansoor dig up”?
2. Who can tell an example for relative pronoun “which”?

Brainstorming: In order to make your students concentrate on their lesson, ask a few
questions.
1. Why a healthy food is good for our health?
2. Are vegetables and fruits useful for our health?

Step three
Discussion:  Ask the students to look at the pictures on page 134 carefully and name
the food from the picture which they like, then write the questions on the blackboard
and  divide the students in pairs (those who are sitting side by side) to answer the
questions.

Step four
Conversation: Get the students to look at page 134 of the book and look at the
conversation between Hashmat and his father. Read the conversation aloud and get
the students to listen to the conversation carefully. Do not translate it in Pashto or
Dari. Translation in Pashto or Dari should be used as a last resort and then only to
translate words, not patterns.
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Divide the students in pairs (those who are sitting side by side) to practice the
conversation silently. Then make further pairs to practice the conversation aloud to
strengthen the pronunciation, acting and reading of the students.
Write the questions on part B on the blackboard “Do you eat whenever you feel like
or do you follow the Prophet’s advice who says ‘do not eat until you are hungry’”
which way will you follow? Let the students to answer it and give the reason why?

Step five
Grammar: Requests with modals (Can, Could and Would): We use can and
could to ask people to do things:
For example: Can you wait a moment, please?
                        Could you wait for a moment, please?
Can is also used to ask for something, Can I have…? Or Could I have…? For
example: Can I have these postcards, please?
                         Could I have some salt, please?
Offering to do things, you can use Can I …?
For example: Can I get you a cup of coffee? ‘That would be nice’.
We use would to offer or to invite, we use would you like…?
For example: Would you like a cup of coffee? ‘Yes please.’
Explaining how to request with modals with clear examples, divide the students into
pairs (who are sitting side by side), one student should read the requests and other
student should answer by accepting and refusing.
Divide the students into group of four, ask them to complete the conversation from
the box, among the group choose one student to read the complete conversation and
then ask the pairs to practice the conversation in front of the class.
Ask the students individually to make requesting with modals by using the given
statements of part B, other students should write them down in their notebooks.

Step six
Homework: Ask the students to write a short conversation by requesting with
modals.
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Unit thirteen
Lesson two

Objectives of the unit:
- Make, accept and refuse requests.
- Complain, apologize and give excuses.
- Listen to a conversation.
- Read about teen health.
- write a recipe

Objectives of the lesson:
Students should be able to say their problems to a doctor.
Students should be able to know the new vocabulary for cooking

Pages: 136, 137 and 138
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of the students in the class and ask students to say if they have any
problem.
Ask the students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding
of the topic and then ask them to read their homework which is a conversation.

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking some questions.
1. Can you name the foods which are in the pictures of page 134?
2. What do you usually eat in your lunch?

Brainstorming: In order to make your students concentrate on their lesson, ask a few
questions.
1. Who cook your food at home?
2. Is unhealthy eating habit makes you fat?

Step three
Listening: Read the listening part which is about Suhail who has gone to see a doctor
because he has a weight problem. Ask the students to listen carefully. Read the
conversation again but do not translate it in Dari or Pashto. Translation in Pashto and
Dari should be used as a last resort. Just translate the difficult words.
Ask the students to practice the conversation with their partners (who are sitting side
by side).
Give the student time to complete the chart with foods that Suhail usually eats. For
example:
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Then let them give reasons about these kinds of foods that they are not good for
Suhail. Should he leave these kinds of foods?

Step four
Vocabulary: Ask the students to look at the pictures and the words under the
pictures, write the words on the blackboard and ask the students to write it in their
notebooks.
Read the example to the students which is about Afghan Kofta. And tell them that the
above pictures are methods of preparing and cooking food. Give them time to write
two kinds of food for each method.
Divide the students into pairs to complete the sentences. A student should ask “what
is your favorite dish?” The other once should tell to their partners that what is their
favorite dish is and how to cook it. They can use the above words in their writing.
Solution: My favorite dish is rice. You’ll need rice, oil and salt. First, boil the rice
with water, oil and a little salt. Then, put it for 15 or 20 minutes on a less fire. Now
you can serve it with other food that you have cooked before.

Step five
Reading: Before reading the text, write the questions on the blackboard and give time
to think and answer the questions. Then read the text about “Teen Health” aloud and
ask students to listen carefully. Read the text again but do not translate it on Dari and
Pashto. Translation in Dari and Pashto should be used as a last resort. Just translate
the difficult words, not the pattern.
Ask the students individually to read the text, and other students listen to him/her
carefully, and then let them to write the main idea of the text.

Step six
Homework: Ask the students to summarize the text which is about “Teen Health”.

Breakfast

Lunch

Dinner

Two glasses of milk with cake,, slice of bread.

Fried food, rice, potato, bread … etc

Rice with meat, fresh fruit, can of cola, tea.

Why?
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Unit thirteen
Lesson three

Objectives of the unit:
- Make, accept and refuse requests.
- Complain, apologize and give excuses.
- Listen to a conversation.
- Read about teen health.
- write a recipe

Objective of the lesson:
Students should be able to practice the conversation with their partner.
Students should be able to write the recipe of the food
Students should be able to pronounce the words carefully

Pages: 139, 140 and 141
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of the students in the class and ask students to say if they have any
problem.
Ask students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding of
the topic and then ask them to read their homework which is summarizing of the text
about Teen Health.

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking some questions.
1. Who can name the foods which are full of fats?
2. Why children are suffering from fatal diseases?

Brainstorming: In order to make your students concentrate on their lesson, ask a few
questions.
1. Do you have any canteen in your school? Can you tell us which kind of food does

it sell?
2. Who can tell the difference between letter F and V?

Step three
Conversation: Read the conversation of page 139 of the book aloud and ask them to
listen carefully. Then divide the students into pairs and ask them to practice the
conversation between father and principle. Do not translate it in Pashto or Dari.
Translation in Pashto or Dari should be used as a last resort and then only to translate
words, not patterns.
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Divide the students in pairs (those who are sitting side by side) to practice the
conversation silently. Then make further pairs to practice the conversation aloud to
strengthen the pronunciation of the students.

Step four
Grammar: Read the table in Grammar part on page 139 aloud, write more examples
on the blackboard, then divide the students into group of 3 to read the table, one
student read the first part of the table, second student read the other part of the table
and the third one read the last part of the table.
Ask the students individually to match the complaints with the suitable excuses, then
they should compare it with their partners, if they make any mistake don’t correct it
yourself; let other student to correct her/his mistake.
Divide the students into pairs and ask them to take turn in making the above
complaints, but give your own excuses. Then come in front of the class and practice.

Step five
Writing: Read the recipe for making pancake, ask students to look at the pictures and
number the steps for making pancakes. And then ask them to complete the method of
cooking with suitable sequence adverbs (first, then, next, after that, finally).
Solution:
1. First mix salt, sugar and baking powder in a bowl.
2. Then in another bowl, beat milk, eggs and vegetable oil.
3. Then stir it in the strawberry.
4. Next, pour milk and the eggs mixture into the flour mixture. Stir with a wooden

spoon to combine the ingredients.
5. After that, heat a pan. Pour about 2 tablespoons of the mixture. Grill it on both

sides.
6. Then, pour some honey or syrup over the pancake.
7. Finally, turn the pancake onto a plate.
Ask the students to complete the web for cooking their favorite dish.

Step six
Phonic: Read the words of the pictures with correct pronunciation aloud and ask
students to listen carefully, and then explain the differences between the
pronunciation of (f and v).  The letter (f) is voiceless and the letter (v) is voiced.
Again read the words aloud and ask students to repeat after you.
Let the students to complete each sentence of part C on page 141 with suitable words
from the box.
Solution:
1. Last February, we went to Charikar, a village in Parwan.
2. We lived in Gulghundi hotel which had a garden.
3. The rooftop restaurant had a beautiful view of the city.
4. The weather was nice and warm and we enjoyed ourselves.

Step seven
Homework: Ask your students to write a complaint about the pollution.
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Unit thirteen
Lesson four

Objectives of the unit:
- Make, accept and refuse requests.
- Complain, apologize and give excuses.
- Listen to a conversation.
- Read about teen health.
- write a recipe

Objective of the lesson:
Students should be able to fill in the blanks
Students should be able to talk about healthy diet.

Pages: 142, 143 and 144
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of the students in the class and ask students to say if they have any
problem.
Ask students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding of
the topic and then ask them to read their homework that is a complaint about
pollution.

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking some questions.
1. Who can read the web which you have completed about your favorite dish?
2. Who can tell us some example for the letters F and V?

Brainstorming: In order to make your students concentrate on their lesson, ask a few
questions.
1. Who can tell the speech of our prophet Muhammad (PBUH) about the eating?
2. Write a request on the blackboard and ask students to answer by accepting and

refusing.

Step three
Grammar Summary: Read the table on page 142 of the book and ask the students to
listen carefully, divide the students into pairs to read the table and then ask them to
complete the following conversation and then practice it in front of the class.

Step four
Speaking: Divide the students into pairs and ask them to make a conversation
between two students about “Health Diet”.  First student act as a doctor, loot at
his/her patient’s information sheet. Ask him/her what he or she has for breakfast,
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lunch and dinner. Listen to him/her and request him/her to go on diet in order to help
overcome health problems.
Second student act as a patient, his/her doctor is going to ask her/him what he/she has
for her/his meals. And your doctor is going to request you to change your diet. After
that you accept or refuse politely.
Ask other students to listen carefully, let some of them to give their comments.

Step five
Reading: Ask the students individually to take a closer look at their eating patterns
and then answer the questions by Usually, Sometimes and Never. Then score them.
After scoring them tell the result :

If they give 24 or more, they have healthy eating habits.
         If they give 16 to 23, they have good eating habits. A few changes will help you

become healthier.
If they give 9 to 15, sometimes you eat smart, but not often enough to be your fittest.

 If they give 0 to 8, they need to change your eating style, check the table of Daily
Serving.
Ask the students to compare their answers with the answers of their partners.

Step six
Vocabulary list: It is very important and useful source for the students to improve
their spelling efficiency and increase their words ability. It will help them to
understand the words in different the parts of speech such as; noun, pronoun, verb,
adverb, adjective, preposition, etc. The students should write them down in their
notebooks.
Pronounce the words aloud and ask students to repeat them after you. Then ask some
of them to read and pronounce the vocabulary list aloud.

Step seven
Homework: Ask the students to practice the vocabulary in making sentences.
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Unit fourteen
Lesson one

Objectives of the unit:
- take and report telephone message.
- make, accept and refuse invitations.
- listen to details.
- read about telephone usage skills.
- write a telephone message.

Objectives of the lesson:
Students should be able to use could and would in their daily speaking.
Students should be able to describe a telephone.

Pages: 146-147
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of the students in the class and ask them if they have any problems.
Ask the students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding
of the topic and then ask them to read their homework memorizing the vocabulary of
unit 13.

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking some questions.
1. What auxiliaries do we use for making requests?
2. How do you answer a request?
3. Which food do we call snack food?

Brainstorming: In order to make your students concentrate on their lesson, ask a few
questions.
1. Who invented the telephone?
2. Why do we use a telephone?
3. How do you answer a telephone?
4. How do you invite your friends to a wedding party?
5. For what purposes do we use telephone

Step three
Discussion: Get the students to look at page 146 of the book. Hold up your book and
ask them what they see on the picture. Then ask some of the students to give ideas
and opinions about a telephone. You can ask, “What is telephone used for?” Is a
telephone useful or not?
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Write the questions of discussion on the blackboard and ask them from some of the
students individually.

Step four
Conversation: Get the students to look at page 146 of the book and look at the
conversation between two students. Read the conversation aloud and get the students
to listen to the conversation. Do not translate it in Pashto or Dari. Translation in
Pashto or Dari should be used as a last resort and then only to translate words, not
patterns.
Divide the students in pairs (those who are sitting side by side) to practice the
conversation silently. Then make further pairs to practice the conversation aloud to
strengthen the pronunciation of the students.
Write down the questions in part B on Page 146 on the blackboard and ask the
students for response. Ask them to give more reasons and ask them how they speak
on the telephone.

Step five
Grammar:
1. Could: Is a modal auxiliary verb and it is used to as past form of can to show past

ability.
For example: I could run 1000 meters in five minutes.

They could swim.
2. Could: Is used for permission.
For example: Could I stop at pump station?

Could I use your mobile?
3. Could: Is used for polite requests. Or could is used to ask somebody politely to

do something for you.
For example: Could you help me, please?

Could you bring me that basket, please?
4. Could: Is used to show probability.
For example: I could go to class at nine o’clock.

I could do it now if you like.
5. Could: Is used for suggesting something.
For example: We could write a letter to him.

Could you come and have lunch with me?

Would
1. Would: Is used as the past form of will when reporting what somebody has said

or thought.
Example: They told me that they probably would come to the party.

He asked me if I would help him.
2. Would: Is used for talking about the result of an event that you imagine.
For example: She would look better with veil.
3. Would: Is also used for describing a possible action or event that did not happen,

because something else did not happen first.
For example: If I had seen the advertisement in time I would have applied for

the job.
They would have never met if he hadn’t gone to conference.

4. Would: Is use to ask somebody politely to do something.
For example: Would you open the door for me, please?

Would you mind leaving us alone, please?
5. Would is used in polite offers and invitations as well.
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For example: Would you like something to eat?
Would you come to my wedding party?

Before reading the table and describing could and would, ask the students how they
suggest something or how they invite a friend to a party or something else.
Write the definition of could and would on the blackboard and give some examples.
Ask the students to say some sentences using could or would, then let them to write
the definitions in their notebooks.
Get the students to look at page 147 of the book. Read the table aloud and ask the
students to listen carefully. Then asks some of the students to read the table aloud.
Give the students time to read the sentences from 1 to 4 silently. Ask them to
complete the sentences with correct invitation sentences and choose the correct
response given below. Then divide them in pairs to practice the sentences aloud. For
example, one student invited his partner and his partner replies by choosing the
correct response given below.
Divide the students in pairs. Select one student from one row and one student from
another row. Ask the first student to invite his friend to a party, an exhibition, a
lecture, a game, a basketball match etc and second student accept or refuse his/ her
invitation.

Step six
Listening: Get the students to look at the listening part on page 147 and draw the
table in their notebooks. Then select eight students and divide them in pairs. Tell
them to invite each other to a party or some other occasion. For example, first student
invites his partner and his/ her partner accepts or refuses the invitation. Ask the rest of
the students to complete the table while they are speaking. Then ask them
individually to say if his friend accepted or refused the invitation or say was it a
formal invitation or not. If he/ she fails to say, let the other students to say the correct
word.

Step six
Homework: Ask your students to write a paragraph about the advantages and
disadvantages of a telephone.
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Unit fourteen
Lesson two

Objectives of the unit:
- take and report telephone message.
- make, accept and refuse invitations.
- listen to details.
- read about telephone usage skills.
- write a telephone message.

Objectives of the lesson:
Students should be able to improve their vocabulary stock and they should use them in their
daily speaking.
Students should be able to summarize a text and tell the main idea.

Pages: 148-149
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of the students in the class and ask them if they have any problems.
Ask the students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding
of the topic and then ask them to read their homework written about advantages and
disadvantages of a telephone.

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking some questions.
1. Who can define could?
2. Who can define would?
3. What do we use a telephone for?

Brainstorming: In order to make your students concentrate on their lesson, ask a few
questions.
8. How do you answer a telephone call?
9. Have you ever annoyed people on the telephone?
10.How do you summarize a text?

Step three
Vocabulary: Ask the students to look at page 148 of the book. Ask them to read the
sentences silently from number 1 to 6 and choose a title given in the table on page
148.
Ask the students individually to read the sentences and say what title he has given to
them. If he/ she fails to say the correct title, let the others to read the sentence and
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give the correct title. Never punish the students because of not giving the correct
response, instead tell him/ her that you are right but there is a small mistake, and try
to find it from the speeches of your classmates.
Give the students time to read the expressions on page 148 again. Tell them that the
above expressions are time whether by the caller or receiver. Ask them to read them
carefully and put c for the caller if the expressions stand for him, r for the receiver
and b if the expression stands for both the caller and receiver. Then ask them
individually to read the expressions and say whether they stand for caller or the
receiver or it stands for both. If he/ she fails to say let the other one to say the correct
one.
Divide the students in pairs (those who are sitting side by side). Ask them to make a
telephone call. Tell them that they can make a doctor appointment, an invitation, a
hotel or plane reservation.  Then make further pairs or divided pairs to practice the
conversation aloud.

Step four
Reading: Get the students to look at page 149 of the book. Read the passage aloud
and ask the students to listen carefully. Do not translate it in Pashto or Dari.
Translation in Pashto or Dari should be used as a last resort and then only to translate
words, not patterns.
Ask the students to read the passage silently and answer the questions. Then ask them
individually to read the questions and answer them. If he/ she fails to answer, ask
another students to answer it. Then ask some of the students to read the passage
aloud.
Ask the students to read the passage again silently and write the main idea and
summary of it in their notebooks. Then ask a few students to come in front of the
class and say the main idea of the passage orally.

Step five
Homework: Ask your students to write five telephone expressions.
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Unit fourteen
Lesson three

Objectives of the unit:
- take and report telephone message.
- make, accept and refuse invitations.
- listen to details.
- read about telephone usage skills.
- write a telephone message.

Objective of the lesson:
Students should be able to recognize reporting questions.

Pages: 150-151
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of the students in the class and ask them if they have any problems.
Ask the students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding
of the topic and then ask them to read their homework written five telephone
expressions.

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking some questions.
1. How do you start talking on the telephone?
2. Is annoying anyone on the telephone a good behavior?

Brainstorming: In order to make your students concentrate on their lesson, ask a few
questions.
1. Who can define quoted speech?
2. How a reported speech is made?

Step three
Conversation: Get the students to look at page 146 of the book and look at the
conversation between two students. Read the conversation aloud and get the students
to listen to the conversation. Do not translate it in Pashto or Dari. Translation on
Pashto or Dari should be used as a last resort and then only to translate words, not
patterns.
Divide the students in pairs (those who are sitting side by side) to practice the
conversation silently. Then make further pairs to practice the conversation aloud to
strengthen the pronunciation of the students.
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Write down the question in part B of Page 150 on the blackboard and ask the students
for response. Ask them to give more reasons and ask how they are speaking on the
telephone.

Step four
Grammar: Quoted Speech and Reported Speech:
Quoted Speech: When we quote the actual words of a speaker, this is called
quoted speech.
Reported Speech: When we quote what he said without quoting his exact words,
this is called reported speech.
- We use the inverted commas to mark off the exact words of the speaker. In

indirect speech we don’t.
- The narrated speech must be written between quotation marks (“ ”).
- The first letter of the sentence in narration must be written in capital.

For example:
He said, “We play football every day.

Turning Direct Speech into Indirect Speech
1. Declarative sentences: The following points must be observed in indirect

declarative sentences:
a. The comma and quotation marks (“ ”) are omitted in indirect declarative

sentence.
b. To connect the principal clause with subordination clause the conjunction

(that) is used.
c. The pronouns are changed according to the speaker and the reporter.
d. When the main verbs are in the simple past, the tense are changed.
For example:
He said that they play football every day.

The tenses chart
Direct Indirect

Simple present tense
Present perfect tense
Present perfect continuous tense
Simple past tense
Past perfect tense
Past continuous tense
Past perfect continuous tense
Simple future tense
Future continuous tense
Future perfect continuous tense
Future in the past continuous tense
Future perfect tense

Simple past tense
Past perfect tense
Past perfect continuous tense
Past perfect tense
Past perfect tense
Past perfect continuous tense
Past perfect continuous tense
Simple future in the past tense
Future perfect continuous tense
Future in the past perfect continuous tense
Future in the past continuous tense
Future in the past perfect tense

The chart of words change

Direct Indirect Direct Indirect

This
These
Here
Now
Just
Ago

That
Those
There
Then
So
Before

Next week
Today
Yesterday
Last week
Last month
Last year

The following week
That day
The previous day
The previous week
The previous month
The previous year
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Tonight
Tomorrow

That night
The next day

Last night The previous night

2. Imperative sentences: The following points must be observed in the indirect
speech in imperative sentences:
a. The main verb should be changed in a verb to express command or request.

Like: ask, command, order, request … etc.
b. The comma and quotations are omitted.
c. To connect the principal clause to subordinate clause:
- If a sentences is positive we use (to).
- If the sentence is negative we use (not to).
d. At the end add a full stop.
Example: She said, “Please help me.”

She requested me to help her.
The teacher said, “Don’t cheat.”
The teacher commanded the students not to cheat.

3. Interrogative sentences: The questions are formed into two ways in English
language.
a. By auxiliary verbs.
b. By interrogative (WH) words.
The following points must be observed in the interrogative sentences of indirect
speech.
a. The main verb is changed into a verb which expresses a question. Like: ask,

know, required, inquire to … etc.
b. The comma and quotation marks are omitted.
c. To connect the principal clause to subordinate clause:
- If the question begins with auxiliary verbs, if or whether is used.
- If the question begins with WH words, the WH words are repeated themselves.
d. The auxiliaries (Do, Does and Did) are omitted in the indirect speech of

interrogative sentences.
e. The sentence is changed into statement from interrogative form and the subject

is placed before the verb.
f. Other changes are like tenses and adverbs are the same with declarative

sentences.
g. Finally it is worthy to be mentioned that a full stop is used instead of question

mark at the end.
Example: He said,” Do you remember me?”

He said if/ whether I remembered him.
She recalled me, “Where do you study English?”
She wanted to know where I studied English.
Ahmad said, “Had you done your homework?”
Ahmad inquired me whether/ if I had done my homework.

4. Exclamatory sentence: The following points must be observed in the indirect
speech exclamatory sentences.
a. The main verb is changed to a verb which can express an emotion.
b. The comma and quotation marks are omitted.
c. The other changes are the same with declarative form.
d. Finally it is worthy to be mentioned that a full stop is used instead of

exclamatory mark at the end.
Example: He said, “What a beautiful sunset it is!”

He exclaimed happily what a beautiful sunset it was.
She said, “Alas! I lost the game.”
She cried with sorrow that she had lost the game.
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They said, “Horaa! We won.”
They shouted happily that they won.

Before writing the definition of reported speech on the blackboard, ask the students
some sentences in their own language. For example (     ). Then
tell the students that the speech of the principal is called direct speech and what you
reported to the class is called indirect speech.
Write the definition of Direct and Indirect Speech on the black board, but not all the
definition which is given here, just some with rules according to the grammar of the
lesson and give some examples in different tenses.
Write some Direct Speech sentences on the blackboard and ask some of the students
to come and change them to Indirect Speech. Then tell them to write the definition of
Direct and Indirect Speech in their notebooks.
Get the students to look at page 150 of the book. Read the sentences on the table on
page 150 aloud and explain again how to change interrogative sentences from Direct
to Indirect Speech. Then ask some of the students to read the sentences given on the
table.
Write the four questions given in part A of page 150 on the book on the blackboard
and ask the students to change them to indirect speech in their notebooks. Then ask
some of the students individually to come in front of the class and change them on the
blackboard. If he/ she fails to change, let the other students to change them.

Step five
Writing: Divide the students in pairs. Write the two questions in part A of page 151
on the blackboard and ask the pairs to write answers for each question in their
notebooks. Then ask some of the students to answer the questions aloud.
Get the students to read part B on page 151 of the book carefully. Read the situation
aloud and ask the students to listen carefully.
Ask the students to read the situation silently and complete the conversation. But
while completing the conversation ask them to read the Tips given beside the
conversation carefully.
Divide the students in pairs (those who are sitting side by side) to practice the
conversation. Then make further groups to practice the conversation aloud.
Ask the students to look at the card given in part C on page 151 carefully. Tell them
to complete the cart by using the information from the conversation in part B.
Draw the card on the blackboard and ask some of the students to come in front of the
class and complete the chart. If he/ she fails to complete, ask another student to come
and complete the table.

Step six
Homework: Ask your students to write a phone message consisting five lines.
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Unit fourteen
Lesson four

Objectives of the unit:
- take and report telephone message.
- make, accept and refuse invitations.
- listen to details.
- read about telephone usage skills.
- write a telephone message.

Objective of the lesson:
Students should be able to recognize and differ the sounds of she and chi.

Pages: 152-153-154 and 155
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of the students in the class and ask them if they have any problems.
Ask the students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding
of the topic and then ask them to read their homework written about a five lines
message.

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking some questions.
1. How do you change direct into indirect speech?
2. When do you use if and whether in indirect speech?

Brainstorming: In order to make your students concentrate on their lesson, ask a few
questions.
1. How do you pronounce sh?
2. How do you pronounce ch?

Step three
Phonic: Before starting the pronunciation of the letter written in part A on page 152,
write the sh and ch on the blackboard and ask some of the students if they could say
any words consisting of sh or ch. Then write some words of your own on the
blackboard. Pronounce the words aloud with demonstrating the tongue movement and
ask the students to listen carefully.
Get the students to look at page 152 of the book. Read the words of part A on page
152 aloud and ask the students to repeat them after you. Then ask some of the
students to read the words aloud. When they have finished reading ask them how the
tongue moves.
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Ask the students to look at the pictures in part B on page 152. Name the pictures
aloud and ask the students to listen carefully and circle the correct letter sound.
Exercise solution:

sheep she chicken fish  shop question
quotation watch

Ask the students to name the pictures individually and say which letters stand for its
sound (sh or ch). Then ask them to make a sentence for each. If he/ she fails to say
ask another student to name the picture.
Ask the students to look at the pictures of part C on page 152 of the book. Give them
time to look at the pictures and let them choose their correct name. Then ask some of
them individually to read the words and say the picture’s correct name.

Step four
Grammar summary: Before starting page 153, ask some of the students about the
definitions of would, could and direct and indirect speeches. Then get the students to
look at page 143 of the book. Read the sentences on the tables aloud and explain
again the grammar briefly and give some examples.
Get the students to read the sentences under the tables silently. Ask them to refuse the
invitations and report it.
Exercise solution:
1. Caller: Would you like to attend my brother’s wedding?

_________________________________________________________
He asked me if/ whether I would have attended to her brother’s wedding.

2. Caller: Do you think you can come to my house today?
_________________________________________________________
He wanted to know if/ whether I could come to his house that day.

3. Caller: Would you like to have lunch with me today?
_________________________________________________________
My friend asked me if/ whether I would have had lunch with him that day?

4. Caller: Could you come to my party?
_________________________________________________________
She asked me if/ whether I could come to her party.

5. Caller: Would you like a ride home?
_________________________________________________________
My new classmate asked me if/ whether I would have liked a ride home.

Ask some of the students to practice the questions on page 153. For example first
student read the questions and invite his friend, second student refuse his/ her
invitation and third students reports the question. If he/ she fails to answer or report
ask another student to do it.

Step five
Listening: Get the students to look at page 154 of the book. Choose a pair of students
to read the conversation of the listening part. While they are reading the conversation
ask the others to number the conversation by the correct order. Then ask some of the
students to practice the conversation aloud.
Exercise solution:
Hello.
Hello, Mr. Khan. This is Yama Antezar. Can I talk to Fawad?
Oh Yama, hello. I am sorry. Fawad isn’t in.
Can he call me back later?
No, I’m sorry, he can’t. He is at Jamshid’s house for a sleepover.
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Oh, I see. Well, can he call me tomorrow morning?
Yes, he can. I’ll tell Fawad when he comes home.
Thank you, Mr. Khan. Bye.
Bye, Yama.

Step six
Vocabulary: Give the students time to read the sentences of vocabulary on page 154
and 155. Ask them to read the sentences silently and complete them with the correct
words given below of them. Then ask some of them to read the completed sentence. If
he/ she fails to say ask another student to read the correct one.

Step seven
Speaking: Divide the students in groups of four.  Ask them to choose a partner and
make a phone call. Before starting the conversation ask them to write his friend’s
name, date and time.
Make a few pairs to make a phone call. They should invite their partners to a dinner
party.

Step eight
Vocabulary list: It is very important and useful source for the students to improve
their spelling efficiency and increase their words ability. It will help them to
understand the words in different form of the parts of speech; noun, pronoun, verb,
adverb, adjective, preposition, etc. The students should write them down in their
notebooks.
Pronounce the words aloud and ask the students to repeat them after you. Then ask
some of them to read and pronounce the vocabulary list aloud.

Step nine
Homework: Ask your students to write a paragraph about their invitation custom.
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Unit fifteen
Lesson one

Objectives of the unit:
- report what people said.
- listen to famous quotation
- read different quotes
- write a paragraph

Objective of the lesson:
Students should be able to memorize famous quotations
Students should be able to change direct speech into indirect speech and vise versa.

Pages: 156, 157 and 158
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of the students in the class and ask students to say if they have
problem.
Ask the students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding
of the topic and then ask them to read their homework …………………….

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking some questions.
1. Ask a pair of students to come in front of the class and act as caller and operator.
2. How did you find this unit? Was it useful or useless?

Brainstorming: In order to make students concentrate on their lesson, ask a few
questions.
1. Have you ever heard the famous quotes from the famous persons?
2. Who can tell a famous quote?

Step three
Discussion: Read the famous quotes from Prophet Muhammad (PBUH), Khwaja
Abdullah “Ansari”, Socrates and Rahman Baba aloud and ask the students to listen
carefully. Read again the quotes but do not translate it in Dari and Pashto, translate
just the difficult words and ask them try to memorize it.
Write the questions from discussion part on page 157 of the book and give the
students time to answer it. Then ask them to compare their answers with their
partners.

Step four
Conversation: Once read the conversation on page 157 of the book and ask the
students to listen carefully.
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Divide the students into pairs those students (who are sitting side by side) and ask
them to practice the conversation between Father and Omar. Make further pairs and
ask them to come in front of class and practice the conversation aloud to strengthen
the pronunciation of the students.
Write the question on the blackboard and then let the students to answer the question
in details.

 Step five
Grammar: Explain the “Direct and Indirect Speech” with clear examples on the
blackboard. And divide the students into pairs to read the table in grammar part on
page 158 of the book. One student read the first part of the table and other student
read the second part of the table.
Ask the students to read the statements of part A and then change the quotes into the
report it.
Exercise Solution:
1.“I find that the harder I work the more luck I seem to have.”

Thomas Jefferson said (that) he found that the harder he works the more luck he
seems to have.

2. “90% of our worries are about things that will not happen.”
Margaret Thatcher said (that) 90% of their worries about things that would not
happen.”

3. “Women have the right to work, whenever they want, as long as they have dinner
ready when you get home.”
Laertius Diogenes said (that) women had the right to work, whenever they want,
as long as they had dinner ready when you got home.

4.“Everything is funny as long as it is happening to somebody else.”
Will Regers said (that) everything was funny as long as it happened to somebody
else.

Ask the students to compare their statements with their partners.
Read the statements aloud and ask the students to listen carefully and then ask them to
rewrite the quotations in indirect statements and during writing walk around the class
if they have any problems then solve them.
1. Speaking out against a despotic ruler is the greatest Jihad.

Muhammad (PBUH) said (that) speaking out against a despotic ruler is the greatest
Jihad.

2. Educate your children according to the era that is coming after you.
Hazrat Ali said (that) educate your children according to the era that is
coming after you.

3. I find that the harder I work the more luck I seem to have.
Thomas Jefferson said (that) he found that the harder he worked the more
luck he seemed to have.

4. Time is the most valuable thing a man can spend.
Leartius Diogenese said (that) time is the most valuable thing a man can
spend.

5. When you teach a man, you teach an individual. When you teach a woman,
you teach a family.
Van Harrest said (that) when you teach a man, you teach an individual.
When you teach a woman, you teach a family.

6. Lay the foundation of your future today, don’t wait for tomorrow; it may
never come.
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Anonymous said (that) lay the foundation of your future today, don’t wait for
tomorrow, it may never come.

Step six
Listening: Read the implication of the above mentioned quotations, ask your students
to listen carefully and then ask them to match the implications to their speakers’ and
write them down in their notebooks.
Solution:
a. Importance of the freedom of speech.  (Muhammad (PBUH)
b. Importance of work. (Thomas Jefferson)
c. Importance of modern education. (Hazrat Ali)
d. Importance of time. (Leartius Diogenes)
e. Importance of female education. (Van Harrest)
f. Importance of making plan for future. (Anonymous)

Step seven
Homework: Ask the students to write two or three famous quotes.
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Unit fifteen
Lesson two

Objectives of the unit:
- Report what people said.
- Listen to famous quotation
- Read different quotes
- Write a paragraph

Objectives of the lesson:
Students should be able to learn from quotes, sayings and proverbs.
Students should be able to read and memorize the famous saying.

Pages: 159, 160 and 161
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of the students in the class and ask students to say if they have any
problem.
Ask the students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding
of the topic and then ask them to read their homework about famous quotes.

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking some questions.
1. Who can quote Prophet Muhammad (PBUH)’s saying?
2. What is better for a person? Good mark or good character?

Brainstorming: In order to make your students concentrate on their lesson, ask a few
questions.
1. Will the hearing and reading wise quotes change our way of life?
2. “Believing in yourself is the key to success.” Is a wise quote who can explain its

advantages in practical life?

Step three
Vocabulary: Read the table of vocabulary part of page 159 of the book and ask
students to listen and tell them if they have any problems in meanings that you are in
need to be assisted.
Divide the students into pairs to match the words from the table with the definition
below. Then match their complete statements with their partners, if they do any
mistake in the statement then correct it.
Exercise Solution:
1. Confidence: Believe (trust) in oneself or others.
2. Wealth: to be rich.
3. Future: time to come.
4. Freedom of speech: to give opinion about something in public.
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5. Wisdom: good way of thinking.
6. Happiness: nice enjoyable feeling.
7. Success: getting what you want.
8. Modern education: to provide the latest educational system for students.
9. Motivation: a moving power that makes a person act.
10. Household chore: live together and do house work.
Divide the students into pairs and ask them to think of a quote or a saying. Then they
should share it with their partners they should question their about what this quote or
saying is.

Step four
Reading: Before reading the text write the questions on page 159 of the book on the
blackboard and ask the students to discuss about the question s in groups. Then ask
some of the students among the groups to come in front of the class and talk about it.
Read the text about “What People said…” aloud and ask students to listen carefully.
Read the text again but do not translate in Dari and Pashto. Translation should be
used as a last resort. Translate only difficult words, not patterns.
Ask students to read the text once again silently, and put the quotations under the
heading in the box, just only some quotations can go under one or two headings in the
box.
After finishing their work ask them individually to come in front of class and read
their quotations. If other students make any mistakes ask them to correct it.
Exercise Solution:
Future:  no quotes

      Success: “Try not to become a man of success but rather to become a man of value.”
      Wisdom: “First learn the meaning of what you say, and then speak.”

“Study as if you were going to live forever; live as if you were going to
die tomorrow.”

Friendship: “Every time you smile at someone, it is an action of love, a gift to that
person, a beautiful thing.”

       “Friendship is one mind in two bodies.”
Ask the students individually to choose one of the categories and write what they
have learned from the quotes and write it down in their notebooks. Then read their
ideas about the quotes for their partners.

Step five
Conversation: Read the conversation on page 161 of the book aloud and ask them to
listen carefully then divide the students into pairs and ask them to practice the
conversation between two students. Do not translate it in Pashto or Dari. Translation
in Pashto or Dari should be used as a last resort and then only to translate words, not
patterns.
Divide the students in pairs (those who are sitting side by side) to practice the
conversation silently. Then make further pairs to practice the conversation aloud to
strengthen the pronunciation of the students.

Step six
Homework: Ask your students to memorize the conversation on page 161 of the
book and be ready for tomorrow to practice it in front of the class.
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Unit fifteen
Lesson three

Objectives of the unit:
- Report what people said.
- Listen to famous quotation
- Read different quotes
- Write a paragraph

Objectives of the lesson:
Students should be able to learn direct and reported commands.
Students should be able to learn direct and reported requests.
Students should be able to know how to plural the words.

Pages: 161, 162 and 163
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of the students in the class and ask students to say if they have any
problem.
Ask the students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding
of the topic and then ask them to practice the pervious conversation.

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking some questions.
1. Who can tell the definition of happiness?
2. Who can tell a quote for friendship?

Brainstorming: In order to make your students concentrate on their lesson, ask a few
questions.
1. Who can explain direct speech?
2. Who can give an example for reported speech?

Step three
Grammar: Read the table on page 161 of the book “reporting commands and
requests” aloud and ask the students to listen carefully. Divide the students into pairs
and ask them to read the table.
Again divide them into pairs and ask them to decide if the following are commands or
requests. Tell them to write C for commands and R for requests. Then rewrite them in
reported speech in their notebooks. And then compare their writings with other pairs.
Exercise Solution:
R      1. “Could you try harder”?
She wanted me to try harder.
C      2. Forgive many things in others; nothing in ourselves.”
He told us to forgive many things in others; nothing in yourself.
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R       3. “Could you attend my lecture”?
He wanted me to attend their lecture.
C       4. “Put your future in good hands- your own.”
She told us to put our future in good hands- our own.
Ask the students to report the last two commands or requests that were given by you.

Step four
Writing: Write the famous quote of the Prophet Mohammad PBUH on the
blackboard “Learn knowledge from cradle to tomb.” and ask the students to think
about this quote and write a paragraph whether they want to be an active or an
inactive member of their society. Then ask them individually to come in front of the
class and read their paragraph, other students should listen carefully.

Step five
Phonic: First explain the rules of how to plural the words with clear examples on the
blackboard. Then read the diagram which is about rules of Pluralization. Ask the
students to listen carefully.
Ask students to read the rules and the words from the box again. Let them to write the
plurals of the words in their notebooks. Then they should read it aloud in front of the
class.
Read the paragraph in part B on page 163 of the book, tell them to listen carefully.
Ask them to rewrite the paragraph by changing the nouns into plurals.

Step six
Homework: Ask your students to write ten words and pluralize them in their
notebooks.
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Unit fifteen
Lesson four

Objectives of the unit:
- report what people said.
- listen to famous quotations.
- read different quotes.
- write a paragraph.

Objectives of the lesson:
Students should be able to change direct speech in to indirect speech.
Students should be able to learn time expressions in direct and indirect speech.

Pages: 164, 165 and 166
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of the students in the class and ask students to say if they have any
problem.
Ask the students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding
of the topic and then ask them to read their homework which is ten plural words.

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking some questions.
1. Who can give an example for reporting commands?
2. Who can give an example for direct request?

Brainstorming: In order to make your students concentrate on their lesson, ask a
question.
1. Who can tell us a quotation that inspires us for modern education?

Step three
Grammar Summary: Read the table of grammar summary part of page 164 of the
book and ask the students to listen carefully. Ask them to read the next part of the
table silently and give them time to think and say some sentences for reporting
requests and commands.
Tell the students to read the time expression’s table and ask them to memorize it. Call
one or two students in front of the class and ask them to tell the time expression with
an example.
Divide the students into groups of 3 or 4 and ask them to change the reported quotes
into direct quotes. And read their sentences aloud, if they make any mistakes let other
student to correct them.
Exercise Solution:
1. He told us not to let life discourage us.
“Do not let life discourage you.
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2.She told us to do what we could with what we had wherever we were.
“Do what you can with what you have wherever you are.”
3.He asked us not to waste our time.
“Don’t waste your time.”
4.They told us to deal with other people’s faults as gently as we would with our own.
“Deal with other people’s fault as gently as you do with your own.”
5.He asked us to begin each day as if it were on purpose.
“Could you begin each day as if it was on purpose?”

Step four
Speaking: Write these quotes on the blackboard
-Some cause happiness wherever they go, others whenever they go.
-Nothing in life is to be feared. It is only to be understood.
-Education is the best provision for old age.
Divide the students into groups of 3 or 4 and let them to discuss about these quotes.
Then ask some students among the groups to come in front of the class and tell the
result of their discussions. Other students should listen carefully.

Step five
Writing: Ask the students to write a chosen quotation with its owner and put in
reported speech, and then forward it to his/her partner. If his/her partner make any
mistakes, he/she should correct them.
Tell the students to choose a quote from their pervious lessons and write a short story
about it.

Step six
Vocabulary list: It is very important and useful source for the students to improve
their spelling efficiency and increase their words ability. It will help them to
understand the words in different parts of speech such as; noun, pronoun, verb,
adverb, adjective, preposition, etc. The students should write them down in their
notebooks.
Pronounce the words aloud and ask the students to repeat them after you. Then ask
some of them to read and pronounce the vocabulary list aloud.

Step seven
Homework: Ask the students to write 5 statements for reporting requests and
commands.
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Unit sixteen
Lesson one

Objectives of the lesson:
Students should be able to make polite requests.
Students should be able to accept or refuse an invitation.

Pages: 168-169
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of the students in the class and ask them if they have any problems.
Ask the students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding
of the topic and then ask them to read their homework written five sentences in
reporting request and commands.

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking some questions.
1. How do you quote requests and command?
2. How do form plural nouns?

Brainstorming: In order to make students concentrate on their lesson, ask a few
questions.
1. How do you invite your friends to dinner?
2. What kinds of words do you use in your invitation?

Step three
Discussion: Get the students to look at page 168 of the book. Read the sentences in
part A aloud and ask the students to make polite requests for each one. Then have
some of the students individually to read the sentences and polite requests that he/ she
has just written about it.
Divide the students in pairs. First student should read the question in part B and make
a request and the second student should accept or refuse his request.

Step four
Writing: Ask the students to think of a dish they like the best. Then ask them to write
down an instruction about how to make it and draw its picture in your notebooks.
Ask some of the students to read the dish’s instructions aloud and say what it is like.
Let other students to ask him/ her questions.
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Step five
Speaking: Divide the students in groups of three. Ask one student to act as a
customer, the second student acts as a receiver of message (as a machine) and the
third one acts as a manager. The first student is not satisfied for the shirt which he/she
has bought from the supermarket; the shirt’s quality is not good. He/she wants to
make a complaint to the manager, while he/she calls the manager, at that time no one
receives the call. Then the answering machine offers to convey the message to the
manager. Then the first student leaves a massage and give all the information that
he/she thinks is necessary. When the third student receives the message, he/ she
reports it to the main office. The main office requests the customer to return back the
shirt and get a good quality shirt instead.
Then change the students to play the situation 2 same as the first situation. Ask them
to look at the box and it will help them, while they are out and leave a message to
someone.

Step six
Homework: Ask the students to leave a message to their friend, use the points from
the box.
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Unit sixteen
Lesson two

Objective of the lesson:
Students should be able to make polite requests.
Students should be able to accept or refuse an invitation.

Pages: 170-171
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of the students in the class and ask them if they have any problems.
Ask the students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding
of the topic and then ask them to read their homework which they have written about
leaving a message.

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking some questions.
1. What is a telephone message?
2. What are your favorite dishes?

Brainstorming: In order to make your students concentrate on their lesson, ask a few
questions.
1. Can you name some of your traditional foods and dishes?
2. What kinds of foods do you like?

Step three
Vocabulary: Get the students to look at page 170 of the book. Ask them to look at
the pictures in part A of page 170 and write their names and ingredients on the table.
Ask the students individually to come in front of the class. Tell them to name the food
and describe what it is made of. Let the other students to ask him/ her questions and
give suggestions and opinions.
Ask the students to read the words given in part B on page 170 of the book. Ask them
to read the sentences silently and complete them with the given words. Ask them to
fill the puzzle correctly and there is one hidden word that could be found by
completing the puzzle.
Ask a student to read the sentences and show the completed word in the puzzle. If he/
she fails to say, ask another students to read the sentence.
Exercise Solution:
1. To answer a call means to reply.
2. To change from one line to another means to transfer.
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3. If you are on the phone. Your line is busy
4. The person who makes the call is the caller.
5. When you put down the phone, it means you hang up.
6. The person who answers the phone is the receiver.

M
r e p l y

t r a n s f e r
b u s y

c a l l e r
h a n g
r e c e i v e r

Step four
Speaking: Divide the students in groups of four. Write the questions on the
blackboard. Ask them to ask the questions from each other. For example: first a
student should ask from one of his group member “Could you please cook me a
cake?” the second student act as he was cooking. Then ask some pairs to come in
front of the class and practice the play aloud.

Step five
Listening: Get the students to look at page 171 of the book. Read the conversation
aloud and ask the students to listen carefully. Ask them that while I am reading the
conversation listen carefully and write the message in their notebooks.
Ask some of the students to read the message aloud. If he/ she fails to read the
message ask another student to read the message and make the failed students to
listen carefully and correct their mistakes.
Divide the students in pairs (those who are sitting side by side) to practice the
conversation silently in their seats, and then make further groups to practice the
conversation aloud.

Step six
Language function: Give the students time to read the sentences in language
function on page 171 of the book silently and choose the best answer for each of
them.
Divide the students in pairs to ask and answer questions. For example, one student
reads the questions and the second student answers. Then make further groups to ask
and answer the questions aloud. If he/ she fails to answer correctly ask another
students to answer it.

Step seven
Homework: Ask your students to write a paragraph about one of their traditional
foods.
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Unit sixteen
Lesson three

Objective of the lesson:
Students should be able to fill in the blanks with direct and indirect speeches.

Pages: 172 and 173
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of the students in the class and ask students to say if they have any
problem.
Ask the students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding
of the topic and then ask them to read their homework about traditional food.

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking some questions.
1. Who can make a conversation between a caller and receiver?
2. Who can name his/her favorite dish and its ingredients?

Brainstorming: In order to make your students concentrate on their lesson, ask a few
questions.
1. Who can invite his/her friend to a dinner party?
2. Have you ever received a message from your friend?

Step three
Grammar: Ask the students to give suitable replies to the invitations in the grammar
part on page 172 of the book. And then compare it with their partner, and then ask
them individually to read their sentences.
Exercise Solution:
1. Could you come to lunch at my place?
Sounds great.

2.Would you like to go shopping with me?
Sorry, I have other plans.

3.I’d like you to meet my family?
Sure. I’d love to.

Divide the students into groups of three and ask them to complete the conversation
and then read it.  Then ask them to come in front of the class and make role play. One
student act as Asma, the second one act as a mother and third one act as Aunt Sara.
Exercise Solution:
Asma: Mom, Aunt Sara is on the phone. She wants to speak with you.
Mother: I can’t talk to her now. I’m busy. I’ll call her later.
Asma: Sorry, Mom says that she is busy and she would call you later.
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Aunt Sara: No problem, just tell her to make me her delicious Nargis Kebab. I am
having some friends.
Asma: Aunt says just make her your delicious Nargis Kebab, she has some guests.
 Mother: I’d love to, but I have to visit your grandmother at the hospital.
 Asma: Mom is busy; she has to visit my grandmother at the hospital that is why she
can’t cook Nargis Kabab.
 Aunt Sara: Too bad. What about you Asma? Could you make it please?
 Asma: I am sorry, I can’t, it is too difficult to make.

Step four
Speaking: Divide the students into pairs and tell them to make a conversation that
you want to invite your friend to your birthday party. The first student calls his/her
friend to invite. Give him/her the day and date. If the second student is free, he will
accept. If not, he will refuse.
Remember every student should participate in turns.

Step five
Writing: Ask the students individually to write about some people who do not use
the phone wisely. Think of some of the problems that are often connected with the
misuse of the phone. Tell them to choose one and then complete the graphic
organizer.
After completing the graphic organizer ask them to read it in front of the class. Other
students should listen carefully, at the end let the students to tell their ideas about
their classmates’ opinions.

Step six
Reading:  Read the messages from the tables and then ask students to read it again
carefully. Tell them to look at the reading above and describe if the following
sentences are true or false. Put tick or cross mark in the boxes.
Ask them to read their sentences aloud, if they make any mistakes let other student to
correct them.

Step seven
Homework: Ask the students to write a message to his/her friend to invite him/her to
a dinner party.
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Unit sixteen
Lesson four

Objective of the lesson:
Students should be able to talk with each other in front of the class.

Pages: 173, 174 and 175
Period: (45) minutes.
-Teaching method: oral, visual, display, discussing, questions/answers and role play.
-Teaching materials: Blackboard, eraser, chalk.
-Teaching procedure: greetings, taking attendance, checking homework, connecting two lessons.
-Evaluation: questions and answers, oral, visual, display, etc.

Step one
Say   to the students and get them to say   back to you. However,
the way of greetings to be varied to students in the class day by day like; Hello, Hi,
Good morning and Good bye, etc.
Write the date on the board, or you may call your students to do so.
Take attendance of the students in the class and ask students to say if they have any
problems.
Ask students something about their previous lesson to check their understanding of
the topic and then ask them to read their homework which is the message.

Step two
Evaluation: Evaluate your students by asking some questions.
1. Is the mobile phone necessary for every one?
2. “Learn from yesterday, live for today, hope for tomorrow.” Can you explain it?

Brainstorming: In order to make students concentrate on their lesson, ask a few
questions.
1.  Who can define the happiness?
2.What do you think, is this a good habit that someone to think only of his/ her own

advantages?

Step three
Speaking: Divide the students into pairs and tell them to play a role. One student act
as a costumer and other student act as a pharmacist. The first student has taken
medicine from the pharmacy and the medicine which he/she has bought is expired, so
he/she comes to the pharmacist to complain. Another student who is the pharmacist,
accepts or refuses his/her complains. Let every student to participate.

Step four
Vocabulary: Let the students to read the quotations and ask them that what do the
quotations talk about? Then tell them to match the quotations with the topic. Ask the
students individually to come in front of the class and read their complete sentences.
If any of them make a mistake tell other student to correct it.
Exercise Solution:
1. Success (d) “The sign on the door to success says. ‘PUSH’.”
2. Wealth (e) “If you count your money, you are not a millionaire.”
3. Friendship (b) “Wherever you are. It is your friends who make your world.”
4.Happiness (a) “Joy sneaks through a door you didn’t know you left open.”
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5.Future (f) “Be nice to people on your way up because you’ll meet them on your way
down.”

6.Education (c) “Remember. There are no mistakes, only lessons.”
Ask the students to read the sentences and circle the correct answer from the exercise
in part B and require them who are the owner of the expressions??

Step five
Language Function: Divide the students in groups of three and ask them to read the
direction under the language function which is about Bilal. Bilal is having lunch with
his family. The problem is that he never stops requesting for things. Then complete
the conversation with suitable expressions. After that ask one group to come in front
of the class and play the role, one student should act as Bilal, the second student
should as Ahmad and the third one should as a Naser.
Exercise Solution:
Bilal: Ahmad, could you pass me the salt please?
Ahmad: Yes, why not.
Bilal: Ahmad, could you pass me the plate?
Ahmad: Sure. Here you are.
Bilal: Uhu Uhu Water! I’m choking here. Can I have a glass of water, please?
Naser: Yes, I am going to bring it.
Bilal: Careful, you spilled the water all over me.
Ahmad: Take a handkerchief, it will be fine. Are you ok now?
Bilal: Yes. But I need to dry myself.
Naser: Then go and stand in the sun, you’ll get dry.
Bilal: I’ll get a towel myself. God you can’t get any help in this house, can you?

Step six
Vocabulary list: It is very important and useful source for the students to improve
their spelling efficiency and increase their words ability. It will help them to
understand the words in different form of the parts of speech; noun, pronoun, verb,
adverb, adjective, preposition, etc. The students should write them down in their
notebooks.
Pronounce the words aloud and ask the students to repeat them after you. Then ask
some of them to read and pronounce the vocabulary list aloud.

Step seven
Tell your students:
Good luck! We have finished our book successfully. Be ready for your final
exams.
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